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MAINE.

Oxford St. Cor. of Stone St.

A Man of Nerve.

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,
Entirely harm less; is not a eanetie.
It removes Comp. Warts, Bunions ard Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
OTA CURB IS GUARANTRBD.JBR
Price ‘J5 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.
Trv It tnd you will be convinced like thousand*
Who have used it and now testify to its value.
h «k for Mchlotterbeck’* Cora and Wart
Sol rent and take no other.
unrttf

MRS. THROOP S
Home and

Bay School

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN
Opinanl8..

*ep1G

SI

High Mlreet, on JIOXPAV, Slept. 14 >tli.
ST&Ih&w tiUNovl

St. Catharine’s Hall, Augusta. Me.

DIOCESAN SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
The Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D. President.

__wants.

fifteenth
THETerms
$260

Experienced Retail Salesmen
At R. H. White & Co’s Boston, in
our Woolen,
Upholstery, Dress
Goods and Housekeeping Goods
Departments. Also a first class
Bibbou Salesman to take charge
of the Department. And a first
class Gent’s Kid Glove Salesman.
Also experienced Salesladies in
our Suit and Garment, Lace and
in person

by mail to

or

J. F.

aTcTmORGAN’S
School for
Young Ladies and Girls,
POBTanaillH, N. H.
RE-OPENS SEPTEMBER 27th, 1882.

sepl6

THE SEVENTH YEAR
—

OP

Sargent's School,

WILL BEGIN SEPT.

12TH, 1882.

The Kindergarten will be in the care of Miss
Pr «tor.
The Primary Department fits boys and girls for
the Grammar Schools of the citv.
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AGENT

WANTED TO SELL

reet, Portland, Me.

inline.

Gen. John L. Swift will deliver the

aug2___deodtt

Robie.72,654

Plaisted.63,766
Chase
Vinton.
Bustle.

Wanted.
A girl for general bouse-work
at 168 Neal Street.

Apply
dlw*

s«16

TO

.Total

EASUA! BROS.

SCHOOLS.

YOUNG LADY desires

place as assistant in
some school either public or private, to teach
Latin, Mathematics and the English Branches.

k BA5CR0FT

a

Address P. 0. Box 100,
Paris Hill, Me.

d2wf

sap9

Girl Wanted.
experienced girl as cook and for general
housework. May apply at
2G DEERING ST.
seplGdtf
Wanted.

AUTUMN

and wife without children for Farm work
the year lound. Must come well recommendO. H SfEBBlN
ed.
560 Congress St, Portlaud Me.
sei4dlw*
man

WANTED.
A rent of four or live rooms in western
part of the elty. Addres BOX 1482.
se!4dli»»

Girl Wanted.
CAPABLE girl for general house-work In
small

family.

sel2dtf

Pant Makers
Coat, Vest and
wanted. Also, first-claxs machine
operator. Enquire or address
A. T. NICHOES,
sep9dtf
Brunswick, Maine.

DRESS FABRICS

108

Republicans, 40 Fusionists and in two districts the elections are not yet determined.

Stones on the Track.
Dover, N. H., Sept. 18—Saturday evening
as a passengers train froin Alton
Bay for Dover was nearing Dover, it had a narrow
escape
from being derailed by stones placed there Dy
somebody. OfiScer Hall was notified and went
un the road and arrested two young boys sitting on the grass near the scene. They were
admitted to bail aud the hearing postponed
until to-morrow.
Yesterday two young men
walking on the railroad near Pike's Mills, two
miles from Dover, found several stones placed
on the track and removed them.
The matter
is being investigated.
A Boston and Albany Train Thrown from
me

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Eagle Clothes Wringer. Sold on’y hy
JL canvassers. Good salary or commission. No
J. \V. HIBBARD,
capital required.
35 Temp e St.
sep7dtf

which will be ready for exhibition

Tuesday, Sept

oa

19th.

mo sell The

Wanted.
experienced salesman to travel for a wholesale house, to sell groceries provisions and
flour.
Address P. O. Box 1116, Portlai.d, Me.
dim*
&u30

AN

This will be a rare occasion of wita line display of Rich and Medium Priced Hoods, and the public are
cordially invited to inspect them wheth< r
desiring to purchase or not.

nessing

West

Star
'onnnercial St.

Collision of Trains in a Tunnel.
St. Loots, Sept. 18.—Two freight trains collided in a tunnel three miles west of Kirkwood, Mo., on the Missouri Pacific Railroad
yesterday afternoon, wrecking both trains aud
slightly injuring a ceuple of train hands. The
cars took fire aud at last
accounts were buruing furiously insine the tunnel. A fire engine
was sent from St. Louis last night to subd ue
the flames.

MARINE NEWS.

Match

Co.,

uug to

Collision.

PR0ViDENCE»Sept.

18.—The steam tug Ant
in the harbor this morning by the
schooner Helen G. King, lumher laden.
The
tug’s funnel was carried away and her steam
pipe broken. The crew were driven from the
house by escaping steam, but no person was
hurt. The schooner was slightly damaged.
Boston Steamer Disabled.
Provincetown, Sept. 17 —The steamer City
of Bangor, on the passage from Boston, yesterday, was disabled when off Race Point. She
came in under sail as far as Long point
lighthouse, where anchoring, she remained until
this evening, being brought to her wharf by
the tug Hercules, w’.ich will proceed with the
disabled steamer to Boston.
The passengers
were brought from
the City of Bangor, last
evening by Captain Hartford, in the yacht

dtf

was run

LOST AND FOUND
Lost.

EI

leighborhood

sel8

of Pos Office

yesterday

A.

M.

Gold Watch Chain. Liberal reward,
please leave the same at Press Office.

art
r

of

d3t

Lost.
YVETWEEN W. B. Sawyer & Co’s shoe shop

on

_D

Cross Street and head of Preble Street, a
Gold Badge marked “B. L. 1. to P. M. B.” H inder
will be rewarded hy leaving same at this office.
d3t
seJ6

REAL

FOR

ESTATE.

lot of land on Danforth St. rear Emery, will be sold at a bargain. Apply soon to
A. F. MOULTON
selGd4w
188 Middle St.

eligible

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros’ Pianos,
Indorsed bp ANNIE LOUISE CABY.
Alio a

choice stock of first-class

PIANOS AMD ORGANS.

Glees and Choruses, easv and difficult .are found
in Emerson’*CHOKES' BOO « ,($l OO.) Per.
kins’ AMERICAN 6LEK BOOK, (81 AO.)
Cobb’s
FESTIVAL CHORDS
BOOK
(8«.‘JA.) Perkins’ GLEE AND CHOKES
BOOM, (81 ) GKR *1 AN FOCR-PART
SONGS) (81.50,) and Zerrabn’s INDEX, (81.)

IDGAL(75 cts.)

1000

separate Octavo Choruses, Glees and
Anthems, each 6 to 10 cents.

or more

First-rate Anthems are found In Perkins’ ANTHEM HARP ($1.25) Emerson’s B.iOR OF
ANTHEMS
($1.25). AMERICAN ANTHEM B’K($1.25), and GEM GLEANER
($1.) by Cha iwick.
Scenic

Cantatas.

as

BELSH

OLIVER D1TS0N &
seplG

CO.,

Boston.
ST&T&w

EMBROIDERIES.
TBB

Stamping

Designing.

CROWELS
from tne Royal School of

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Instruction given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.

M.

E. FAIRWEATHER
8

Jly20

33L.M ST.
dif

MASSACHUSETTS.
Drowning: Accident.
Lowell, Sept 18.—Willie, 5 year old son of
Wm. Allison, was drowned this noon in the

boat canal while

Sailing of the North Atlantic Squadron.
Portsmouth, Sept 18,—United States ships
Tennessee, Kearsarge, Alliance, Enterprise

and Yantic will sail from this port Wednesday
and are expected to arrive at New York after
a technical cruise of eight days at sea.
The
fleet have passed in all eighteen days here this

& Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER.

summer.

Effects of the Gale.
Fully one-half the apple and pear crop in
this vicinity was blown from the trees during
the recent high winds.

Best for TOILET. BATH
and HANDKERCHIEF.

Durant’s Contempt Case,
Newport, R. I., Sept. 18.—-Chief Justice

Durfee and

SALT< SALT!
JUST

ARRIVED.

10000 Bush. Turks Island, cargo “C, M.

Kicburdsoii.”

*•

2.*000 Bush. Turks Island, cargo “I)ida
E. Clark.”
In More, mono llnali l.irerpool.
Al“® for dairy u»e.
EngliHh Dairy, HiS
Korek,, Pa|k’« Ac., Ac.
The

toriucr wr
input direct and from
(he lEM<ui«iiy of niHuy tarineu, who have
iine.d it, and without
any doubt* *t-»te it hat
no superio. n» to
quality and price.

OO.

iIm

& Cleansed.
Featliersj DyedEEWANDO’S
Laces
J French Dye House.
and

i

17 Temple Place,

Gloves BOSTON,
au31eod&wlm

IJ.

§.

A

Price List sent Free.

FOLDING
in

Ne«r

MIRRORS

styles,

| JLORINO, SHORT
OPP. PEEBL
f,

Hard Blow.

Boston, Sept. 10.—The large brick shoe factory at Hudson, Mass., was burned early this
morning by burglars, who trted to enter the
safe.
It was owned by Frarcis Brigham
Sons, whose loss is $03,000; insurance $40,225.
Neariy 500 hands are thrown out of work.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

PERFUME.

Murray

fishing.

A

fvIPERISHABLE

Art.

NEEDLEWORK.

next season.

ZZAK($.). by

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND

and

WASHINGTON.
The Life Saving: Service.
Washington, Sept 18.
Superintendent
Kimball oi tbe Life Saving Service, has just
retained to the city from an official visit to
Massachusetts, where he went for the purpose
of selecting sites for new life saving stations to
be established on that coast in accordance with
the act of May 1st last.
The sites finally selected were at Woodsend, Cape Cod, and
a point between Cohasset aud Scituate harbors.
Owing to the necessary delay caased by the
perfecting of titles, it is not probable that actual building operations will be begun before

JOSEPH’S BONDAGE)

($1.00), by Chadwick,

SAMUEL THUBSTOA,
dtf

The 111 Fated Asia.
Toronto, Sept. 18.—The government in*
gpector here states the ill fated steamer Asia
was running without a license, having been refused one on account of carrying an insufficient number of life boats and life preservers.

—

Easy Glees and Part Songs are found in abundance in Perkins’ new CHORAL CHOIR ($1,)
au
his new PE ERLESS (75 cts.), also in Emerson’s HxRALD
OF PRAISE ($1.) and

liutterfield, and the classic «»isN M D NIO ($ 1.50;,
COM ALA (80 cts.) and CHRISTMAS (80
cts.), by Gmterson
Send for lists and descriptions.
Any book mailed for retail price.

S«p2d

into

Mercury.

MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

LAND FOB »ALE.

AN

iracK.

Worcester, Sept. 18.—The conductor of
the Western express telegraphs that about a
mile from Rochdale, v <,ss., a rail placed
across the traok was struck by the flauge of
the engine wheels and the engine and all the
train except the sleeper was thrown down a
bank and the track badly blockaded. The engineer, fireman and a brakemau were badly
hurt. No others are reported injured.

GIRLS WANTED,
By Portland

vote.138,176

Robie’s Plurality. 8,798
The Republican candidates for Congress are
elected by pluralities a little in excess of that
for Governor. The Republicans carry 14 of 16
counties. Of Senators there are 28 Republican
and 3 Fusionists, and of members of the House

a

required. Enquire

References

Hampshire Street.

i ,298
262
805

RAILWAY TERRORS.

have received large invoices of

AN

A

Masonic, civic and other organizations will be

Official Returns from the State.
Augusta, Sept. 18.—The Kennebec Journal
will publish tomorrow full official returns from
all the state except six small plantations, the
result of which will change the result hut little. Following is the summary of the vote of
the State:

hoof._

at 65

Augusta's Soldiers’ Monument.
18.—The dedication of the
monument in this oity by the G. A. R. will
take place Thursday next.
It will be a grand
affair. G. A. R. Posts from all over the State
will participate and the entire State militia,

Augusta, Sepc.

THE ELECTION.

148 Spring

DonneianMFngliMh Patent Food for Horaeii
and Cattle, also, Doncl >ms Logliah Patent Hoof Ointment
Liberal terms aud control
of territory given to a suit, able active Dr an. Apply
with particulars, reference, stating present business
etc., to Donelans English Patent Food ami Hoof
Ointment Compauy, controlers of U. S Depot, 106
Sudbury St. Boston, Mass. N. B. Owners of horses are requested to send for certificates of analysis.
Patent Food saves 40 per cent, of the ordinary ood.
Patent Hoof Ointment cures all diseases of the skin
and
sel6d3f

A

also Mr Adams, Secretary of the Maine MisThe services were very interesting and a large congregation was present.

d3t

selG

A

Presque Isle, Sept. 18.—Yesterday the Con
gregational church ot this place, which haB
been repaired at an expense of about $2,400,
was rededicated. The sermon was
by Rev.
Prof. Sewall of Bangor, and the
dedicatory

oration.

of R. H. White & Co., Boston.

care

Dedication of a Church.
[To the Associated Press.]

sionary Society.

—

FORHERLY
Hiss Sargent & Hiss Bradbury’s,

Apply

the hand above the wrist without an anesthe-

tic.

prayer by Rev. Mr. Cross A Camden. Other
clergymen present were Rev. Professors Paine
and Ropes
of
Bangor, Davis of Dexter,
Stevens, Patten, Eastman of Port Fairfield,

d6t

Miss

(Special to the Press.)
Biddeford, Sept. 18.—About half past
eleven this forenoon, Edward Delaney, an
operative in the Pepperell mills, met with a
His right hand got enpainful accident.
tangled in a picker and was completely torn in
pieces. Mr. Delaney exhibited remarkable
serve after the accident, coolly walking from
the mill to the drugstore of Dr. Warren,
across the street, with the mutilated limb
dangling, where he suffered amputation of

a

MISS

™-

^

year will begin
year.
Special

Sept. t4ib.
advantages in
Music, Modern Languages and Drawing. For cir
cuUrs address MADAME MONDAN, Principal
Augusta, Me.
au9dtsep20

WANTED!!

Trimming Departments.

BY TfiLFGJLAPH.

particulars, enquire of the Principal.
MISS ETTA A. FILES,
se4d3w
173
_

Bain

Interferes

Somewhat* With

at

& HIRKION’S
HOUSE.
dint

Associate Justices Matteson and

Carpen'er, in the Supreme Court, to-day, have
been hearing the contempt case of * homas C.
Duraut, of Credit Mobilier notoriety. Durant
was arrestud on
board a yacht in this harbor

the summer of 1868. in the famous Credit
Mobilier suit, and John N. A. Griswold was
secured as his bondsman, in the sum of 350,000.
Durant did not appear in court when wanted,
and he was declared in contempt, and Griswold called upon as surety.
The case has
been in court for many years. Griswold’s
counsel is willing t * produce Duraut if the
court will exempt Griswold from paying the
Durant’s counsel made an
imount of bail.
able argument to purge their client from contempt. Durant has been declared insolvent by
If the motion is not
the Pennsylvania court.
sustained, Griswold will be obliged to pay the
amount of bail, but the counsel will exhaust
every legal point before paying.

in

COURTNEY

the

[Special

to

the Frees.]
Camp

Shipley,

The different companies
First Division, Maine militia,

18.

composing

i

Kennedy’s Deposit—The
in Three Weeks at

81090 with the Boston Herald to cover the
amount placed by John A. Kennedy of Portland In his challenge. Hanlan and
Kennedy
will sign articles at the Point of Pines
to-morrow and the race will
probably take place at
Silver Lake within three week.

not very

creditably performed by the
Regiment, plainly showing that the
company commanders had not properly instructed their men, particularly the non-eommiBsioned officers, in their duty, but through
the exertions of the adjutant and sergeantmajor, they were finally set aright. The Sec-

BaT’ n: y-> Sept. 18—A race
fnrAKu?£NDRIA
®100°
rowed to-day in Poplar
Bay, St.

First

was

t

L-twrenoej.ver.direoUy

opposite this place bv
Ten Eyck and Dempsey. Tbs word
at
5
55
and
gi
a good start made.
Courtney at once took the lead and at the
quarter mile stake led Ten Eyck half a length.
Dempsey half a length behind Ten Eyck. One
mile from the start
Courtney led Ten-Eyok
ond Regiment did not perform the ceremony
one length, and was
rowing 32 strokes to the
at all, owing to the lateness of their dinner
minute, Ten Eyck 34, and Dempsey three
hour.
Battalion dr'll of both regiments was lengths back of Ten Eyck, rowing 32. At the
turn Ten Eyck was so near
Courtney that
dispensed with. The battery was manoeuvered
Courtney stopped rowing and Ten Eyck tamby Capt. Larrabee, and showed great improve- ed ahead; time 10.45, Courtney four
seconds
iator.
ment over their drills at the last muster.
Dempsey was a long way behind and
turned
the
in
11.45.
Dress parade of both regiments was perbuoy
On the first half mile of the return
Courtney
formed iu a creditable manuer, the only gen- ?
spurted and soon took the lead again. One
eral mistakes noticeable were that the seymile from the turn Courtney was one
length
ahead, he and Ten Eyck i-otfa putting b .xdao
geants eaipl^yed to mark the a'igsments did
to a miuute.
A slight breeze here made the
not precede their companies at the
reqaired
water lumpy.
One taiie and a quarter from
distance and the right and left guides of the
the turn Courtney was leading Ten Eyck two
color compaDy occupied positions in the alignlengths an d palling 32 strokes, and he passed
the home buoy an easy winner by the same
ment which were not correct.
lead.
Time 20m. 59 1-2 sec., Dempsey fully
The Second Regiment is accompanied by
half a mile behind.
Johnson’s Band of Lewiston and have exeinewiua oiew very fresh from one
p. m.
till 4.30 when it calmed down somewhat, but
cuted excellent music to-day.
If Chandl-r’s
the course remained rough and the men W9re
Band, who are enlisted as the First Regiment not called till 5.15.
At this hour the water
Band, is not very careful it will lose the lau' was not good but the men were willing to
rels it has repeatedly won heretofore.
start if the referee ordered the race to bo rowCourtney at the fiuish seemed somewhat
Taps have just been sounded; the lights in ed.
out of b'eatb and said it was the hardest race
the different company tents are quickly disapbe had ever rowed. Ten Eyck was quite exIt was the opinion of those on the
hausted.
pearing, and quietness reigns.
referees’ boat that Courtney could have made
Col. O’Donoghue, A. A. G., is disabled by
better time had it been necessary. Considersickness and Capt. J. W. Berry of Gardiner
ing, however, the condition of the water the
is acting in his place.
Business having called
race
was
declared satisfactory on all hands.
Adjutant S vett of the First Regiment to Port- About 3000 people were in attendance and the
land, Lieut. Milliken of the Portland Mechan- river was full of steamboats from all points,
Close of the Creedmoor Match.
ic Blues has been detailed as acting adjutant.
New York, Sept. 18.—The fall meeting of
[By Associated Press.]
the N ational Rifle Association ended at CreedAugusta, Sept. 18.—Monday morning broke moor to-day with shooting of the final stages
of the military championship match, contnauspiciously for the opening of muster. The
tinuous and consolation matches. The former
sky was overcast, rain fell at intervals and the was won by Wm. M.
Farron, of the Newport
outlook was discouraging.
But at noon the
Artillery, with a score of 85 out of a possible
1(5.
sun burst triumphantly out of the clouds,
and
Base Sail.
serene skies and pure air gave promise of fair
At Buffalo—Bostons 8; Buffalos 2.
and favorable weather. The Augusta and the
At Cleveland—Clevelands 6; Troys 2.
Gardiner companies reported at the grounds at
8 o’clock and were at once assigned to
THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE.
duty.
At 11.30 a special train arrived from the
©ast with the second regiment.
Headed by a
A Legacy of the Tweed Regime.
drum corps the companies marched through
the streets to the parade ground.
The First
Regiment came on a special train, reaching EVIDENCE OF FRAUD FROM FIRST
TO LAST.
the State House siding at noon.

Conrtnep,
was

ren

■

Immediately

upon the arrival of the two
regiments the field began to present an animated appearance,
Wagons loaded with bagg»ge and camp equipments hurried over the
ground in all directions and soldiers swarmed
about the teams like bees around hives. In an
incredibly short space of time tents were
pitched and fires kindled.
The First Regiment is stationed nearest the
river, and the Seco-aU Regiment to their west.
The Battery teDis are located at the foot of the

New York, Sept. 18.-The World publishes
a ten-col man exposure of
suspicious transactions in connection with expenditures on the
Brooklyn bridge. Summing up, it says that
the influences which presided over the
inception and planning of this great
enterprise in
the days of Boss Tweed have presided over it
ever since and preside over it
to-day; that the
books and accounts of the bridge are fall of
forgeries, misrepresentations and errors in calculation, and that they are confused aud complicated in a manner which in the books of a
private concern weald instantly excite suspicion and provoka legal inquiry and action; that
from first to last every important action in
connection with the outlay of money upon this
great publio work has been more or less distinctly attended with suspicion. The evidence
here presented Bhows how Chief
Engineer
Koebling bought steel for rebuilding works,
how President Murphy paid large f-es for
searching titles to Mnrphy as lawyer, how
Vice President Kingsley not only bought
granite to the amount of 81,000,000 from companies developed out of other companies, but
bought sand aud machinery from one of hie
own business partners, and hnofeo ini ntetinu
cry irom tne office of the newspaper of which
he is himself proprietor.
The allegation which has been made that
some of the
Brooklyn bridge trustees have
profited in large sums through some of their
contracts is to be investigated, Comptroller
Semler of Brooklyn having already called for

parade field.

In a street running north and
south the tents of each company are arranged
like houses on a street, with their entrance
opening into the passageway between the two
lines. The location of each company is indicated by guideboards.
in the afternoon tbere was a
company team
shoot by teams of ten men selected from each
company, distance 200 yards, off-hand. The
first prize was won by the Dexter Light Infantry, who scored 200 out of a poaoiVlo O0O points.
At 5 o’clock there was guard mounting and
dress parade. The companies are all present
with full ranks.
Chandler’s Band of Portland furnishes music for tbe First Regimont, and Johnson’s
Band of Lewiston for the Second Regiment. A
field hospital is to be at once established under
charge of Major Eugene A. Sanger. The
muster

opens well and the prospects
a successful encampment.

are

an

Annual Session of the Grand Lodge, I. O
O. F.
Baltimore, Sept. 18.—The representatives
ef the Sovereign Grand Lodge, 1. O O. F
this morning paraded several of the principal
streets, e corted by the Encampment Drill Association of this city, a battalion from Washington city aud tbe Marley Drill Assoc ation
from Alexandria, and marcbed to Odd Fallows’Hall, where an address of welcome was
made by Grand Master McFarland of
Maryland, and responded to by Grand Sire Luther
J. Gleun of Georgia.
The annual session of
the Sovereign Grand
Lodge then began.
Twenty-seven Grand Lodges and twenty-six
Encampments responded to the roll call.
The Grand Sire’s report shows tbe condition
of tbe order to be as follows:
Grand Lodges
50
Subordinate Lodge*.
7 393

flat-

NEW YORK.
A Russian Forger Wanted.
New York, Sept. 18.—Chief Police Walling
received today from Scotland vard police, a description of John Novitski, a Russian who last
mouth stole a number of Russian and Italian
Railway bonds, aggregate, $75,000, and fled
from Loudon. It is supposed he came to this
country. A reward of £100 was offered for bis
The fugitive is believed to
apprehension.
have been an officer in the Russian army, and
the London correspondent of the Moscow Gazette. The police have the numbers of the
stolen bonds.
$20000 from America for the Land

Increase .;..
Grand 1 ncamp ents

League.
New York,

Sept,

18.— Rev. Lawrence

Walsh,

M.

Subordinate
Decrease
Increase

Lodge members.
Increase
Encampment members

Chicago, Sept. 18.—Special despatches report
corn crop in every direction
wonderfully

improved by the past

two weeks of fine weathIn Southern Illinois it is believed the
will be safe from frost by the close of this
week. The crop will be a full
three-quarters
average. In Iowa it is thought the yield will
be the largest and best ever known in the
state. Corn has hardened and is fast
getting
away from danger by frost. The hot weather
which still bolds in Nebraska and parts of
Kansas has done no harm, the crop being so
forward as not to be affected.

er.

croD

MAJOR PHIPPS.
Philadelphia’s
Defaulting Almshouse
Superintendent Arrested.
Hamilton, Ont., Sept. 18.—Major Phipps
the defaulting superintendent of the Philadelphia almshouse was arrested at the Domiuion
Hotel tonight by two city detectives and one of
Pinkerton’s meu.

ence.

certificate of insanity
the case of Mrs Melville, wife
of Chief Engineer Melville, and the unfortunate lady has
Men placed in the Norristown
Insane Asylum.
Her children accompanyied her
to the asylum
and then returned to their home.
Chief Engineer Melville telegraphed for his sister in
New York who will hereaiter take care of his
home and his children.

in

Balfh Doe,

17 years old, son of Chief Justice Doe of New Hampshire, who was seriously
fire
North Piatte,
Neb., Friday, has died.

byft?***$*

CROPS.

the

for Washington.
The Saratoga General Universal Confes.

|

Damletta to be Attacked Both [by land
and Water.
Alexandria, Sept.

18.—The fact of the capof Arabi and
scattering his forces does not
to have reached all
points in Egypt, as is
shown this morning by an attack made
by natives in and around Kafizayat on a train load
of British soldiers and some Egyptian officers,
including Ibrahil Bey and Tewtim, ex-governor ot Behert, who were being brought from
Cairo to Alexandria.
The natives, laboring
under the impression that Arabi had won a
great battle at Cairo, and that the train contained some of the fleeing, defeated enemy, attacked it with much fury, but were beaten off,
and under a volley from the soldiers they soon
ture

seem

dispersed.

Cairo, Sept. 18.—Throughout the campaign
the Egyptians had a complete system of spies
in Alexandria and Ismalia.
The rebels expected that the British would attack Tel-elKebir at midnight of the 12th, and they remained in their trenches all night. This shows
that the attack was not a surprise.
Alexandria, Sept. 18.—The surrendered
rebel officers are interned in the Khedive’s
palace. Two squadrons of cavalry from Mariont, after
baring been disarmed, were
marched into Alexandria yeeterday.
Suleiman Bey, who la supposed to nave
Uiatigatod
the burning of Alexandria, has been captured.
The British have occupied Tantah.
Alexandria, Sept. 18.—The garrison of
Aboakir which was ordered to proceed te
Kafr-el-Dwar to surrender inarched out of
that place last evening but the entire regiment, with their arms, moved off eastward to
The rejoin Abdellah Pasha at Damietta.
mainder of the first detachment of about 150
men reach.-d Kafr-el-Dwar at 8 o’clock
this
morning. Many others had escaped on the
off
two
er
three rifles apiece.
way, carrying
The rest of the garrison, numbering 5,000 or
6,000 men, arrived at Kafr-el-Dwar at noon.
They were disarmed, the men dismissed to
their homes and the officers detained.
London, Sept. 13.—A dispatch
change Telegraph Company from

to the ExAlexandria
reports that one o’ the participators in the
June massacres was hanged to-day.
It is reported that gunboats and troops have
been ordered to operate against Abdallah
Pasha, who is still holding Diametta.
Train service on the railroad between Cairo
and Alexandria has been resumed.
All the
stations will be occupied by the British.
The Times savs the punishment for the
crime of rebellion is death, and without vindictiveness it may be said that never was that
punishment more richly earned than by Arabi
Pasha and his chiefs.
The correspondent of the Times at Alexandria says: One of the Egptian officers who surrendered explains that Arabi left his best soldiers at Kafr-el-Dwar because he thought the
move on Ismalia was a ruse and that the real
attack of the British would be on Kafr-elDwar.
Turkish Intrigue.
It is known that the Sultan has
quite recently been in communication witn Arabi
through Damietta, and there can be no doubt
that the resistance of the commander of that
place orig nates from Stamboul.
A dispatch from Beuier’s Telegram Co. from
Port Said states that the commander of Damietta also holds Forts Dibha and Ghemileh
The governor of Port Said sent an Arab to the
rebel commander on Friday, but the messenger has not returned.

Cairo,
Wolseley and Admiral Seymour are concerting a plan for a simnltaneous attack on Damietta by laud and
Sept. 18.—Gen.

water.

POLITICAL.
The Massachusetts Democrats—Laying
Out the Work for Today’s Convention—
Gen. Butler the Probable Nominee for
Governor.

Boston, Sept. 18.—For the day preceding
the Democratic State Convention matters have
been exceedingly quiet today, and no where is
there to be found anything
approaching excitement. The work of the convention has
been already mapped out and may be briefly
stated as follows:
Col. Jonas H. French as
chairman of the state central committee, will
call to order.
Until a late hour today it'was
STllUlflBftd ffit.MayfUf Prinn.A h/auI/1
immpmanent presiding officer, but it is now decided
Judge Abbott will perform that duty. Geu.
Butler will receive the nomination for Governor by
acclamation, upon motion of Hon.
Charles P. Thompson, aud it is believed th re
will not be a dissenting vote.
The remainder
of the ticket will be:
8. D. Bowman of Pittsfield, Lieut. Governor; Hon. George F. Verry of Worcester, Attorney Geueral; w! A.
Hodges of Quincy, Treasurer; J. Boyle O'Reilly of Boston, Secretary of State; J. P. Sweeney of Liwreuce, Auditor.
Gen. Butlet is absent in Rhode Island, and will not be
present
at the convention.
Congressional Nominations.
Sooth Framingham, Mass., Sept. 18 —The
Republicans of the 9tii Cangressioual district
today reuominatea Hou. J. W. Candler of
ttrookliue, for Congress.
Pottbville, Pa., Sept. 18.—The Democrats
«f the 13th district nominated J'. M Wetherell
for Cougress today.
Ogdensburg, Sept. 18.—Hon. A. Z. Parker
was today reuomiuated by the
Republicans for
Cougress from the 19th district.
Coi. Winston Takes the Field.
N. C., Sept. 18 —Col. J. R.
Winston has announced himself a Greenback
candidate for Congress in the 5th North Carolina (istrict, and is makiug an active canvass.
The Gubematoral CanvassBoston, Mass., Sept. 18—The Traveller’s
Republican caucus figures for Gubernatorial
candidates at noon today, are:
Crapo, 510;
Bishop, 581; Noyes, 12; Weston 6; nukuowu,
129. There are 111 delegates yet to De heard
from.

Greensboro,
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A Fine Outlook for Corn.
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probable.
A later dispatch says President Arthur, accompanied by Secretaries Folger and Frelinghuysen, left Jersey City this afternoon, en-

to-day gave

4’oi6

475,948

Increase. 236,030.40
Reviewing the condition of jurisdictions in
foreign countries the report says: The general
outlook is favorable, though in some quarters
the Order is stagnant owing to causes that at
present cannot be controlled. In Australia the
Order is highly prosperous.
Id Chili tbe oatlook is encouraging.
In Denmark and Gerare
in
many Lodges
good condition and prospering as well as could be reasonably expected.
In Switzerland little progress has been made,
and in the Netherlands the outlook is not assuring. In tbe Sandwich Islands the Order is
prosperous, and Lodges,have been established
in the City of Mexico.
The report of Grand Secretary Ross was submitted and referred; also the report of the
Treasurer Van Sant. Fetititions for
Grand
charters and subordinate lodges were presented
and referred, among them a petition from the
Grand Lodge of Denmark to withdraw from
the Grand Lodge of Germany and be placed in
tbe jurisdiction of this Grand Lodge.
Tbe election of Grand Officers was fixed at 10
o’clock tomorrow, aud Providence, R. I., selected as the place for holding the session of
1883.

Instiwas introduced by Mayor Grace, and the subject of his
discourse was the present condition of affairs
in Ireland. In the course of his remarks the
speaker said he believed a severe struggle was
approaching, and that all the good that had
been done was mainly achieved by the Irish of
this country. If the Irish of this country deserted Ireland her cause would be hopeless.
Another Wife Murder,
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 18.-Alonzo Cashe,
aged 48, shot and mortally wounded his wife,
Minnie, aged 17, near Dormansville, in the
town of Westerio, yesterday afternoon, and
then killed himself.
They were married last
fall.
Illegal Theft.
New York, Sept. 18.-James
Elliott, a lawyer of this city, is under arrest, charged with
abstracting a property deed worth $20,000,
from the premises of Mrs. Eveline Laurent. It
is alleged that he entered the premises at
n'ght
through a rear window, and stole the papers.
Secretary Folger 111.
Secretary Folger, who reached this city late
last evening from his home in
Geneva, is
at the Hoffman House, quite ill. He is confined to his bed, and a physician was this
morning summoned to attend him. Assistant
Treasurer Acton and Gen. Graham were the
only gentlemen admitted to the chamber The
latter remained but a few minutes, but the
former assumed the duties of nurse, and gave
the Secrotaiy the medicines which had to be
administered at short intervals.
Secretary
Folger came here on his way to Washington,
to attend to-morrow’s Cabinet
meeting. The
physician in attendance said it was possible
that his patient might be able to proceed at a
late hour in the evening, but
thought it im-

Engineer Melville's Wife Insane.

41
1 839
18
46 560

l’l45
ief.$1.831,171.88
.$136,192.16
Revenue.4,854,877.17

Increase
Total re
Increa-e:
Total

Sulli-

PmLADHLriiiA, Sept. 18.—Dr. Longstreth of
Darby, the Melville family physiciau, aud Dr.
Bartleson

Encampments..

Lodge Initiations....

Cooper

Saratoga, Sept. 18.—Three heavy trains
from Boston and the East
brought over 2,008
people here to attend the General Universal
Conference, which begins its lieunial session
to-morrow.
Gov. Long of Massachusetts will
preside. E, Roekwood Hoar, Dorman B. Eaton, and other distinguished laymen are here,
as well as the
principal clergymen of the denomination, among them Edward Everett
Hale, James Freeman Clark, Charles G. \mes,
Samuel R Caltliorpe, Geo. L.
Chaney, aud
Rush R. Shippiu.

*136

Increase...

of Waterbury, Connecticut, ireasurer of the
Irish National Laud League, will tomorrow
cable Treasurer Egau at Paris, a check for
$20,000 covering contributions from May to
date.
Father Walsh has information that
Messrs. Redmond and Sexton members of Parliament, are coming to America early in October to speak in tbe land league’s interests.
A Very Unpopular Superintendent.
New York, Sept 18—Four hundred employes
of the Steiuway piano works at Long Island
City, struck to-day on account of the unpopuThe men will not
larity of Supt. Sumner.
return to work until he is discharged.
Should
their demand not be acceded to, it is said that
the employes in New York, about 1,000 in
humber, will also strike.
Alexander M. Sullivan on Ireland’s Condition.
j.'ikw ioks, aepi. 18.—Alexander
van, M. P., lectured to-night in
tute to an immense audience.
He

investigation.

THS THREE LINKS.

tering for

PRICE 3 CENTS.

JAPAN AND COREA.

attack a train loaded
WITH BRITISH AND|EGYPTIANS.

®ont House

arrived on the
grounds in good season this morning and immediately proceeded to pitch their tents. The
total number present fer duty was 755, and at
the dinner call all promptly responded. Tbeo
oame the ceremony of guard mounting.
This
was

Covers

The Marquis of Lome—An Empty Threat.
San Francisco,
Sept. 18.—A short time before the war f-hip Cornu-1 sailed for Victoria
with the Marquis of Lome, Priucess Louise
and suite, the captain of the vessel received an
anonymous note, containing a statement that
the steamer would be blown up by torpedoes as
soon as the vice
regal party stepped on board.
The captain was ranch frightened, and applied
at once to Capt.
Hooper, of the revenue cutter
Richard Rush.
The latter, accompanied by a
squad of marines, made a most thorough inspection of the Comus, but found nothing
whatever of a suspicious appearance.
The
Rush accompanied the Comus some distance
to sea, and saw the vice regal
party safely off.
The Tennessee

Murderers.
Chattanooga Sept. 18.—A rumor ot credence tonight at 11 o'clock that the Taylors bad
been captured and
brought to this city. The fire
alarin sounded, and at this time 5000
people
are about the jail
demanding the prisoners.
There is a reward of $16,500 for their arrest.
A committee of five was
permitted to examine the jail and
they reported the murderers
were not lher«.
The excitement is intense.
The best citizens of
Chattauooga figured conspicuously in tfie mob. The crowd are slowly
leaving the jail.
A firo
originating in aud destroying the
Central Hotel at Chippewa Falls, Wis., burned
also two fine rows of business buildings on
either side of it. Tota loss oyer $40,000.

YELLOW FEVER.
It Breaks Out on

an

Italian Bark.

Washington, Sept. 18.—Signal Corps Station, Cape Heury, Va., report at 10.15 this
morning tbe Italian bark Galileo S., from
Pensacola to Hampton Roads, passe t Cape
Henry bound in at 4 a. m. with yellow fever;

four persons dead.
They want medical assistance immediately.
New Orleans, Sept. 18.—The Picayune’s
Pensacola special says: The outlook to-day is
far worse than since the first yellow fever case
* as

Twenty-seven

reported.

new cases

were

bulletined by the board of health, bat only one
death. The board of health has ordered the
closing of the express office on account of a
number of cases of fever whicc have occurred
among the employes.
Washington, Sept. 18.—The signal corps
station at Norfolk, Va., reports the Italian
bark Galilea S., with yellow lever on board,
has been left by the revenue cutter at Bug
Light, and physicians and nurses will leave
here at 5 p. m. for their relief.
Brownsville, Sept. 18.—A large portion of
the city is yet inundated, and the river is still
risii g.
Twenty-seven oases are reported toMatamoras is uow proday, and one death.
nounced healthy by its most eminent physicians, and no new cases have been reported
there, but two deaths have occurred since yes-

terday.

Unfaithful o His Trust.
Philadelphia, Sept. 1*.—The officers of the
Insurance (Jo. of North America today announced that the; had discovered discrepancies in their stock account and announce that
it is the reeult of frauds perpetrated b; the
transfer clerk, Alfred Rogers, whose shortage
will not exceed $25,000.
The defaulting clerk has been arrested and
held in $25,000 bail for hearing tomorrow. He
is < married man about 40 years old. It seems
that be defrauded the company by raising certificates of stock after they had been issued
and then borrowing money on them.
He says
the proceeds were absorbed in speculations in
mining stocks.

FOREIGN.
Martial Law at St. Petersburg.
London, Sept. 18.—A dispatch to the Times
from St. Petarsburg sa 8: The allotted term of
a year from the
maintenance of the minor
si ates of Beige in St. Petersburg and a
fpw
other towns expired on the 10th inst.
The
Vedomosti hears that it will be
prolonged
another yeer.
Death of the Queen’s Chaplain.
Hon. Gerald Valerian
Wellesley, dean of
Winsor and domestic chaplain to the Queen, is
dead.
Another Irish Tragedy,

Londonderry, Sept.

18.—A woman has
process server near Ghenties,
County Douegal, while resisting the seizure of
her cattle. The process se ver has been arrested.
The Indian Contingent.
been shot by

a

Calcutta, Sept 18.—The Indian government announces the issue of a loan of
twentyfive milllou rupees to meet the
expenses ef
the Indian contingent in
Egypt.

Foreign Notes.
The miners of the Rhonda valley have refused to join a movement for a
general strike.
minor telegrams.
The tariff commission began its session at
St. Louis, Mo.,
yesterday.
The district convention of the amalgamated
association will be held at Youngstown, O., tod»?to vote upon the question of declaring the
strike off and resuming work and conventions
will be held
simultaneously in Wheeliug and
Pittsburg to vote upon the same question.
President Arthur and narty arrived in

Washington

iast

night.

—

—
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Boston, Sept. 18.—At a meeting at theTrsto-night Edward Hanlan deposited

the
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Winter good..7 0037 25
Winter beet...7 60®7 75

The Mikado’s Envoy Enters Se
Onl.

AN EASY WINNER IN 20

Race to Come Off
Sliver Lake.

)

1882.

Natives not Aware of the Condition of Affairs.

MINUTES 50 1-2 SECONDS.

Hanlan

1

iiLJU

EGYPT’S WAR.

The Alexandria Bay Regatta.

Opening.

Augusta, Sept.

The barometer is highest on the South Atlantic coast aud lowest iu the upper Lake region. The temperature has risen 3 to 10 degrees in the lower Lake region and New England, and fallen 13 to 18 in the Missouri vallev.
Fair weather and southwesterly winds prevail
in all districts east of the Mississippi, except
the upptr Lake region, where the winds are
Winds in the Misvariable, with local rains.
souri valley have shifted tonotberly.
Fair weather is indicated for the Middle,
South Atlantic and Gulf States today aud
probably tomorrow.

MOTLEY BLOCK (Over Owen & Moore’s).
Fall Term begin. Kept.
11, 1881

MAINE

MILITIA AT AUGUSTA.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
>
Offices, Washington, D. C.,
Sept. 19, 1 A. M. )
For New England,
Fair weather, followed by increasing cloudiness and local rains, winds mostly southerly,
stationary or lower barometer, and slight rise
in temperatnre.
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OF
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Yokohama, Sept. 18.—The Japanese envoy
to Corea with hts suite and a small
military esonly half a battalion ol infantry reachGor!.•
ed Zin Sin, the seaport of the Corean
capital,
Ss Onl, August 20, escorted by three
Japanese
war ships in the harbor and
by Chinese ships
from one of which came a Chinese
representative to exchange offloial courtesies. The Japanese landed and were met by messengers from
Tar On Run, leader of the great outbreak and
present head of the government, with an earnest request that they would not proceed to the
capital, affairs still being in disorder anti no
quarantee of safety possible. Han AbHsa, the
Japanese envoy, refused to delay and pressed
forward, entering Se Oul August 16, without
molestation. China has sent a large tieet end
au imposing body of
troops to the scene. No
intelligence has been received of Han Abusa’s
proceedings after reaching Se Oul, hut it is
well understood that his demands will be moderate, inclnding punishment of the leaders in
the assault, an ample and public
apology for
the occurrence, pledges that no
repetition of
the offence will take place and
compensation
for the damages and expense incurred.
Cholera has appeared in and about Se Onl.
Admiral Genomoto, the new Japanese envoy
to Pekin, has deferred his departure until the
attitude of China in Corean affairs becomes
more defiuite.
For publishing fraudulent despatches professedly from Corea and thus exciting disquietude by alarming reports, two Tokio uewsbeen susuended and orders ha»e
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To the Editor of the Press.
la my lest I did not finish my sketch of the
history of Pemaqaid. In the New York council records of 1677 a fort is mentioned at Pemaqaid of which “Mr. Caesar Knapton was commander.”
allowed ”te set up
houses under command, bat at convenient distances from the fort, to the landward,

10.30.
1.00

l'.30..
12.00.
12.30..
1.02

all-...

98%

93%

98<%
98%
98%
98%
98%
99%
99%

94%

as a street be left of
good breadth directly
from the fort to the narrowest part of the neck
or point of land the fort stands
upon, going to

the great neck towards New harbor. All trade
to be in said street, in or above the houses, between sun and sun for which the drum to beat
or bell ring every
morning and evening, and
neither Indian nor Christian snffereu to driuk
any strong drink nor bye ashore upon the neck
or point of land the fort stands
upon.” In 1681
there were forty soldiers in the garrison.
On hearing of the arrival of the Prince of
Orange in England, Andros hastened irom
Boston.

The soldiers left Fort
Charles. It was attacked by Indians and surrendered. In bis “Magnolia” Cotien Mather
says the fort was overlooked by a rock from
which the Indians galled the garrison.
Before Sir William Phips left England with
the second Massachusetts charter, he was instructed by the government to erect a
strong
fcrtof stone at Pemaqaid. In 1692 he built
the strongest fortress which had been constructed in the American colonies. It was of
stone laid in lime—each of the four sides were
nearly 200 feet in extent. It had towers at the
angles. The barbacan or great flanker at the
northwest angle was29 feet high.
The walls
were eight feet thick at the bottom and six at
the embrasures, of which there were
eighteen,
with eighteen pounder guns mounted. The
wall on the south or sea front was
twenty-two
feet high. Eight feet below the surface of the
ground within the flankers were bombproof
vaults for magazines. In the erection of the
fortress 2000 cartloads of stone were used.
-inis
castle
was
imposing
called
Fort William Heury and was garrisoned with
men.
It
overawed
the
ninety
Indians so much
that on the 11th of Augnst the next year, all
the Sagamores from the Merima to the Pe’nobscot met Gov. Fhlps and three of the council
there, and entered into a solemn treaty, swore
allegiance to William and Mary, promised to
deliver up all captives, and abandon the
French. For the faithful performance of which
they left at the fort three of their principal
men.

In July, 1696, a French squadron and Castiue
with his Iudiank beseiged Fort William Henry
It was commarded by Captain Chubb with a
strong garrison. The ships anchored behind
Beaver Island and threw some bombs into the
fort which caused its cowardly surrender. The
French force remaiued several days and demolished the walls of the fort with gun powder.
,»
The previous February the Machias and
Indians
came to the fort to treat
Norridgewock
about exchange of prisoners. Chubb and part
of his garrison fell upon ihe Indians in the
midst of the treaty and murdered three ol
their principal men. For this cruelty it became necessary to send the captured
garrison
to an island where they were protected
by a
strong guard of French soldiers until they
could be sent to Boston, but Chubb was huDted and killed by the Indians at his home in
Aodover within a year.
Pemaquid now became desolate.
At the time of his death Ab aham Sburt expressed in writing in a petition
his wish “That Pemaquid may remain the
Metropolitan of these parts, because it ever
had been so, even before Boston was settled
The description of Pemaquid as it is must be
deferred until another day.
W. G.
Faith CourseIn his sermon on the Old Orchard faith
course, delivered by Kev. Dr Meredith in Bos-

yesterday,

that clergyman said:
“I know that many of you who hear me this
morning do not believe me, and think thai
you have cases in mind which are exceptions
and which might properly come under the
head of miracles
Such persons I would beg
to bear in mind these three facts: First. Thai
the amount of strength commanded
by the
will under any ordinary stimulant is by no
means the measure of the actual
strength of
the body, which possesses a latent strength
greater in sickness than in health.
Second
That mental and especially emotional excitement often renders the subject of it unconscious of pain which, without such excitement,
would be unendurable. Third. That the power of concentrated and expectant attention
over the circulation
and nervous action is a
factor of the greatest importance in every case
to which it is applied.
Search
11 cases, and
you will find that they will belong to the category which may be accounted for by one of
those three principles. The speaker, in his
closing words, alluded to the profession of Dr.
Cullis that his institutions are supported by
prsyer, and, while he admitted the honesty of
Dr. Cullis’s belief, he argued that any one
might achieve the same results after being as
widely advertised, and that it would be more
honest and honorable in that and similar institutions to come forward and squarely admit
that they were dependent upou the contributions of the people and the blessing of God.”

good

Millions of Menhaden.
deal is said about the “disappearance

of the menhaden.” Bat there are a few left in
the sea, as proved by the evidence of Prof.
Baird of the United State
Fish Commission.
He informs a gentleman of this city that on
Thursday, the 7th inst., the steamer Fishawk
was ten miles
southwest of Noman’s Land.
For an hour and three-quarters she steamed at
the rate of nine knots au hour through an immense school o menhaden.
On every sidenorth, south, east and west—as far as the eye
could reach, the school was seen.
It was an
amazing spectacle, and the captain of the
steamer was so impressed by it that he called
all the ship’s company, including a number of
scientific men who were on board, to see it.
The number of fiBh in the school was enormous, and it is estimated that it contain-d
more
menhaden than all that were ever

caught.—_Vew Bedford Mercury.
Limington.

Sunday morning there was a frost upon san.
dy and low lands of sufficient severity to kill
cucumber and pumpkin vines.
The heavy gales of Friday and Saturday
last blew from the trees
their apples.

a

large percentage of

David Durgin of South Limington, raised
from 6$ bushels sowing, 110 bushels very nice
wheat; variety known as White Russian. Mr
Durgin is a model farmer.
Silas Hubbard of North Limington, has
threshed this season with his water power
thresher, 89 bushels rye, 450 bushels wheat and
2515 bushels oats and barley; total 3954 bush.
A little son belonging to Dr. J. F.
Moulton,
while at play on Tuesday of last week, fell and
broke both bones of his fore arm.
P.
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Foreign Imports.
Schr Star—'21 tons coal
Newhall.
PICTOU, N. S. Bark Queen Victoria—903 tons
oal to G T R’y Co
Railroad Receipts.
Port card Sept. 16.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the PortA.Ogdenaburg Railroad, 34 cars.

land

to-day's quotations

Sept. 18.
01 Floor

drain, f*roTt»iona. <&o.

Market.

nteek

The following quotations of stocks s:e receive,
and corrected dally by Woodbury * Moulton (mem
■era of cue Boston Stock Exoban >0), eomer of Midtie and Exchange stre
STOCKS.

NEW YORK

Mb-souri Pacific 108%
Wabash preferred 68%
’nioii Pacific
..113%
Buf. Pit.& W.com 22
St.L. & Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 53%
muver St K.
58%
—

Frisco preferred..
Vestern Onion T. 92%
New York Cent’l. 134%
Omaha preferred 112
ijake Shore.114%
Erie. 42%
Jnr. Pac. prefer’d 96%
—

com

...

Pacific Mail

6«*%

47
Sorthwest’n com.147%
Northweet’n pref.166%
C. B. & Quin cy
St Paulcommon.110
St Joseph pref
90
Illinois Ceutral.. .141%
Central.
103%
Michigan
..

—

new

lorn

mock

O. ft M..
Mo. K. & Texas..
Nor ft Wesl’n prf
Loui ft Nash.
Rich ft Dan

—

*

40
—

73%
—

...

Can. Paciilc. 43%
Texas Pacific
60%
Sk Paul pref
....

—

....

BOSTON STOCKS.
Boston Liana.
7%
Water Power.
3%
Flint ft Pare Mar-

quette

21%

oornmon

Hartford ft Erie 7s
ft. T. ft 3. F.
Boston ft Maine..7ett
Flint ft Pare Marquette preferred 96
L, R. ft Ft. Smith. 69%
—

Marquette, Hough-

ton ft Ont
70
Summit Branch.
12
Mexioan Cent'l 7s 33

a ad

Haney market*

TOy Telegraph.)
Sept. 18—Evening. Money loaned
8, and down to 5; closed offere at
rt; prime mercantile paper 6<g7. Exchange steady

New York.
up from 6 Vi to

at 483% for long and 488% for short.
Governments unchanged, except ext 6s, which advanced
Vi State bonds generally inactive. Railroad bonds
fairly active and without particular change.
i'Le roliowing are to day's closing quotations of
Government securities:
United States 6’s ext....
101 Vi
United States new,4Vi s, reg. 113
United States new, 4Vi’s coup... .113
United States new, 4*s, reg.119%
United States new, 4’s, coup.120Vs
Pacific 6’s of 96.130
rk*

*m *k«

% HaulmUuuu

BMXlk

ihlcago & Alton.140
'hioago & Alton preferred.
Chicago, Bor. A Quincy. 133%
Erie. 42%
■no preferred.
87%
Illinois Central. 141
ake Shore
.114%
Michigan Central
.102%
•»
Jersey Central
79%
—

Northwestern..

preferred."l68

New York Central.... .134%
Root Island
..4. 137%
-lilwaukee A 8t. Paul. 110%
-t. Paul preferred.
126
Union Paclso stock
18%
Western Union Tel. Co.92

.Ill

DeSM.ur Uar.fb.

fBy Telegraph, i
York, Sept. 18 (evening.- »f|.«r receipts
bbls; exports 6708 bbls doll and heavy and
23,288
in instances 6®lo lower with a limited
export and
“ww

home trade demand.
Sues 14.060 bbls; No 2at 2 65@3 76; Superfine
vcetera and State at 3 SO.a,4
10; eaira -cetera
and State 4 'Jo a5 00.
good to choice Wentera extra at o 10®8 00;
oommon
to
oholoe
White Wheat Western extra 7 00®8 00;
tansy
lo at 8 10 «8 25; oommon to good” extra Ohio
tt 4 30®T 60
oommon to oholoe extra St. Lotus
4
at
30,g8 00 Patent Minnesota extra at 8 26®
8 25. ohoiee w- double extra 8 30®8 75 City Mil s
extra 6 26® 6 46 for W I.-; 700 b6ls Nn 2 at
66
%3 76; 2600 bbls Superfine at 3 30®4 10; 660 bbls
tow extra 4 26 a.4 60; 3200 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 3< ®H 00; 3900 bbls Minn, extra at 4 26
*48 76; Southern flour—common to fair at 4 90
®o 70. good to choice at 6 76®7 26. Wheats—roc-now 163,762 bush
exports 113,607 bush; eash
lots %@% lower options %®% lower and less doing for export with nly moderate speculative business,closing doll at lowest points, sales 1,637 000
ousn,.ueiudins 20M«4i bush u snot, ungraded tel
at 880® 1 07% ; No 3 do at 1
No 2 Red 1 06% a 1 07%; No 2 Red 1 08®l
08%
cer ideates;
09%®1 69% delivered; NoT Red et
I 13 ungraded White at
80c®l 18. steamer No 1
do, 17,060 at 1 14® 1 18. Rye is drm at 7l®78c.
Bariev Is steadv.
?'.ra-ra h snd September 1®
l%c lower; later options %®% better afterwards
lost advance, closing dull and shade lower- receipts
86,694 bush; exports 27.706 bush; sae 1,958.060
oush,ineluding 67,000 bus-i on spot, ungraded 74®
79c: No 2 at 78®79c; No 2 for .Sep ember at 77%
®79%o, closing at 77%e, October at 74%«76%c.
closing at 74%c; November 70%«71%e, closing
7o%c, December closed 66%e; year closed at 86e;
May at 69c; January 69c. Out. %®3c higher but
less active, closing weaker; receipts 164,096 bush;
exports-bush, sales «4..0oO bush: No 3 at 37®
3/%c: wuiu- ao 4U®43e; Ne 2 at 3933914c; do
White at 45^47 Vso; No 1 at 39«; do White at b2o:
mixed Wssteri. at 33 a,42c, White do at 49®62e;
White State at 6u®63c.
Xogsr market ie tinn;
refining at714®7 7-ltic;refined strong; Whits El C
7T/8®89*;YeUow do 7%®8; off A at 8% 38% cut
loaf 9%c,crushed 914®9%o; powdered 9*» .standard A at 8% @9. granulated at 9 3-16o.Cubes 9s*c.
'letaMr. is guist. Petroleum higher; united at
8 %; crude in Dbla 6%®714; refined 7% e. r»llew is weak; sales 40,000 at 8%®814.
Park is
higher, sales 7T5 new mess on spot 20 85®21 76;
September 20 9u bid Ootober and November 21 00
bid
Loro feverish and exclteu; opened
20®4<>o
higher ami closed with advance p.rtly lost; business
fairly active; sales 360 tcs prime steam on the spot
12 66®is 76; 80city steam at 12 2o;reuned 12 70
for continent.
Unties dull; Western at 16®30o.
Cheese weak.
'reignis to Liverpool steady;
Wheatp steam 4%d.
Chicago, Sept. 18.—Flour unchanged
Wheat •
shade higher, regular 99>4o lor September, 9414
®94V4o for Octooer, 93%@93%o for November;
93140 year; No 2 Bed Winior at 99s cash, 9914a
for September, No 2 Chicag Spring at 9»c for oash;
9914c September; 9414984V*o October. No 3 at
80c; rejected 66c. Air. irregular; cash higher and
options lower; 66Vic cash and September ; 63 lac
®63!Vso for October; 914®6844 November; 63%
for year, rejected 6114c. Oats are easier at 3o%
®3lo cash; 3 y»c for September and October; 3le
lor November; 3o%c year;ru)ect«d 27 Vi.a28
Eye
firmer at 68. Barley unchauged. Pork higher at
20 27V4®2" 70 for for oash and October, 19 9714®
0 00 for November; 18 80® In 82% year.
Laid
higher 11 9414® i l 95 cash and October; 11 7214
Si 1 76 for November; 114 ®ll 46 year.
Bulk
meats are tending upward; shoulders 10 00; short
rib at 13 76; short clear 14 26.
At ibe clo lug c 11 ol the Board this afternoon
Wheat was shade I igher; regular at 9714c for 8epternoer. 94l4ia9444e for October, '93% ®83’/» lor
Nuvember; 9314c year. Corn irregular at 66% for
September. 63%®6344c Octobe ,68%0 November;
63%0 year. Oats—September 140 higher. Pork is
irregular at 20 70 for Ootober; 20 06 November;
18 8214 year. Laid firmer.
usMipss 8,000 obu sum, 169,000 busfi wheat
186.000 nusn ooru 96.000 lush oats. 16.1X.0 oust
<0 22,000 bush harle
80 p.. e t*-8,5GO nbli nonr, 139,000 nun whset,
160.000 oust, ooru 196,000 huso oeu 49.000 cask
r e, 14,000 hush bariev.

051JSteamer

j

18.
3

Flour

uncharged;treble

extra

«5vfit3 80; family 4 00i&4 40; cuoiee 4 60a4 70;
fancy 4 8i>ft6 16 Wheal very dull. No a two Fall
at 93®93V*e cash. 93V4c
Septembe ; 93V4@934to
for October.|94c November: w4Vnc December; N 3
at 87*4 c$88V*; No 4 at 83V*@84e. Corn generally higher 64»«4V*c for cash, 63?*e for September;
*'2yaia«3o October, 66Vic for November; 49*ec
bid for December, sales 68 for No 2; 604» the year.
Lard nominal.

cteoeipu* 19,000 b*l* flour 191,000 boar #ue*k,
2,x>0 diuui corn, 00 000 bum oate, 0,000 busb
ye

0.000 bush barley.

Shipments—19,000 bbls flour, 81,000 busfl arneat,
15,000 busn corn, 0,000 bush oats. 00,000 bush
barley, 0.000 bush rye.
1 kthoit Sept. 18—Wheat is
firm; No 1 White
cash at 1 04; Sept at 1 024*: October at 1 004*;
year 99*54 c: No 2 Ked 100. No 2 White 100.
fteceipts 31,067 bush, shipments 10,812 bush.
new OKLBash
8ept. 18.—couon is easy; Miduii.g 4piaud» 124b
ttoBina, Sept. 18. -Ootton is easy, sAlUdUne
* un"
lands

Portland Daily Wholmale Market.
The

66%
64%

67
67
87

to E F

so

A

2g

DORCHESTER, NB.

were

trading

ton

ggyt

•y

The Ancient Forte at Pemaquld.

to

®19

®ie

following quotations of Grain were eeeivsd
telegraph from Chicago to-dav by S. H. Larmlnle
St Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
ihloago-Wheat--Corn- -Data
Time.
Sept. Oct. Sept. Oct.
Sept.
Oct.

FOOT PRINTS OF THE PAST.

Pemaqaid

8

0021 60

Eating t» bbl.,3 6024 00
Hooking ?bbl.. .0023 25
Evaporated.14® 18
Dried Western....BfeCV,
do Eastern.... SggSVb

Cistana,p ft.

The

Traders from York

EdgeVermont3i<&S3

810312 Cbotoe
24220
Good. 22(223

■

Damariscotta, Sept.

130

Bee* .14 50215 0(.

Valencia pease
Extra 'arge
Lesson*.

telegrams being
daring the exist- L

crisis.

Mew

Irish potatoes
Plate.18 60(217 00
Sweet potatoesS 50®4 251 Ex Plata..17 00®17 60
Onions, crate 1 5031 76 Porx—
P bbl 4 26®4 60 Baokl.. ..39 60430 00
Crnberries, p bbl
Clear.28 60S89 00
Maine. 9 0031000
Mew.0000200 00
OapeGoa.12 oooil6 00 Hama.14V4»15
Sugar.
<o*nd Hogs_
St
Granulated. 9 Vi Cov’ed Hxmal8 ®I8%
Extra C. 9
(.are.
Frui>
Tub, pn>....18Vi®13Va
Mose’tl Raislns2 25®2 76 Tlereee. »?.13V»218Vi
I. codon Iasi ers2 00 a J> 86 Pall.
13VaIl4
Ondura Val.
12312 Vi
Bita>
T'irkisb Prunes. 7®7V%s. Pea.8 76(24 00
Prenoh Prunes.l2V4®14l Mediums
3 2 5® 8 8<l
Peaches t> bktl 76®2 26 Germaa mad 2
25®2 76
do P cratel 753,2 60 VeUow
.8
Bye.
40®3 60
orange*
Bauer.
Palermos pbx 7 0038 00 Creamery.32A83

been given to prevent cipher
sent from points near Corea

ing

28 00
82 ‘O

*

Ky«.

1
1
2;

Ohlokena.
Fowl.

85

..

"

12V*o

Savannah. Sept. 18-Ootton irregular; Middiin*
*
up anils at HVio.
MbupHu, Sept. 18.-Ootton steady: Middling
r
* uplands at 12&.
_

rain.
Flour.
S ipertlne.4 25®4 761 H. M. Corn, ear
*5 tra Spring. 6 75a'tf 26,
low, 83
X
Spring_6l)O(g»6 60l Mixed Corn,
P .'«nt
Spring
ear lot*. 87
Whoata.8 76®9 60 '»w.
60
iaoked Bran 00022 60
Michigan Win0 2 5® 6 60
er Doan.
Mids..
32
Common
Cotton Seed,car lot 82 00
11
Michigan....6 76®6 00
bag low 33 00
St. Lotua Win96
low..
‘i
ter fair.... 6 76®700 Meal,
00

Corn,bag

Havana (larkrl.
(By Telegraph.)
Havana,Sept. 18—Spanish gold 1.8414^1.86.
4ur.,. .. M.,r ,«a.
ttv lwi.v,
liOBOON, Sept. 18.—U. S. 4s, litlV4;ext 5s.l02Vb.
Iji kttv*►
Sept. 18 la.Au p .— MUD lU>>
—moderate Inquiry and fre«!y supplied; Uplands at
7d; Orleans 7 8-l«d; sales 8,00v> bales; ipwuiaOou
and export 1000 bales; futures steady.

THE TTIESS.

Hartford Courant: Mr. Blaine is a pripresent, but he is still taking
an interest in politics, and the result of
this year's election in his State must be peculiarly gratifying to him.

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 19.
We do not read anonymous letters and common
nations. The name and address of the writ
are In
cases Indispensable, not necessarily for
ublloation but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not nsed.

all

Senator Vest of Missouri believes that
whoever is nominated by the Ropublicans in
18S4 will make it warm for the Democracy.
ThG
on

Kvkey regular attache of the Pbess Is furnished
with a Cord oertifleate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
of every person olalmlng to represent our journal.

Another Question_Settled.
As a purely political journal the Argus
has been a dismal failure, but when it has
left the political for the religious field it has
made its mark—among Democratic papers.
It has not hesitated to rush in where ever the

pious and upright editor of the Bangor Commercial might fear to tread, and it has settled a good many religious questions after
the manner of the judge who proposed to
make

sprinkling

issuing

an

a

order of

valid torm of baptism by
the court to that effect.

It has never hesitated to take the

responsi-

bility of correcting every little mistake made
by Providence in the ordering of events, as
for example, when’lt hanged Mordecai, probably under the mistaken idea that he was a
Republican official, and promoted Hainan,
who wasn’t'so very bad a specimen of a
Democrat considering his opportunities, to
the vacant post of advisor to the king.
Recently our esteemed contemporary has
taken occasion to put itself on record as accepting the Bible account of tee creation,
and at the same time settle at once and forever the question of just what the late Col.
Adam was paid by his Badness the Devil
and aspirant to Supreme Executive Power
as the price of admitting sin and the Democratic party into the world.
Speaking of a
case of
“Republican bribery” (name and
place not given) it says:

A young man has a wife and children and
hi* mother to support.
He has a $200 mortgage on his farm, which be has been working
and
for
late,
early
years, to lift. But his expenses have eateo up his earnings, so that to
pay the interest has been the utmost he coulddo. A briber knew his staigbtened circum.
stances, and his ambition to be out of debt.
Like the serpent in Eden, he went to the
youDg man and made him an offer of fifty dollars to vote the Republican ticket, and if he
would not accept that to make a return proposition. It was a terrible temptation.

Passing by

the case of

the young man of
nor habitation, we wish to

neither name

0

call special attention to the serpent and to
Adam. Up to the time when the snake
approached Adam we aro led to suppose
that the Democratic
party was solid;
there had never been a split; there had
never been a bolt; there had never been the
least necessity for counting out a candidate.
But a change was at hand, and Adam fell.
The serpent found him when he was in
“straightened circumstances;” in fact when
hs hadn’t a cent in the world. He offered
him

“fifty

dollars

to

vote the

Republican

ticket.”

Still Adam hesitated; he preserved
his
self-respect and he said
to
the Devil, “No
that
offer
sir,
is declined. You must raise the bid.” But
this the Devil declined to do, and prudently suggested to Adam to make a “return
proposition.” We are thus left in doubt as
to what Adam’s exact price was; but having
the excellent Democratic authority of the
Argus for the belief that he was a Democrat
in good standing, we may safely assert that
he demanded from two dollars and a half to
three dollars more than the price named by
the serpent. “Every man has his price”
said the English statesman so freely quoted
by Gov. Plaisted in his speeches in the late
campaign, and while it is humiliating to be
obliged to acknowledge that Adam “sold
out” it is still a comfort to know within
three dollars just what he got.
Tb6 Argus
has anticipated the revisers of the Old TestajaeoL._,
.__

A

experience of 22 years has not been lost
Senator Vest.

Lewiston Journal: The Argus, before
election, called the Fusion campaign a “union canvass;” it now speaks of the gain in
Auburn as a “Democratic gain.”
The many friends of Mr. Skysim Skywinkle will regret to hear that justice has jailed
him at Indianapolis, for drunkenness.
Having got through with Maine, the
Boston Post is whistling on the Democrats
of New Hampshire to victory.

Magazine

Notices.

Harper’s Magazine for October presents an
unusual variety of contributions, every one of
which must challenge the attention of a large
class of readers.
Abbey’s Autumn—the frontispiece illustration—is an exquisite drawing,
engraved by Closson. Mrs. Lillie’s second paper on Surrey is full of the charms of English
rural life and is beautifully illustrated by Alfred Parsons and E. A. Abbey. Mr. Rideing’s

attractive style, with excellent illustrations.
The mysteries of Symme’s Hole, and the peculiar characteristics of Symmes himself, form
the subject of a curiously interesting article
contributed by E. F. Madden
Mary Robinson
contributes an interesting biographical sketch
of the late Dante Gabriel Rossetti, illustrated
by a fine portrait and a picture of Rossetti’s
studio. William Sharp, an intimate friend of
the poet has, in another part of the magazine a
poem on Rossetti’s grave,i under the title of
Birchington Revisited. One of the most interesting contributions to this number is the eulo.
gy of his wife written by Chief Justice Marshall, in 1832, and never before published.
Will Carleton’s poem, Flash: The Fireman’s

Story, is well illustrated by A. B. Frost. Ernest Ingersoll contributes a paper on the Wahlamet Valley of Oregon—illustrated by a map.
Under the title of The Railway Invasion of
Mexico the Hon. John Bigelow presents an intelligent and compxehensive survey of our
Southern neighbor’s domain—its physical, social, and political leatures—with reference to
the probable results of American investments
in that country.
William Black’s novel,

the south are
have a “Lost

eminently conservative; they
Cause” and cherish it; but they

don’t propose to have any lost customs to keep it
company. As a consequence the Mayor is

in hot water.

Oub Democratic opponents seem to have
done all their rejoicing in advance over the
calculation as to the prospects of their car.
rying a majority in the next Congress, and
the prospects now appears to be slowly and
gradually unfolding that the Republicans

will be able to hold their own in the lower
House and to obtain a clear majority in the
Senate. As usual, therefore, the Democratic politicians let the cat out of the bag too
soon, and thus spoiled their own game.
Wolseley having used up Arabi, and
rendered the co-operation of Turkish troops
wholly unnecessary, Lord Dufferin has
been instructed at last to sign that much
mooted military convention. As a parallel,
it will now be in order with some enterprising ship-builder to begin looking around for
Noah in reference to a contract for the conThe arrangement
struction of that ark.
would be quite

timely.

as

The temperance people hope to have a majority in the next Minnesota Legislature,
and both in Minnesota and Wisconsin
interests are

organizing for

a

the

strug-

_

Bridgton News: The election of Monday
settles beyond recall that controversy between the Governor and Council. “The executive,” as used in our constitution and
laws will hereafter be understood to mean
“the executive branch of the government,”
and “the supreme executive” the chief of
that

department.

Portland Globe: The more the election
returns are studied the firmer becomes the
convictions of many of our esteemed Demo-

cratic exchanges that a party with two platforms; two sets of orators and two boards of
nature of
managers, is not from the very
to inspire oonfidence in

things, predisposed
public.

the

_

Dheleep Singh, once the maharajah of
the Punjaub, the possessor of the Kohinoor
diamond and of vast wealth, has for many
years past lived the life of a quiet country
gentleman in England with a large annuity
from the government. He Intends, it is said,
to seek an election to the British house of
commons.

Boston Traveller: The explanation
made

that

the

is

Independent Kepublican

movement in Maine failed for lack of leadOur own impression was that its
ers.

greatest lack was followers.
pole party, all head.

stringent control of public affairs, freedom of
private initiative, and a protective tariff. The
annual expenses of the United States of late
years have been from #160,000.000 to $170,0()0,000. In 1881 the income was $360,000,000, and
in 1882 $403,500,000. Thus they had over
$200,000,000 available for diminising the publio debt. From the European point of view
this looks like an impossible thing, and yet it
is a fact. The American arsny and navy do
not consume a third of the whole income, as is
the case in Europe, but only a small portion of
it. The civil war impoverished the United
States, but since then they have had profound
peace. The States recovered, improved their
husbandry, encouraged industry, and became
such. A high tariff on imported goods largely
increased me

income oi me united

John Stuart Mill, Wesiminster;
Charles Darwin, and Evolution, Cturch Quarterly; Literature and Science, by Matthew Arnold, Nineteenth Century; Some impressions
of the United States, by Edwai'd A. Freeman,

Fortnightly; Reminiscence

of

Maroh, Blackwood; The Brethren of Deventer, Cornhill:
A.uioiio»n Society and its Critics,
Selfishness,
and “The Burnous of the Pronhet.’’
Spectator:
a

kins

standing,

and as Ethelbert Pettingill
spoke the words with which this chapter opens,
her face lighted up with a radiant 2x4 smile
that was beautiful in its sad exDanae of territory“Come to me, Pansy,” he said.
It was Etbelbert’s voice, tender, gentle, that
spoke, yet with something in its tone that
made the girl pause in her excited, feverish
walk up and down, and she pressed her hands
to her throbbing temples, looking at him with
large, bright, pathetic eyes. But he stretched
out bis hand and she came to him.
He pressed
his arm around her waist and held her to his
breast a moment in Bilence.
Presently Pansy spoke. “It is very hot, is it
not, darling?” she said.
“Yes,” replied Ethelbert, “and it is getting
late, and we should be going home—” but as
he spoke the girl looked up at him with those
handsome dark eyes that bad witched so
many men. “Do you love me?” she said.
“Passionately, my angel,” was the reply in
tremulous tones.
“And will you buy me some ice cream?”
she continued
Ethelbert felt his heart throb against his suspender, and for an instant he cculd not reply.
But the momentary agitation was soon over,
and he spoke out in clear, mellow tones.
“I
will do it with pleasure,” he said.
The peachy cheek of the girl was laid close
to his now, and the velvety lips kissed him
tenderly back of the left ear.
And then,
turning her head slightly, Pansy whispered to
herself: “I have not lost my grip.”
was

It was a

tad-

De. Siemans, the French electrician, sees
the doom of the steam engine, except as a
waiter upon its successful rival, electricity.
All that steam does, Dr. Siemans believes,
will be done better and easier by electricity.
Aftek his retirement from the army Gen
Sherman intends t reside in St. Louis,

Death-V alley,

as

tempting to cross it;

for the eminent German
explorer lias paid Pakamaran an exhaustive
visit, and reports it to be as healthy as any
other part of the island. In the way of corpses,
much as a dead fly within its
precincts. He describes it as a sma'l circular
depression in a gorge of the Dieng Mountains,
about seven square meters iu size and forlorn
of vegetation. It is approached by two footpaths, winding downward from the bills by
which it is surrounded. By one of these paths
Dr. Kuntze entered the Death Valley, despite
the entreaties of his guides and servants, one
of whom repeatedly strove to hold him back by
force, and, having traversed Pakamaran in every direction, quitted it by the other path. The
atives had assured him that he would find
the valley choked up by skeletons, as even the
swiftest birds liyine above it would drop down
stone-dead, slain by its poisonous exhalations.
In vain, however, did be look about for a single
bone; nor could he detect the least unpleasant
odor. Dr. Kuntze pronounces Pakamaran to
beau imposture, the offspring of ignorance and
superstition. Unable to dispute his sentence,
we are bound, not
altogether without regret,
io relegate the death-dealing vale to the limbo
of exploded myths.
he did not

see so

Why His Manner Changed.
Billings met Dr. Squint. “Hallo, my
friend,” exclaimed the doctor, “I am glad to
Around hunting for news, I supyou.
are always on the
go.
pose. You reporters
Vou are the best reporter in Arkansaw.
Say,
I am going to have a little gathering of friends
at my house to-morrow night; and my wife
who is a great admirer of you, by the way
Let’s have a
sends you a special invitation.
bottle of wine. Say, there, waiter, bring us a
bottle of Piper Heidsick.”
“I suppose you have heard, doctor, thatl am
no longer connected with the Daily Bloom.”
“No.”
“Yes, I have retired from the newspaper
business. When do you say you want me to
come around?”
"O, any time,” replied the doctor with an
evident change of manner. “Say, waiter never mind the wine. Bring us two beers.”
see

Lectures, Concerts, Readings
—at

STO C KLS
Ladles’ Ana New York Boots a specialty. Woodon Congress Street.
manse* Si eardside’s Boots
French Kid with Matt Eld Topi, all widths, sizes
and half sides. Walking Boots Opera Toe, Cat Toe
new and stylish, all widths and sizes.
Boyd’s New York Boots, In French Kid, Oil Goat
and Cloth Top. Oar increasing trade on due goods
compels us to keep the best, trom the narrowest to
the widest, year long slim narrow feet perfectly fitted.
Headquarters for Curaooa Kid Button. Medium
price goods a specialty. The worth ©f your mousy
each and every time.
Fall and Winter Boots from the narrowest to the

widest.
Boots and Shoes sent by mall, postage prepaid.

Gents’ Calf Balmoral, all widtfls, sizes and half
sizes. Prtee*. $2.00, #2.50, $3.00, $3.60, #4.00
and $4.60.
Gents’ Oau Congress, from the narrowest to the
Widest, AA, A. B. C. D. E. and F.
Your wide troublesome joints properly fitted.
Cents’ English Grain Balmoral for tbe R. R.
trade, narrow widths.
Gents* Cloth Top Congress Balmoral and Button
Boots.
Gents’ Hand Pegged Weecott Calf Boots the most
durable Boot on earth.
Gents’ Machine Sewed Morocco Leg Calf Boots.
A B. C. I>. A G. size* and half sizes.
Boys Stylish Calf Balmoral and Congress

Boots.

FBDAL OKilAlTlEATS A«« rBOTIi€TOBS

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL HANSON,
194 Middle

octo

Congress Street, Sign

421

of Gold Boot.

7

CO.,

eodtf

GRAND CONCERT BY

Miss MINNIE HAL ft,

Boston Syntpbony Orchestra,

Prlina

and tbe Celebrated

George Henschell, TEMPLE QUARTETTE of Boston

the Renowned London Baritone, Conductor
and Soloist.

EVENINU TICKETS 91.00

TICKETS, $1.00.

With their Carriilon of 131 English Bells, ranging
from four and oat naif pounds to three and

—BY—

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.

H.

H. RAGAN.

ILLUSTRATED

THREE

one-quarter

jS«?»kotel.

_*eodtf

may(3

Portland Municipal
St Lonis

6s
68
6s
6 l-2s
6s
6s
6s
7s

•

•

Cleveland
Fort Wayne
St. Lonis County
Northern Pacific R. R.
“
“
Southern
Maine Central

•

32 Exchange Street.

eodtf

We take

Lieut.

John

the

name

ef

Danenhower,

W.

Famed

Far

Opera Company.

Boston Ideal

50 Artists in a New Opera that will employ the
full strength of the Company, with all the favorites
in the cast. Special Scenery, New Costumes, Ideal

Quartette,

for the musical part of
Entertainment

EVENINfJ TICKETS 75 CENTS.

pleasure in pres nting

Closing Entertainment by the

Boston, arc engaged
the

Personal

U. 8. N., the chief surviving officer of the DeLong
Artie Kqpedition. His lecture will be illustrated by
charts and diagrams of the almost unk own region,
EVENING TICKETS, 75 CENTS.

‘‘IHE COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH,”

of

GOUGH,
and

rm

EVENING TICKETS 50 CENTS.

To be given by Mies ADDiE L. NICHOLS, Miss IDA
P. DAWES, Mr. E. A. PIERCE.
Tbe whole will
be Illustrated by tbe Finest Stereopticon Views and
varied by Music.

Ladies’ Cecilia

B.

Lecture, “PlaIf
Experiences.”

In his New

The first part will consist of a short biographical
sketch of the poet, by VIr. ELMORE ALLEN
Pi E Rt J K.
The second part will be a recital of
his exceedingly interesting and popular poem,

The

JOHN

MR.

NT/*.

the Great Orator,

nt of

Engage in

SUBJECTS—“Florence and Pisa,” “Rambling! in
from the Pyrenees to Seville.”

Rome,” “Spain

EVENING TICKETS 30 C

ounces.

EVEN ING TICKETS* 50 CENTS.

LECTURES.

4 \ v cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of S. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chioago Board of
1 «-ade. Private wire to Chicago.
V v rrTv
) 963 Broadway.

Baches.

(lltflLUH)

KOVAL

RINGERS AND GLEE MEN,
TALKS HAND-BELL
From London, England.

STEREOPTICON

—

Clews & Co.,
Henry
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Donna, supported by a Great

EUROPEAN PIANIST,

PERFORMERS,

60

Herr

$1,000.

feb!8eodly

Wednesday Evening, Oct. 25th,

Oct. 18th,

OPENING CONCERT BY THE

EVENING

BANKING HOUSE

BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.

The Most Brilli. nt Series of Ten Entertainments
Ever given in Portland.
Wednesday Evening,

BANKERS AND STOC K BROKERS,
No. ltl Wall Street, New York,
Who will send free full information showing how
large proilts may be realized on Investments ot

-OF

te9

eodtl

JOHN A. DODGE &

to

HALL, WEDNESDAY EV’ISGS.

CITY

IRA €. STOCKBRIDGE,.Manager.

to make money in Stocks shsuld
Parties
communicate with the old established firm of

$10

Operas,

&

—

Street.

STOCKSPECULATION
wishing

A. T

Chorus,
1

and Selec. Orchestra of Boston Instrument

allot.

EVENING TICKETS* 9100.

Course Tickets, including Reserved Neats, 93.00, 9.50 and 93.0
according to location.
Course Ticket* and Reserved Seats sold at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Saturday morning, Sept. 16th,
Numbers
out
at
7
9
o’clock.
o’clock.
six
tickets sold to one person at the opening
given
Only
1882, at

sale.

Half Fare

all Railroads will be arranged for Course or Single Entertainments, if desired

on

sel8dl w*

PORTLAND THEATRE.
CURTIS.Proprietor and Manager

FRANK

Plnenix Assurance

Company,

LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1782.
TOTAL, ASSETS, $5,364,504.44.
Total Assets In V. S.,
783,617.35
OF

Losses

paid

$64,000,000.

over

thiTold

Phoenix Insurance

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.

$3,000,000.00.

CAPITAL,
Total Assets
Losses paid,

Hundreds of New Fine Goods from New York.
Some new and all the extreme Shapes. Do not buy
until you have looked them over.
Hats to suit you and prices to suit you.
Finest selection of Children’s and Boys’ Hats.
Best assortment of Fall Gloves, street wearSpecial Agent for Dunlap & Co.’s celebrated Stiff
and Silk Hats of New York.
$3.50 will buy one of our entire New Silk Hats.

a

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

choice line of

and Railroad

City, Towii

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.

BARRETT,
Supported by Air, Louis Jam cm and an
Dramatic
Excellent
Company,
GRAND DOUBLE BILL,
Shakespeare’s great play,

The Merchant of Venice
and

Continental of New York,

The

$1,056,380.00.

Cincinnati,

Hatter,
CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED,
TT&Stf

DRESS

Transatlantic, of Hamburg.
Assets In the United States,
84»!4,031.30
L abilities, including reserve for Re-

insurance,

NET

151,019.53

$330,TlT7s6.

SURPLUS,

Lion, of London.
Assets in the United States,

$455,535.00.

SWAN &

$245,637.00.

Dwellings, Household Furniture, &c.,
nsured

for

1LNO

a

term of years
terms.

on

CHAMBERLIN
6»pl8

mch7

_

AGENTS FOB THE OLD

Wedding William S. Ml,
AND

OE NEW YORK, Established 1843.

CASH ASSETS

over

$95,000,000.

Its RATES of PREMIUM are 16 per cent LOWER, its DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any other Life Company in the
WO.<LD,
and its Policies are continually increasing in value.
A Policy for $3,500. on a well k nown citizen of
Portland, is now $9,600. Another for $3,000 is
now over $7,500. and another of $8,000 is now
over $l*,000.
No other Company in the world
can show such results.
Payments for Death Claims and Endowments are
made immediately after satisfactory proofs jure fur-

nished averaging $125,000 weekly.
TELEPHONE

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER;

Visiting

AND

»

31 EXCHANGE ST.
CALL FOR DOCUMENTS.

Stationer.

Engravi-d Cards
for

Invitations

and

Weddings and Recep-

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.
tions

a

dtf

mchl

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Detail Dealer in

sep8d3wis

Domestic Coals

Prices.

a

Specialty,

at Lowest

Brown’s

Market

Wliarl

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Orders received by Telephone.
aplSdvl

When you

come

to

“VISIT
Gl

OAK HALL.”

W. SIITCHONS & SON,
33-44 North Street, Ronton.

se5

eod&wlmnrm

CUSTOM BOOTS
Having

taken

the store

KO. 7 TEMPLE STREET,
FALMOUTH HOTEL,
I shall continue the manufacture of fine
OPP.

Boots and Shoes to Measure,

using the best

stock in the market, and having secure! some of the finest workmen in New England,
am prep tred to make any style Boot or >hoe desired, and guarantee satiafaction. Thanking jny
friends and the
generally for their patronage
in the past, I solicit your future orders.

public

W. L. WILSON &

DRESSES
DYED

PORTI.AND, ME.

RIPPING.
CHECK

EPPS’S

COCOA

BREAKFAST.
of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine
Cocoa, Mr. Epps has proproperties of well selected with
a
vided our breakfast tables
delicately flavored
save
us
many heavy doctors’
beverage which may
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundre<ls of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
many a fatal shaft by keeppoint. We may escape
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
frame.’’— Civil Service Gazette.
nourished
properly
with boiling water or milk. Sold In
Made
tins only (yv-Vb and ibl, labeled.

“By

a

thorough knowledge

simply

CO., flomceopalhic
JAIWEW EPPS Sc
Chemists, London, Englnml.
nov29
Tu.S&wlyr49

17

aug31eod&wlm

BOOKS

SHORT & HARMON,
dim
474 «OH«KSSS ST

Hats,

Caps

Hats,

Friday Evening, Oct. 20th.
Following

~

Gallery 35.

Saturday, Sept. 16.

Friday Evening, Oct. 20tb.

fortPifth aamaTfair
OF

THE

FROM THE NETHERLANDS TO THE ALPS.

—

County

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
BE HEED

TO

Sept, 19th, 20th,

21st and 22d.

Poetry,

No. 2.—Same Day—Stallions that never
Trotted for Money.

;lty, Durability and
n Quill Action, and
to all styles of writsale everywhere.
|

I

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor, &Co., N.Y.
T&Ke4thwly

aulb

PHOTOGRAPH

ALBUMS,
Prices, at
Lorlng, Short & Harmon’s New Store
New Styles at Low

auglO

Day,Wednesday, Sept.

BENEATH THE HIMALAYAS.

47 Colts

ala

ady Entered ts Trot on
Wednesday.
Collin’s Millltary Band will furnish music at the
Park in the afternoon and
City Hall in the evening.
All entries to be made at the Secreary's office,
J. d. Frye, No. 23 Preble Street, where any one
seddSw
wishing premium lists can get them.
are

Celebrated Character Comedy, in Four Acts

"ALVIN JOSLIN,”
The Only True Representative of

Supported by

Full and Powerfal
Dramatic Celebrities.
a

Company of

ISO Laugh *iu I SO Minuten.
Hreatent Sucre.* of the Age.
Fuuoient Flay Ever Witnenned.
'■ hree Hoiarn of
Uproarioun Fun.
ADMISSION, 35, 50 AND 75 CENTS.
Secure Your Seats xt Box Office, MONDAY Mor
sept 1411 w
ning, Sept. 18.

No. 8—Same Day—2.34 Class.
Purse $'300-Divided $0O, $«0, $30, $'30.
J. B. Woodbury, Lewiston.ch. s. Lone Star
Walter G. Morrill, Dexter.b. s. Aroostook Boy
I. T. Witian8, Arassalboro ..blk.
E A. Wcaman, lliram.ch. g.

Pari* and France.

Thursday Evening, Nov. 16th.

ACROSS OUR CONTINENT.
From the Golden Gate to

dim

Class for young Ladies’ and GentleMonday evening, Oct. 2.
Glass for young Ladies, Thursday,
Oct. 5th, at 4 p. in.
Class for Juveniles, Saturday, Oct.
7th, at 2.30 and 4.30 p. m.
se!3

DRINK

Course Tickets, with Reserved Seats, have been
at the
low price of $1.00 and

exceedingly
5laced
3.60, according to location.
cents.

are

PORTLAND THEATRE.
FRANK CURTIS.Proprietor and Manager.

Engagement Extraordinary,

.Lady Independence

No. 10—Same Day—Free for all Horses
owned or held Tor service in Maine.
Pur*e 8300—Divided 8150, 8*0, 850, 830.
Ira P. Woodbury, Portland.b. g. Tom Keeler
Sylvester Furlong, Portland.b. m. Wellington
B. F. Trask, Lewuston .'.Dandy J.

Deering.BellFitsburg

C. H. Prine,
J. F. Haines, Biddeford.b. g. Camors
W. G. Morrell, Dexter.b. s. Aroostook Boy

The above races to be mile heats, best 3 in 5 to
harness, except in No. 3. Races will be started at
M.
P.
2
JOHJV JT. FRY, Secretary,
33*’ eble Street, Portland.
sel8d5t

Three

Evenings

and

Saturday

COMMENCING

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 21st,
OF

EUGENE TOMPKINS. Manager.
Producing for the first time here, the greatest
success of the age, known as tha

WORLD,

with special new scenes and powerfully realistic Incidents and effects, including
THE

EXPL0«10*.

BAFT,

THE

THE ESCAPE,
presented with a remarkably strong cast.
PRICES:—Evening. $1.00, 76 cts. 60 cts. and

and

36 ots. Matinee, 76 cts. ana 60 cts.
Sale of seats TUESDAY, Sept. 19tfi.

THIRST-ALLAYING,

Exhilarating and invigorating withoat
Reac ion.

STRAWS .AND LIGHT FELTS.

COE,

Beat

Beverage

or

Summer.

W. E. WOOD, Agent,
9 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

NOTICE!

INCREASE
YOUR CAPITAL.

STOPTCR
^

CtIbbom

AlUll
VIWII
'“as

PREBLE

HOUSE.

SHORT & HnfiMON.
jlytidSm

ELEGANT
"

MANUFACTURED by

Washington Butcher’s Sons

TABLE LAMPS

PHILADELPHIA.

With uvautral Pattery

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
S3 Satsnma, Kioto, &c.,

Olive Butter Will Do the
of Two Pound* off Lard.

GROCER

septl_

<iiy

Filiwl

IT.

FOR

d3w

Reli- arsnls commence Sept. 18.
Copies of Oratorio, Joshua, cun
be found at Siockbrldge's.
Per Order,
F. II. CEOYES, See.

gep8____dtf

SMOKE THE 444 CIGAR.
_

Vor Sale Wholesale and Retail.

C. E. JOSE _dtf
& CO.,

0.10

TURKISH RUGS.
We have constantly on hand a
large assortment 01 Daghestan,
Oeordes, Per-iau, Oneliak and
other Kngs and * arpets, and, importing direct from makers, can

offer at low
and retail.

NAPKINS,

Loriutf, Short
aagld

& Harmon’*

Sew Store,
dlu

prices.

Wholesale

x

dabney Simmons & CO,

il'Jin

For Picnici, &c., at

Oxford
Burners.

and

111 milk St, Boston.
gel

PAPER

complete with the

Duplex,
(EnglishHarvard

Association

Haydn

dosobyoper-

From May 1st,
present date, on investments of $10.00to$1,000, cash
have been realized and
paid to investors amounting to
several times the original investment, still leaving the original in*
vestment making money or payiblt »n demand. Explanatory circuit s and statements of fund VV
sen
free. We want responsible
age s, who will report on crops
and introduce the plan. Liberal
con nissions paid. Address,
FU dMlNO .V MGKH1AX. Con.
ml. hi Merohiuito, Major Sleek,
Chi ngv. 111.

WHEAT Pr9?td

u 1

OPP.

Au Absolutely Pure Vegetable Oil,

Thos desiring to make money
on small and medium investments
in grain, provisions and stock

□Oil
^ww

STORE,

474 Congress St.,

OLIVE BUTTER!

Work

eodtf

VEbb

W

eod2m

One Pound of

197 Middle Street.

_

LOW, SHORT & H4RJIOL

Centres.,

HATTER

_

Pwllaad,

NON-ALCOHOLIC.

ASK YOUR

can

J. 1. BAROUK, 3J (r.M hi.,
Me.

For Cooking Purpose* In Better Than
Lard.
Fully Equal to Butter, and
at much Lena Cowl Thau Either.

THE

speculations,

Gicb.asr Mml.

Pattern and Model Maker.

GREAT SAVING OF EXPENSE.

We are closing out [all of our Light
Goods at cost.

4*

Prl.icr.

JEoedone

COST.

on our plan.
UL|I ®-|^8
1881, to the

?

""

It,

ia the national Mon-Alcoholic
Breve rage off threat Britain, where over
Ten million Bottle* are now annually
eoniumed.

We are Agents for the Patent Wood
Tranks. Also hare a large .stock of
Leather, Lauras and Zinc.

|9IU

Room

Sold everywhere in all first class places.

BAGS.

01 ft

dlw

DIRECTORY^

BUSINESS

V.. 111

BRIGHT,

AND

89l«

—

TOMPKINS & HILL’S BOSTON THEATRE CO.

aU

....

Knlghtville..Humming Bird

Evening Tickets, 60

Reserved seats 50 and 75 cents to members having tickets signed by the President.
Tickets and reserved seats for sale at Stockbrldge’s
Tuesday morning. Sept 20. at 0 o’clock.
The lectures begin at 8 o’clock.
selGeodtf

Book Binders.

The

Fondling
C. H. Gould

Ilarbor.

■epl6

TRUNKS

Wellington
Sylvester Furlong, Portland.bg.
F. C. Nut er, Cape Elizabeth.blk. m. Fanny M

Woodbury, Portland

dtf

DIGESTIVE AND TONIC.

n

No. #—Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 22d,
2.50 Class
Pars. St so—Diri.led 8«5, 943,933,813
J. B. Woodbury. Lewiston.b. m. Drummer Girl
E. A. Weaman, Hiram .ch. g. C. H. Gould
blk. m. Fannie W
Morrill & Gibbs, Bangor
I. T. WiuaLS, Vassalboro.g. g. Belmont Pilot
B. W. French, Livermore Falls.blk. g. Harry
F. R. Hayden, Rumford Point.ch. m. Cassandra
b. g. Wonder
H. G Waketield, Hoi is Centre.
F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth.blk. m. Fanny M
A. E. Scribner, Portland.b. s. Glen Knox
H. A. Libby, Gardiriei
.blk. g. Centurion
Robinson Dean, Buckiield.Robert D.
A. T. Cobb, Dev.ring.Flora
A. I. Allen, East Hebron.blk. s. Gov. Morrill

Boetoa

Thursday Evening, Dec. 14th.

tvat. A. QUINCY,

H, G.-Wakelield, Hollis Centre. b. g. Wonder
F. R. Hayden, Rumford Point
.ch. m. Cassandra
William Hezeltine, Lovell..

Ramsdell,

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

HATS.
The nobby Fall Silk Hats
ready and we exchange for

ito

THE NEW REPUBLIC.

men commences

SILK

No. 5—Same Day.
Trotting Stake* for Colts and Fillies
old and under; foals of 1878 or 1879.

F. O. Woodbury.Jumbo
E. McKay.Star Light

Sen to

Monday Evening, Nov. 6th.

For

THE MW EMUND FARMER,

an 9

John M. Laid in, Portland.Jim T.
Dudley, Portland...Lady Norwood

the

Source.

TROTTING PREMIUMS $1500.

Entitled,

No. 4— Same Day.

No. 7—Third Day, Thursday, Sept. 21st,
Running Race.
Parse $100—Divided $30, $33, $13, $10.

Chivalry os the Banks of
the'Khine.

The Macred Ganges from

Also Thompson’s Colt Race, which must
draw a large crowd.

la his

20.

Annual Breeder*’ M taken for Colts and
Fillies three years old or under: foals of 1879 or
1880.

Art and

Monday Evening, Ocl. 30lli.

Special exhibit of Fruit and Flowers. Also goods
manufacture! and sold by Portland merchants.

CHARLES L. DAVIS,

FOR $1.00.

NILE,

Through Syria and Egypt.

sel3dtd

—

list of tntyttU and dates:

it tba

THE JORDAN AND THE

THE GREAT COMEDIAN,

Rousing Good Hat

..

W. D.
Ira P.

FRENCH DVE HOUSE,
Price List Sent Free.

Seats $1.00, 75 and 50.
Sale of seats commences

HALL,

BEGINNING

and

Barrett as Nhylock
David Garrick.

Wednesday Evening, Sept. 20th,

heavy rolled brims for stiff
rafts of Soft Hats, Pocket
iu all colors, Lawn Tennis
and a

s.

LEWANDO’S

Made to Order by
auglD

d3m

GKATEFIJL-LOJIFOKTING.

Temple Place,
WITHOUT
BOSTON, IT. S. A.

LOBlNGt,

CO.,.

Wholesale and Retail Grocers,
jylfi

I. T. Winans. Vassaiboro. ch. g. Belmont Pilot
A. T. Cobb, Deering.s. m. Flora
Fred Boucher, Portland .John L
B. W. Fieuch, Lewiston,.Harry
F. R. Hayden, Rumford Point
..ch. m. Cassandra
F. C Nutter, Cape Elizabethan.g. Millers Maid
J. M Hussey, Portland.blk. m. Fanny M
H. F. Libby, Gardiner
.blk. g. Centurion
Robinson Dean, Buckfield.b. g. Robert D
J. F. Haines, Biddeford.b. g. Juno
M. F. Field, Newport.Miss Nellie Bishop
Eben Howe, Portland. Kate
Ira P. Woodbury, Portland..... Lady Independence

ITInine
four years

The finest quality and highest grade of Mustard
imported. Warranted chemically pure. For sale by

dim

au3l

The

THOnPSON’S COLT STAKES,
two year old Colts and

MUSTARD.

ON.

Boston

CITY

Matinee.

Annual Nursery Stakes for
Fillies, foals of 1880.

‘txtraGenuine’

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Rules
for Seif measure.

The Portland Young Meg's Christian Association have the leasure to announce that they have
secured the services of Mr. Harry W. French of
Boston, the well known art cri'ie, traveler, correspondent and auth r, to deliver live of his Superbly
Illustrated and Brlilantly Descriptive Lectures, at

GARRICK,

DAVID
Mr. Lawreoct*

PORTLAND_THEATRE.

FALL.

The following is a complete list (except the Colt
races) of the several entries:

No. 3—Second

PINCMEIS

“OAK HALL,”

A Full List of Special Trotting Entries.

Pane $30O-Dirided $130, $»0, $30, $30'
W. S. P. Tilton, Togus.Constellation
J. B. Woodbury, Lewiston. blk. Plow Boy
J. T.Winans. Vassal boro.ch. s. Melbourn Ring
F. R. Hayden, Kumford .b. s. Eclair
A. E. Scribner, Portland.blk. s. Glen Knox
A. S. Morrill, East Hebron.Gov. Morrill

Street,

322 Commercial

Fall
Opening of BOYS’
and MEN’S Suits.

OUR

FOR

So. 1—First Day, Tuesday, Sept. 19th.
3 Minute Class.
Purge 9150— Divided 963,945, 995, 913.
J. B. Woodbury, Lewiston,.b. m. Drummer Girl
II. Morrill, Saccarappa.r. m Lena M

COAL.

BOS

Illustrated Lectures.

♦

Cards.

331.

Office

Cumberland County
FAIR !

HARRY W. FRENCH

eodtf

HATS

HOMSTED.

Robertson's three act comedy,

Cumberland

NOBBY

dtf

highly favorable

BARRETT,

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Wc have just received and opened one of the largest and finest assortments of A all aud Winter Dress Goods that we have ever displayed. Also an elegant line of Fancy and Plain Velvets and Plushes
which are in great demand this season.
A large portion of these goods were selected from some of the first
importations, aud for that reason wc are enabled to show a BETTER
assortment than if we had deferred it until now ;
furthermore the
price on many things h »s advanced considerably since our purchase
of these goods, for reason of the SCARCITY of them; therefore we
give our Customers the advantage of the low prices.

&

6s

Coupon,

and

BY-

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Atlantic, of Providence.
ASSETS

--

Registered

-FOE SALE

13EIX^ilL£1.17}Vj;£S]\rvF !

$938,543,00.

6s
-7s

--

--

Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds,

IS AT

GOO

Shoe and Leather of Boston.
ASSETS

5s

---

--

1882.
1882.
LOOK

and Elm Streets.

Congress

--

6s

Evansville Ind.,.7s
Chicago..7s
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
7s
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s

8616

Cor.

--

Cincinnati,
Cook County

k W Middle Street.

$1,406,433.00.

TOTAL ASSETS,

Portland Water Co., let Mort.

MERRY

Western, of Toronto, Can.

North Western of Milwaukee,

19th,

Eminent Tragedian,

Securities.

$16,000,000.

TOTAL ASSETS,

Sept.

Tuesday,
Tlie

Mr. Lawronoo

4,309,973.00.
over

utterly

of savage beasts, serpents and birds, or that a
certain death awaits any foolhardy traveler at-

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

continue to furnish insurance for their friends and
customers on as favorable terms as any other agency in Portland. They represent the old

Exploded.

fabulous as
the Norwegian Kraaken, or Ilichard of Gloucester's hump. It is no longer permitted to ns
to believe that the effects of the snbtle poison
given off by the “Deadly Upas Tree” have,bestrewn the dismal vale with countless carcasses
are

Railway Bonds

iuaylO

tradition has been refated
by Dr. Otto Kuntze’s discovery that the lethal
capacities ot Pakamaran, the renowned Javanese

FAIL COODSr

—

He He PAYSOA &, CO.

I London Telegraph ]

The Upas Valley Story

-OF-

AND

and other desirable securities, for sale by

Orient, of Hartford.

and

MUNICIPAL

EVENING WITH LONGFELLOW
COME IN
bonds;
YOUR HAT
HAS
Ii tens Mw lain.
W.D LITTLE K0.
ARRIVED We Offer For Sale

National, of Hartford.

ling;

ENTERTAINMENTS

states ana

Another romantic

The temperance issue is assuming a goo
deal of prominence in Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Illinois, as well as in Ohio and Indiana.

liquor
gle.

larly in Russia, an abnormal financial condition has become a matter of course; so much
so that we cannot help looking on the healthy
state of finances in the United States as a miracle In state husbandry. The Americans have
reached this happy state of affairs through a

FINANCIAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

[St. Petersburg Novoe Vremia.]
The perusal ol the annual budget of the
United States gives us great pleasure, We
find that its income is ever increasing, its expenses are decreasing, and its debts are constantly sinking. As regards financial and
economical affairs in general, America is the
opposite of Europe. In Europe, and particu-

Shandon Bells, is continued. Margaret Floyd
Total Cash Assets, $4,209,400.00.
contributes a curious and interesting story of
This company conducts its business under the re
New York society, entitled Passages from the ; striotions
of the New York Safety Fund Law. The
two
Journal of a Social Wreck. A characteristic
Safety Funds together equal $1,100.OOO.
story of New England life, Odd Miss Todd, is
contributed by Rose Terry Cook. Another and
briefer story, The History of Yankee Jim, by
Samuel Adams Drake, is full of pathos.
The
CASH CAPITAL
$1,000,000.00
Editorial Departments abound with timely and
Total Assets
1,794,803.00
interesting matter in their respective fields.
The Drawer contains humorous contributions
from Ten Eyck White, A. E. Sweet, Harrison
Robertson, J. M. Bailey, and Paul Hayne.
CASH CAPITAL, $1,000,000.00.
The numbers of the Living Age for the
Total Assets,
1,419,531.00.
weeks ending the 9th and 16th of September
contain articles on Caroline Fox, John Ster-

volume which is said to “constitute
Korean Ethnology, Nature; The Power of Acof the most fearful arraignments ever
cumulation in Smell Sums, the Foreign Trade
made against a Christian nation” is coming
of China, Economist; Paper and Pine-Apple
immediately from the press of G. P. PutFibre, Chambers’ Journal; Mountaineering in
the
nam’s Sons.
is
entitled
It
“Spoiling
the AIpB, Land and Water; Hindo Marriage
Egyptians. A Tale of Shame. Told from
Customs, Lead’s Mercury; Owls, Time; Influthe British Blue Books.” The author is J.
ence of Forests upon Streams,
Kaffrarian
Seymour Keay, an'Englishman. He atWatchman; with instalments of "No New
tempts to explain the causes which have
Thing,” and “Robin,” and poetry.
produced the present state of affairs in
Egypt, and to make clear some of the groundsThe Test of True Love.
for the bitter hatred of Europeans which
[Chicago Tribune.!
found expression in the Alexandr ia mas“Welcome home, Pansy.”
sacre.
Dapplevale was at its prettiest this sweet
June day as it nestled cozily among the hills
The mayor of Char’eston (S. C.) having
that towered above it on every side. Down in
just discovered that there are not any slaves
the shady glen where the village church stood,
in that section in these days, and that the
almost hidden by the cypress trees whose great
custom of ringing bells and beating the tatboughs of green were swept caressingly against
too to warn them off the streets would be
the sides of the modest structure, Pansy Perbetter honored in the breach than in the ob-

tintinnabulary

perity.

served to encourage national industry. After
a while a financial crisis came and European
economists prophesied that on account of the
high tariff the united States would suffer stagnation of trade and industry and general financial rain. But the Americans did not mind
the European false prophets, and declined to
receive cheap European goods offered on the
Medical Education in New York is a novel and
condition of free trade. The result is that now
the
Americans get $220,000,000 in customs duentertaining paper, illustrated by portraits of
ties, and besides are able to compete in trade
ten of the most eminent New York physicians
and industry with the foremost of European
connected with medical colleges, and sketches
countries.
Au immense surplus of income over exrepresenting interesting features of the medipenses enables the United States to lower the
cal student’s educational experience. Certain
public debt progressively. In Europe public
New York Houses, by M. E. W. Sherwood, is
debts grow as rapidly as mushrooms, while iu
richly illustrated by Frank Lathrop and C. A. America they melt like snow. According to
Vanderhoof, and shows the best recent work in tbe calculations of the Secretary of the Treasury, the United States will pay its public debt
internal decoration. W. H. Bishop contrib| in nine years, it me present prosperity conutes the first ot an interesting series of papers
I tinnes.
on Southern California, beautifully illustrated.
What a salutary example the country of the
Yankees gives to the Old World countries!
Colonel Higginson’s third paper of his series
on American History treats of
the Spanish
Discoverers of America in the author’s most

one

servance, has prohibited the
exercises. But the people of

A Russian View of American Pros-

vate citizen at

6___eodlmo

pocket books
ia Urtal

Variety

at

Lorlor, Short & Hsrmon’g 5sw Store.
UUglv

ill.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR.

PRESS.
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TUESDAY M0RN1NW, SEPTEMBER 19.
THE PRESS.
obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell & C
Andrews, Armstrong, Wen' worth, Hodsdon, t. T. Cleveland, Rob-

May

ert

be

(Jostelo.

C'ty

Forest

Nows

Stand, Jewett,

Bose, Hitchiugs & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
BostO' & Maine »>epot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
rains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
niUth, j. o. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland MUls.F. A. Verrill.
Damartlscotta, E. w. Dunbar.
f Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
! Fryetmrg, R. C. Harmon,
t Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowltou.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
D Hallowell, G.... Spaulding.

Lewiston,

Chandler & Estes.
Falls, G. L>. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S.|L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison,
Richmond, <d. A. Beale.
Rocklaqd, O. ft* Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Livermore

SEPTEMBER

Co.

Monday.—The following lines and costs were
paid in liquor indictments aud complaints:.
Patrick Dretian $118.85.
Hugh Dana $242 23
Peter E. echan $151.32.
Mlc.ael Lee $124.59.
State v. Samuel Roberts. Indicted at the May
term for forgery. Th case was tried
that term

jnry

It will be remembered tbat

the government claims that he respondent forged
the name of Frank E. Snow to an order on the
Maine Savings Bank t pay to him. Rounds, the
balance on deposit in tbat bank to the account of

Snow, $99.12. Roberts claims that be was authoriked by Frank E. Snow to sign the order for him,
and by bis sister Clara J. Snow to sign her name as
a witness tbat the money was loaned to Clara by
Frank, and that he, Rounds, subsequently paid It to
Clara. On trial.
H. D. Hadlock for deft.
Coombs, Co. Att’y.
Jottings.
Clouds aud sunshine yesterday. Mercury
Co' at sunrise, 62 at 10 a. m.; 68° at noon; 65°
at sunset; wind southwest aud southeast.
Not an arrest for twenty-four hours.
To-day the Cape Elizabeth and Scarboro
town fair will commence lasting two days.
The prize which Capt. C. W. Davis won at
Creedmoor was an elegant gold medal.
Brief

The Blues have received some handsome
new fatigue Oaps which were furnished by H.
Linfield & Co., Fa rington block.
Cyrus Sturtivant will sneak in Congress
S'. Methodist church this evening at a quarter to eight.
Miss Emma Smith, Point Village, celebrated
her twenty-first birth day Saturday with a
handsome party.
There was a meeting of committees of the
School Committee laBt night but no business
of public interest transacted.
A horse and top buggy have been stolen
from Augusta and the Marshal of that city
thinks the tniof may have brought them to

Portland.
The deputy sheriffs yesterday seized two
barrels of beer from George Keely on India
street; also beer from Flaherty of Centre
street, aud some from the railroad depots.
On accoant of the Cumberland County Fair
the Cumberland Farmers’ Club, as stated
yesterday have postponed their fair until Oct11th aud 12th.
All the Portland militia

companies

left for

Augusta yesterday morning by special train,
accompanied by Chandler's band. The Brown
Light Artillery took all their cannon and
horses.
exhibitors at the New

Among tbe
Fair, Worcester,

brngianu
A. Brackett of Gorwere C.
ham with a flock of fifteen Oxford Downs; M.
B. Ward, Auburn, White Leghorns; and Fred
Atwood of Winterport, plows, rakes, etc.
The Portland Company would have had the
and
contract to build the engine, boiler
machinery for the new steamer for the Portland Steam Packet Company, if the hull could
have been built in Maine in season for next
years business.
Dr. Oltapod when he cast his vote said,
“That is the ticket that is a gi ing to win,
mind you." When the Doctor read the Argus
the next morning it is said he looked as
though be bad swallowed a whole bottle of bis
mixture. The Doctor will learn some of these
days to taVe no stock in that paper.
New Organizations.
The Purola Manufacturing Ce. has a
of $250,000; stock paid in none; par

capital
value

shares $100.
President—Albert D. S. Bell.
Treasurer—Tbutnas Sutton
Directors—A. D. S. Bell, T. Sutton, L. W.
Rockwell, J. C. Lord and 8. H. Cochran.
The Pactolus Gold Co. has a capital of $300,-

000; stock paid in $150; par value shares $1.
President—Geo. B. Hiskell.
Treasurer—Samuel W. Hopkinson.
Directors—S. W. Hopkinson, J. E. Abbott,
Geo. B. Haskell.
The Boston and Casco Grande Smelting and
Redaction Co. has $200,000 capitol; stock paid
in nothing; par value shares $1.
President—Wm H. Nichols.
Treasurer—Wyman E. Abercrombrie.
Directors—W. H. Nichols, John S. Day, W.
E. Abercrombie.
The Elliott Dash Sticking Machine Co. has a
capital of $00,000; stock paid in $400; par
value shares $100.
President—Henry E. Thompson.
Treasurer—Ed ward F. Childs.
Directors—H. E. Thompson, E. F. Childs,
Fred S. Shirley.
Serious Accidents.
Sunday Mr. George Eoss of Great Cbebeague
swallowed a peach stone and it stuck in his
throat so that he could not get it up or down.
He was taken to Yarmouth and surgeons called. Finding they could not get it up they had
Of course
to force it down into his stomach.
the throat, wind pipe and intestinal canal
must have been terribly lacerated, and the
man's condition must be critical. He is ftbont
35 years old.
Mrs. Dr. Chadwick while crosssing the head
of Chestnut street Sunday, had a carriage
driven by a drunken man, push against her
with such force she was overthrown and a
shoulder dislocated. She was comfortable yes-

terday.
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. St. John Smith s
carriage collided with Mr. Geo. R. Davis’s
phaeton on Washington street Mr. Davis had
Mr. Geo. M. Tolford with him, and Mrs. Smith
Mr. Davis by
was accompanied by two ladies.
his presence of mind, averted what might
have been a serious accident. As it was Mr.
Davis’s phaeton lost a wheel and sustained
other

damage.

Edwin C. Owen.
Edwin C. Owen, former y of the firm of
Owen & Barber, fruiters, Exchange street,
died Saturday at his farm at Westboro, Mass.,
probably of consumption. Mr. Owen bad been
in ill-health for some lime but not sufficient to
prevent his working on ihe farm np to Thursday last. Mr. Oweu was about 55 years of
He was for a long time in basin* s
age.
alone in Portland and then Mr. R. Y. Barber
went into partnership with him. He leaves a
widow and three children. He was a member
of Maine Dodge of Odd Fellows, and also of
the Portland and State Reliefs, and the Portland Benefit Assocations.
.
A Portland Bark in Quarantine.
An associated press dispatch from Boston
of Portstates that the bark Arthur C. Wade
arrived at
land, from Cardenas, August 51st,
that port yesterday morning and is now lying
at quarantine with yellow fever onboard. Captain Sherman, it is stated, lost two children.
His wife remains
the passage.

on

board.

Two seamen died

on

The above report that Captain Sherman has
loet two children is incorrect. Mrs. Sherman
lx in this city at the present time and none of

Captain Sherman’s children
this voyage.

weie

with him

on

The Grand Trunk Joins Hands With the

The managers announce that the hall cannot be got ready to
open before 7.30 to-night.
The articles so far received for the department
of lodies’ work are of great beauty and excel-

lence, but not so numerous as desired, and it is
hoped that a much larger number may yet be
contributed. Thurston will occupy the stage
with a splendid exhibit of pianos and organs,
and Dlrwanger will display a superb pyramid
of flowers and shrubs in the center of the
hall. In Reception Hall will be found the

of the finest animals owned by such
prominent fanciers as the Blanchard Bros.,
Gen. C. P. Mattocks and Orestes Pierce. Yesterday afternoon the Blanchard Bros, had 36
head of Jersey cattle on the grounds; one cow
of this magnificent herd, it is said, prodncing
7 lbs. of batter from 30 quarts of milk. The
exhibit in this department is certain to be excellent. Many horses, stallions, brood mares

the

The

following

proclamations under the hand

proprietor, etc.,

explain

themselves:
PROCLAMATION—PUBLIC NOTICES.
Can an Order repeal an Ordinance or fundamental guarantee? The Parliamentary Question Can an
Order repeal an Ordinance repeats itself in the

Question

can

Urdinances

illegal City Council repeal prior

an

Fundamental Guarantees.
Jane P. Thurston, Proprietor U. S.
or

ft K. of O. B. ft

C.

Portland, April 2d, 1882.
Forfeiture—takes the City of Portland—as a penalty to me see S. B. Corns, fte. for breach of fundamental guarantees.
T erefore I declare; as the
Sewell C.
Party injured the prosecuting party.
John
W.
.Strom,
Deering, ft John J. Lynoh whom
1 appointed Commissioners in lieu of Mayor, hold
the Fort —The City of Portland, ana I command
that they be protected in the office, by all law abidJane P. Tbubston, Prop’r U. S. &
Portland, April 2d, 1882.

K. of

G. B.

All the foregoing notices were posted as by date
in the Registry of Deeds, until after election Sept.

11, 1882.

PROCLAMATION.

hereby declare
Bights
I

In virtue of my

said

Powers and

Barris M. Plaisted
Governor of the State ef Maine for the years
1883 4.
Jane P. Thurston, Proprietor of
The United States ft K. of G. B. ft C.
Portland, Sept. 11, 1882.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

RENTZ-SANTLEY TROUPE.

Leavitt's Reniz-Santley Novelty and Burlesque Troupe gave an excellent entertainment
and colts had also a- ived. J. T. Winans of
at Portland Theatre last evening.
The jokes
the Victor stook f rm, Vassalboro, exhibits
in the olio were flat, and some of them stupid,
some notable animals; one will
rarely see so but the variety part of the performance was
many taken from one farm of such nnexoep- I worthy of praise. Dutch Daly played “The
tionable appearance and pedigree.
Among Carnival of Venice” on the conoertina with a
them we noticed the bay stallion Bansire, by
grace and delicacy of treatment worthy of a
Rysdak Hambletonian, dam by Hiram Drew; nobler instrument. Mile. Catharine execute a
Melbourne King, dark chestnut stallion; Zea tew tricks in legerdemain very neatly, while
nith, and gray stallion Belmont Pilot. He alBO her tame doves and rabbits made a delightful
exhibits the

bay mare Fondling, a Mambrino
Chief mare; bay mare Emma D., by Pequawket; chestnut mare Minnie West; brood mare
Marplot with colt by her side; besides several
promising colts. Hayden of Boston, exhibits
black stallion Eclair, sired by old Gob. Knox,
dam by Hiram Drew, also chestnut mare Cassandra, sired by Honest Allen, he by old
Ethan Alien. B. D. Russell of Wilton, has
black stallion Plongh Boy, sire old Troublesome, he by old Eaton horse, dam Morgan
mare.
Frank Richards of Gardiner, exhibits
black gelding Centurion, a horse of great
promise, winner of the five mile race at State
Fair last year. E. S. Norcross, Manchester,
Me., has two handsome Fearnautht colts,
Straight Flush and Maximilian. Both will

Wednesday.

Roberts and Deans of Buckfield, have bay gelding Robert D., sired by
Sultan, Jr, C. P. Drake, Lewiston, has bay
stallion Glenarm, sired by Constellation. These
last two will be driven by M. C. Delano of
Canton.
trot

agricultural hall.
The

display

of

agricultural

implements

only limited in size by the space available.

is
So

numerous are the articles to be exhibited in
this department that before all arrive the hall
will present a crowded appearance.
Mr. Kolley of Portland has a variety of his favorably
known plows, cultivators, mowing machines,
etc., and would have had other fine exhibits

feature of the evening.

Harry Dixey and May
with taste and skill,
Leyton performed
and their four-in-hand bell duett brought down
the house. Miss Lottie Elliot’s skipping rope
an

act

act was a marvel of grace and endurance on
the part of a very pretty and beautifully formed woman, and Harry Morris tumbled round
with a “perfect looseness” keeping the audience in a roar of laughter.
The other members of the troupe were good and the performance end-d with the burlesque of the "Daughter’s Banker. There should have been a larger
audience, although there was a fair houBe.

ALVIN JOSLIN.

The New York Herald says of Charles L.
Davis in "Alvin Joslin," in which character
he will oppear ot Portland Theatre to-morrow

homespun comedy of
the “Joshua Whitcomb” order, was performed
at the Windsor Theatre last night, with Chas.
L Davis as the central figure. “Alvin Josliu” so nearly resembles "Joshua Whitcomb”
that they might be taken for twin brothers of
theatrical parentage.
“Alvin Joslin” pleased
the audience immensely aud Mr. Davis deserves

mowing machines. Kendall & Whitney have
an infiuite variety of agricultural and domestic imp'oments, in which are conspicuous Dow
harrows, Buckeye mowers, root cutters, cider
and wine presses, etc. Clough's patent sifter
is a contrivance of great ingenuity, the conversion from a coarse to a fine sieve, or vice
This firm al o exversa, being readily made.
hibit a large variety of plows.
Blanchard
Brothers, in addition to their usual exhibit,

Ths great spectacular melo-drama of “The
World,” which ran so long at the Boston Theatre, will be produced at Portland Theatre for
three
nights, beginning next Thursday.

have this season several novelties which

no

first lime introduced in Maine.
The Penn
harrow it if also claimed has never before beep
exhibited in this State. John J. Frye makes
more than his usual large
and varied exhibit
of inn and steel plows, cultivators, etc.
Accessions to this department are constantly being received.
The trotting track is being brought into excellent condition for the coming races.
Partial List of Entries.
HOR8E8.

matched.
W D.

Rarasdell, Knightyille, C. E., 1 brown
and colt
I. T. Win ana, Victor Stoek Farm, Vassalburo, 1

mare

mare

and colt.

Cbarlee Crosby, Deering, 1 mare and colt.
F. A. Skillin, Cape Elizabeth, 1 pair draft horses

and 1 draft horse
G W. Robinson, Portland, 1 horse.
A. G. Sawyer, Pertland, 1 gentleman’s driver—

“Lucy.”
Dr. E.

Maxwell, Portland,

1

“Grey Doctor.”
Charir s Hanson, Gorham, 1
“Daisy.”
J

>1.

H ussey,

“North Star."

Portland,

1

gentleman's driver

—

gentleman’s driver—
gentleman's driver—

GUERNSEY STOCK.
D. W. Clark, Portland 1 ball, 1 bull calf, 1 cow—
“Heartsease,” 1 do “Grace Thorn,” 1 do “Truth,”
no name, 1 bull, a rchduke.

5 do

AYSHIRE

the success he met with.

Among the thrilling scenes are the explosion
of the steamer on Indi n ocean, the rescue
from the raft in mid ocean, and thu escape
from the lunatic asylum. The sale of seals
will commence today.
NOTES.

Mr. Harvey Murray, who gave such satisfaction a' Miss Cary’s aud Camilla Urso’s concerts, will b the accompanist at Miss Georgia
Latham’s concert at City Hall on the 28th.
There was a large sale of seats for the Stockbridge course yesterday. So far the dates will
be:
18 th,
October
Symphony conoert,
Minnie
October
Bell
Hauk;
25ih;
Ringers, November 8th; Lieut Daueuhower,
November 22d.
The course reserved seat
checks are ready for exchange.

STOCK.

Alonzo Libby, Saccarappa. 1 bull, Maine, T do
Prime of Ayre, 1 cow, Cherry. 1 do Queen of Ayre.l
do, Dora D.p 1 do, Daisy Maine, T do, Mrs. Stiekney, 1 do, Queen of Ayre. 1 heifer calf, 4 cows.
JERSEY STOCK.

Libby, ^accarappa, 2 halls.
George Blanchard. 2 hulls, 2 do calves, T2 cows,
9 calves, 6 heifers.
Orestes Pierce, East Baldwin, 3 bull calves, 4
heifer do, 8 cows.
W. E. Gould, Deering, 1 heifer, 1 cow.
Smith Sweetsir, Scarborough, 2 heifers.
G. W. Grose. Deering, 1 cow.
G. N. Stevens, stevmis’ Plains. 3 heifers, T cow.
J. G. Warreu Deering, 1 heifer.
J. P. Shattuck, Deering, 1 calf, 9 heifers.
Alonzo

Michael Stevens. Deering, 2 cows.
J. B. Hammond, New Gloucester, 1 pair steers.
1 pair steers.
B. S. Larrabee,
J P. Shattuck, Deering, I yoke oxen.
C. E. Cobb. Deering. 4 backs and 3 ewes.
C. A.
Gorham, 6 bucks, 9 ewes.
W. E. Gould, Deering, * hog.
J. L. Parke Portland, black h-«ns, trio.
Lorenzo Knight, Westbrook, K oxen.
C E. Boo ty, v> estbrook, 1 yoke oxen.
John B. Curtis, Portland, 3 cows, 1 calf.
Henry J. fowler, Portland, 1 cow.

Scarborough,

Brackett,

MISCELLANEOUS,
J. J. Frye, Portland 40 different kinds of agricultural implements
A. A. itchell, Portland, 11 different kinds of agricultural implements.
L. S. Lewis, Rockville, Conn., 1 Lewis Axle machine.
Daniel Kelley, Portlind, 21 different kinds of ag
riculiural implement*.
A. L. Dennison, Portland, 4 kinds agricultural
implements.
W. C Sawyer, Portland, 49 kinds agricultural
implements.
Stevens & Co., Deering, 1 lot salt.

History and Haste.
Your correspondent, W. G., seems to have
made a hasty preparation for his visit to Pemaquid. For example he says in his communication in the Press of Sept. 18th:
“Weymouth mentioned ‘the little river Peina1605. It was Pemaquid from which
quicP in
he sailed for England direct, with five of the nakidnapped.”
This is true except that Weymouth never
mentioned anything of the kind,and it was not
from Pemaquid that “he sailed for England di-

Weymouth kept

extendel trip in Yfaiue aud New Hampshire.
Mrs. E. E. Eastman of this city will have
charge of the Western Union Telegraph offic at Augusta for a few days or until a regular
operator there ii s been appointed.
Power’s Bust of Garfield
Mrs. Garfield ltas written to Mr. Powers to
order a copy in marble of bis bust of the late

President, remarking: “lam not disappointed on seeing your bust of Gen. Garfield a second time, and I desire to add what .1 have already said of its truthfulness, that you have
represented the streugth aud dignity which
were so eminently bis characteristics, without
having sacrificed the delicate modeling of the
features which exhibited his cultivation and
refinement.”
Great Expectations.
Tu the Editor of the Press:
Years ego an ambitious youth made an attempt to raise a pair of whiskers. He invested
money and time in the experiment. After several weeks lie visited a tousorial artist to get
his opinion upon the outlook.
1 he barber was ignorant of finance or the
of our Governor or the Supreme Court.
But he did understand whiskers. He said to
the aspiring youth.
“Big expectations, small
results.
It iB the same with the independent
party in Maine. It cost one thousand dollars
to so it on its pins.
It will not pay a dividend
on the investment.
The great uprising which
astonished Vinton was In hit mind. He U the
butt of ridicule for the whole State.
powers

Ciru> SxRYlca.

The Case of J. W. Harris.
Mr. J. W. Harris, who was arrested Sunday
in the post office, has a small office partitioned
in the store No. 17 Dock square, Boston,
where his brother was visited by a reporter
yesterday. That gentleman said that be believed J. W’s story, as published in the Press,
to be true, as it was reasonable, and especially
as it would be folly for a man to risk spoiling a
good business, which he is now doing, for the
sake of aay “dollar scheme,” as he expressed.
Other gentlemen who were seen said that they
knew for a fact that a friend of Mr. Harris
gave him the key to tho letter box in Portland,
with the request that he open the box and
Harris’
bring back with him the contents.
main object in coming to Maine was to visit his
shippers in the State and buy a large amount
of butter, in which commodity he expected na
early rise in prices. The leading produoe dealexpress themselves as unacquainted with
the extent of his business or reliability.
He
has given the name of the person to whom, as
he states, the key of -the box belongs, to the

ers

Harris

no

new

in search of that person.

arraigned before the United
States Commissioner yesterday morning, and
the hearing postponed till to-day. Mr. George
H. Townsend is his counsel. It is understood
that the charge against Harris is that he has
was

abused the United States mail with fraudulent

intent, sendiag out circulars promising recipients certain employment on receipt of a small
sponses.

making

no

answer

Republican Majority of 92 on Joint Ballot
The Kennebec Journal published Monday
the following complete list of Senators and

Representatives elect, compiled from the
clerks’ returns to the Secretary of State:
Senators Elected.
ANDRES OGGIN COUNTY.
■William D.
William 1>.

Pennell, Lewiston.
Roak, Durham.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

E. E. Parkhurst, Maysville.
cumbekland

county.

Charles McLaughlin Portland.

Tobia- Lord, Jr., >tandi«h.
Albert F. Nutti g, Otisfleld.
Stephen J. Young, Brunswick.
P.

H. Stubbs, Strong.
HkNCOCK COUNTY.

Oliver P. Bragdon, Sullivan.
Guy W. McAllister, Buckfport.
KENNEBEC

George E. Weeks, Augusta.
Heath, Watervfile.

F. E.

KNOX COUNTY.
S.

J. Gushee, Appleton.
LINCOLN COUNTY.
OXFORD

COONTY.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
John L. Cutler, Bangor.
James Weymouth, oldtown.
Thomas H. Wentworth, Bradford.
Philip Wilson, East Newport.
y. LeDroxe,
S

GADAHOC COUNTY.

Kimball,

Bath.

SOMERSET

COUNTY.

O. S. Haskell, Pittsfield.
Virgil K. Connor, Fairfield.
WALDO COUNTY.
James R.

Taber, Unity.
Wil’iam M. Rust, Belfast.

of

Pemaquid.” This is the
ODly ground upon which a statement can be
based, that Weymouth was at Pemaquid. But
if he visited Pemaquid, he did not visit it in
his ship, and be coaid not have sailed from
Rosier’s narrative
Pemaquid for England
clearly states that he sailed from Pentecost harborAgain, W. G says:
“According to Sullivan, in 1630, there was no
)es« than b4 families, besides the fishermen, settled
here.”
By here, as the context shows, he means
Pemaquid. Now Sullivan does not say this.
What lie does say (History of the District of
Maine, p. 167), is that in 1630 there were “eighty four families, besides fishermen, about Pemaquid and St. George and Sheepscot river.”
Further, Sullivan says he makes this statement
on the authority of Capt.
Svlvanus Davis.
But Sullivan is not accurate here, as Johnson
in his “History of Bremen and Bristol,” p. 97,
has shown. Davis’ statement, which is on file
iu the Secretary’s office in Boston, is as follows:
March, 1701.
“Capi. Sylvantis Davis gives this account of the
several English settlements, that he h ah known to
be formerly at the eastward of the Kennebec, or
Saga* abock. along the sea-coast to Mantinicus, sundry English fithing placet, some 7u aud some 40
years since.”

Farmers, Eastward.

Joseph Smith, 4th, Biddeford.
SUMMARY,

..

Within Land.
Between Kenpebee and Georges rivers.. 12
At Sheeps otttown. besides fa ms
50
Bet. Sheepsci tt and Danwiscott* river. 10
At i>amari8cotta.
*7 or 8
Between Daaiariscotia, IMiscongos and
Penobscot and Hound Pond
12
91 families.
that this statement isd&ted
March, 1701, and that the numbers given were
for “some 70 and some 40 years since.” At
Pemaquid there were 15 farmers. From this
statement no amount ot ingenuity can assign
to Pern quid a very large population iu 1630.
If W. G. had not been in such haste to reach
Pemaquid he might have spent a few days
profitably in home study, like some of his
brethren of the Historical Society.
H. S. B.

It is

a

remarkably

hundred and fourteen
miles to Vauceboro, and the run was made in
three hours and a half, including stops, the actual running time being two hours and thirtyfive minutes. On the return trip the same
train left Vanceburo at 2.55 p. in., and arrived
the actual running
in Baugorat5.28 p. m
time being two hours and twenty miuules. At
times the train made a mile a minute.
This
record shows that the road is in excellent condition over its entire length.
Conductor Pollster was in charge of the train, which was
drawn by engine No. 19—from the Manchester
Works—with Mr. A. H. Burr as driver.
This
engine was selected for the trip by Mr. Frank
Robinson, loremau of loo motives on the E. &
N, A. Railway, and the result shows that he
exercised good judgment.
one

COUNTY.

Copeland.

Lewiston—Wallace H. White, Oren A. Horr
Charles S. Newell.
Auburn—Benjamin J. Hill, Arthur D. Latham.
Wales—Thomas W. Ham.
Webster—Roscoe D. Y. Philbrook.
Poland—John S. Briggs.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Sherman—James W. Ambrose.
Orient—Charles Hoduett.
Houlton—Llewellyn Powers.
Presque Isle T. H. Hhair.
Fort Fairfield—JesBe Drew.
Frenchville—James W. Bolton.

Bridgton—George F. Knapp.

Portland—Elias ihoma-, Clarence Hale. Daniel
W. Ames, Orville K. Gerrish. Charles P. Mattocks.
Cape Elizabeth—Daniel $ trout.
Freeport— ohn C. Kendall.

Gorham—Stephen Hinckley.
Dee ing—Georae B. Leavitt.
•Brunswick—Weston Thompson.

the only ones present.
Tanglefoot was
snoring. Ed and Ben wailed for the returns.
They got just one town and that fixed them.
Disgusted they departed and left tlje votary of
Bacchus in sole possession, while they stole
home with the hurrahs of the victors ringing
in their ears, sadder and we trust wiser men,
were

A i-WJUft 9«,

.-1880-,

,-1882- J

_Rep. 0pp.

7

2

4

1

York. 7

0
6
4
8

6
14
3
8
12
2
6
6
12
3
4
6
3
8
10

3
6
2
4

84

67

108

41

Cumberland.

Eran lin.
Hancock.

11
3
8

u

2
1
1
6
3
3
12

Kennebec.12

fro*
Lincoln.

3
3
6
6
3
4
2
2
6

Oxford.

Penobscot

Piscataquis.
Sagadahoc.
Somerset.
Waldo.

Washington.

SIZE, 11-4
SIZE, 12-4
SIZE, 134

Rep. 0pp.

3

6

a

2
1
6
1
1
6

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Spoftbrd.
*

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Haynes, Herbert M. Heath,
Footer.

Sidney—Loren Ward.
Read field-—F. A. Robinson,
w aterville—Nathan.e> Meader.
Vassalboro—rdwin C Barrows.
Pittr-ton vi fees 6. Donnell
Garfiiuer— David Wentworth.

KNOX COUNTY.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Aina-Daniel W. HLcock.
Booth bay Dr. alden Blossom.
Bristol David Chamberlain.
DresdenfeCh *»les .Alen
Jefferson—Aaron B h.oye*.
W aldoboro—John H. Jameson.
OXFORD

COUNTY.

Sumner—Solon F. Stetson,
Paris—Georg-A. Wilson,
hi or way—Henry M. Bcaree.
Bethel—Charles M. Ki a. ball.
Hira

tie.

Stow—Stephen Chandler.
Roxbury— »andall L. Taylor.
Oxford—Granville ... Tracy

We offer at the

worth

great Tractarian movement, and perhaps the
foremost iheoloeian of the Church of Eng1 nd, during the nineteenth
Edward

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Dexter—B. F. Khlridge.

Plymouth—Sanford Chick.

Winn—Fr mk Gilman,
ldixmln Joseph Burland.
Bang r—B. B. Thatcher,
ra« H. Fogg

Charles Hamlin, Hi-

Orono—r.oen Webster,

urrington—Chat les i>. Chapman.
Newbuigh—F. O. J. S. Hill.
Hampden—Benjamin S. Simpson.
Lxefcer-George S. Hill.
Bradford—Augustine H. Houston.
Milford-Lewis Simpson.
Oldtown—Joseph L. Smith.
Kuuduskeag—.If. V. B. Fiper,
Lowell— George H. Fox.
Carmel— Charles E. FhUlips.

Richmond-Solon White.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Starks—Anthony Brackett.
Fairfield—Stephen A. Nye.
Detroit— Kbeu Files.

PiitstieJd—Wullmn Dobson.
Bingham—Sewall A. Bin smart.
Solon— Charles B. Mclntire.
St. Albans—S. H. Goodwin.

gorutUlf—Jwl

Hobwt,

MONDAY,

STREET.
d3t

BRACES.

JOB
OF

WOOL

dtf

Subject to slight imperfections, that we
shall offer at about half price of the regular goods. To this lot are many choice
styles and shades of new fall goods.

GrRBAT SALE OF1

Ladies’

Gents’

and

Childrens’

BLACK

UNDERWEAR.
SEE OlIR BIO CORNER WINDOW.

Buy Now While the Assortment

is

SILKS!

Complete.
•

Geo. A. Gay <fc Co.,
499 CONGRESS ST, COR. BROWI
,ep19

REPRESENTATIVES.

Don’t bay Black Silks until yon learn
prices. We will sell you drygoods
of any kind cheaper than you can buy
them elsewhere.
our

TuTlifcStf

STUDLEY’S,

CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR WEEK
E. H. SISE &CO.S FURNITURE WARE ROOMS,
No. 229 Middle and 12

Temple Streets.

253

Street.
tf

TABLE*.—1Consisting of Parlor. Library, ItalV.E
,
ian Warble, Shell, Tennessee and Iulaid
Marble. Extraordinary inducements to be offered in all goods in onr line
purchased

during

Wcck*

1‘ air

E.

H

SISE

cfc

DON’T FOHGET THE NVMBKK,

CO.

229

middle Street, and 12 Temple Street.
245
eodly
J?B_
OF

Flour De al*
era’ Association.

PORTLAND.

w»r be received until October first
for the removal of the buildings upon the lot
recently purchased by the Bank, situated on Middle, Exchange and Market Street.
Parties will state a fixed price at whi & the material shall be taken down, cleaued, sorted and plied
either upon the present lot, or in part removed;
naming thedats at which the work shall be completed.
Full particulars can be obtained by inquiring at
the Bank.
WILLIAM E. GOULD

MEETING of
THKwillANNUAL
be held
the Board of

PROPOSALS

selddfit

at

MONDAY, Sept. 25th,

THE

Brick, Src.f &c., in the city of Portland, at Central
under the firm name of L. C. CUMMINGS
Manufacturers of Jacobs Lime. This copartnership will go into effect October 1, 1882.
S. D. CARLETON, of Kockport, Me.,
P. I. CARLETON, of Rockport, Me.!
L. C. GUMMING >, of Portland, Me
Ml
d3w

Wharf,
& CO

Experienced Cloak cutter. One that understands cutting and Hitting all kinds of Ladits'
and Children’s Garments
Apply at

AN

9_

STUD LEY ’S,

Immediate Possession Given,

APPLY TO

2

Wanted

YORK COUNTY.

L. C.

60x120 feet.

oi

Furnace, gas

now

Immediately.

ready.

Also,

YOUNG MEN’S FULL SfLYES
In Soft and Stiff Hats, just received.

YOUNG

ROUND TOP

MEN’S

Nobby Carl Brim Derby, High and Low
Crown, the Leading Style. Look at

Perry’s Special Styles
in Nobby Hats for Young Men.
the aders in stock.

All

THE SELF CONFORMING STIFF

HAT,

the best fitting hat in the market.

fix-

tures, muble windows and doors go with
nouse.
JOHN « \ PR* >C F OR,
Inquire of
93 Exchauge street.
sepl9eod3w

94 Commercial Mircet.

STREET.

Fall Style Silk Hats

V# stor\ house contain! g 17 rooms, No. 281

Spring street.

JOHN W. PERRINS & CO.,

19d3t*

MIDDLE

G-ESIVT^

FOR SALE.

333 MIDDLE STREET.

PACKER WAITED.
se

at

Notice of Co-partnership.
undersign d have formed a co partnership
for the purpose of tran actiig
business, in the
sale of Lime, Cement, Brick,
Planter, Hair, Fire

Cashier.

sel9d3t

this Association
t rade Rooms on

2.30 P. M., for the election of Officers for tb** ensuing year, and to transact
au> other business that may come before the meetPer order
O. G. BOYD, Secretary
ing.
Portland, Sept. 19th 1882.
sepl9dlw

WANTED.

Iii EHot, Friday of last week, Mrs. John W.
Kmght, a lady between 50 and 60 years of age,
fell through a hatchw y in the floor of the
barnloft, sinking on a wagon that was standing in the floor below. She was iuseugtble for
over au hour, and though the
physician reported no bones broken, it was feared she was dan-

SILK
made to order and

a

HATS
perfect fit warranted.

W anted.

A MACHINE GIRL.
sel9dlw
YOPNQ, WMdf.rd'1 me.

A

ST.

W do
vr^rk, must fumirii good
recommendations. Apply at 13R VAUgHn

GIRL.

seplikttf

E. N.

PERRY,

245 Middle Street.

fimjpm CARPETINGS.
»ep2

gerously iLjured internally.

BAILEY &

II you can’t Bear” a cough, "Bull”
it, with
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

Have

NOYES,

4 Rutlou real Kid Gloves 50 cents.
Mohair and Linen Ulsters,
Shetland
Shawls and Dress Goods at cost. Collars,
Cuffs, Handkerchiefs, Ties, Fit-hues,
Hand run Spanish Laces, Embroideries,
Hosiery, Gloves, Crash for Embroidery,
Buttons, Trimmings, Leather Bags.
Shopping and Lunch Baskets, Gossamer
Rubber Circulars and Fancy Goods at
reduced prices.

just received

all of the latest
numbers

FRANKLIN

SQUARE

LIBRARY.

SOMETHING
EVERY LADY

These books are reprinls of
the leading novels of the day,

j.m.dyTr&co.

comprising with many others
the works of such gifted writers as Anthony Trollope, Mi*s
llraddon, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
aud Miss Mulock, and range
in price trom ten to twenty
cents.

OUGHT TO KNOW.
There exists a means of securing a soft and brilliant
matter how
be.
Magnolia Balm is a
and harmless artino

naturally

delicate
cle, which instantly removes

511

STATIONERY
Loring,
I

»»«*#

i»at

class

Prieeo.

goods.

No trouble to show ou’ goods whether you wisn to
purchase or not
We har a lot

make.

we are

and

STOOLS.

selling

very

cheap.

499 Congress Street, Corner Drown.1

Jj2o
S. H

eodt

LAKMINIE,
Chicago.

A.

W. JORDAN,

Portland, Me

S. H.

LARMIME & ( 0.,
Commission
Merchant..

HASTINGS’,
Exchange

St.
eod6m

those celebrated
Also 60 Boxes

Grain,

Seeds, Provisions,

137 Commercial

Cortland

Mo.

CHIOAOO OFFICE,
12h La Salle St
Kutnree bough nd sola on Chloago Market on
Merging. Cor-op n.iencei arlted.
marSdtf

BARBADOESMttOl. ASSES.

another lot of

Cheese.

Factory.

SMITH, CAGE & CO.,
130 & 132

|
’

»

sel8

ommereial St.

dlw

BTjATXTK.
in Stock and

of all

kinds, at Low ricaa, at
Short & Harmon’s Now Store.

COVERS

to-day
NorUi Livermore
RECEIVED
Turner

Ker

IjlAMILlES supplied with good .Jersey Milk every
A
Extra milk
morning, Sundays Included.
desired. Address

good manufacturer's

CIIEESE M lIEESi:!

NOTICE TO STEVEDOItES.-P. L. S. B. S.

STOCK,

Positively the Lowest

GbO. A. G il & CO.,

several other

1-2
144.
may25

dly

money by

PIANO FORTES.

WM. P.

tor 75 cents.

furnished when

And

-AT—

Exchange Street, Portland.

JERSEY MILK

GOOO

save

ReoihuntH of Tapestry Carpetings

PIANO

On and after October the 1st, the rate
of wages will be as follows: 30 cents
hour for day work, and 35 cents per
our for night
work, and lime and a
half for Sunday work, on all Eur mean
steamers and vessels. P. J. HIWWINS.
Portland, Sept, ltfih list'd.
seplSdlw

Oil Cloths.
Pars.us in n»i ot Carpeting, can
buy'L'-ofue.

ALSO

BAILEY & NOYES

TT&Slmnrm

eodtf

For Sale and to Let.

ety.

jy2»

Brussels, Tapestry, Ingrain, Hemp, Straw and

Hallett, Davis & Co.’s
Also

Maiiir and many
other Ilooks of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in large vari-

suspected by anybody.
No lady has the right to
present a disfigured face in
society when the Magnolia
Balm is sold by all druggists

Congress St.

y!9

turesque

Roughness, Eruptions, Vulgar Flushings, etc., etc. So
delicate and natural are its
effects that its use is not

eodtf

FIRST

White Mountain Guides, Pic-

Tan, Bedness

«

middle

sepia

FIRST NATIONAL BANK Portland Grocers’and

V. B. SOULE, Woodford’*.

LOT

OWEN, MOORE & CO. DRESSGOODS

"19

counts.

OJ

Little,

to-day 25 dozen Gents’ and
Youths’Braces at 25 cents per pair. They
are regular 40 and 50 cent goods, and will be
sold at above price only to-day. Limit, 4
pair to one purchaser.

Tuesday morning of last week Mt. Katahdin’s summit was white with snow.
Axel Harriman and Bert Hooper were on1
in a toat on Patten’s pond, Orland, last Satur'
day afternoon, when the boat upset. Hooper
swam
ashote, but the Harriman boy was
drowned. The body has not yet been recovered.
Wm. F. Boltoi) of Orrington, 20 years old,
was drowned last'Thursday in the river.
He
was ont in a sail boat alone,
when the craft
upset, and being heavy ballasted, it sank in
three minutes. The boat has been recovered,
but the body had oot been found at last ac-

***** i&J

Ladles’ Fine Merino Tests and Pants silk
stitched and finished seams that we
shall sell on

We shall sell

A correspondent (W,) writes:
A meeeting
of the creditors of Sykes & Howe, clothing
dealers, Lewistou, was held in Boston, Monday foreunon at the' store of Burdett, Young &
Ingalls. The committee of investigation reported that the debtor firm offered 45 cents on
the
dollar, and it was voted to accept the
proposition, The liabilities are $13,653.

Jyl

dozen of Ladies’
80 cts. per pair,

&

GENTS’

John B. Donovan, Bid leford.
Charles K. Perkins, Kennebunkport and Dayton.
Geo. F. Goodwin, Eliot and South Berwick.
Geo. H. Milliken, Cornish aud Parsonstleld.
The doubtful Represeutative occurs in the
towns of
Wells and York, which although
classed together, by a provision of law are allowed to do their electing in the town entitled
to the Representative, the other town taking
no part in the election
whatever.
The old
agreement having exnire" in 1880, Wells has
this year claimed the right and elected a Fusion Representative, while York claiming it
was her turn, has elected a
Republican Representative. Tho Leg .stature when it assembles
will have to decide as to which town is right
in its position.

J reckles,

40

wear at

At the low price of 42 cents. We have
other special bargains to offer. Ladies’.
Gents’, and Children’s Unuerwear,

COUNTY.

Bath—William Rogers.
Bowdoinham—R. 1). Spear.
Woolwich—Edward Carleton.

time,

CONGRESS

"Pl9

Parkman—Charles hi. Rand.
Sebec—Jonathan A. Chase.
Abbot—Oren J. Doyen.
SAGADAHOC

same

$1.

516

century.

Bouverie Pusey was the second son of the
Hon. Philip Bouveries, who was a half-brother
of the Earl of Radnor, and who assumed the
name of Pusey by royal license.
He was born
in 1800; was educated at Eton; was graduated
from Christ Church, Oxford, in 1822, with high
honors; was elected a fellow of Oriel College;
studied at Berlin under Dr, Tholnck; took orders; and in 1828 was appointed regius professor of Hebrew in the
University of Oxford, and
by virtue of that olilce became a caaon of
Christ Chuich Cathedral. Dr. Pusey became
interested in the “Tracts for the Times” from
the beginning, and defended the doctrines
they promulgated in various letters and
pamphlets. Later he identified himself more
closely with the movement, took au active
pari in its development, and hjmself wrote
four of .he famous “Tracts.” From this time
“Puseyism” was 'he term by v hich the teachings of the Tractanaus were known among
their opponents, with particular reference to
the so-called High Church proclivities of Dr
Pusey as distinguished from the tendencies of
Newman which led him to Rome. Dr. Pusey
was for more than
half a century a vigorous
supporter of the doctrines of the apostolical
succession, baptismal regeneration, transubstautiatiou, and the authority of the church.
His published writings are many and including works ou “Daniel t e Prophet,” “On the
Real Presence,”
“Sermons
“Eirenicon,”
Preactied in the University of Oxford,” History of the Councils of the Church,” Commentary ou the Minor Prophets,” and “On
the Royal Supremacy.”
Dr. Pusey was perhaps more of a thinker and interpreter than a
champion, but his influence was almost incalculable. The storm of abuse which he met in
the early part of his career long since died out.
He has passed away loved and revered
by his
own communion, and
respected and honored
even by his opponents.

Koor
Lagan’s

$6.00.
$7.00.
JOB LOT
$8.00.

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

MiUett

posterity

will study with Interest. With him departs
one more of the little band of leaders in the

it may

octSdtf

IMPERFECT.

Merino Underwear for Fall

Dr. Edward B. Pusey.
The death of Dr. Pusey of Oxford University. E 'gland, which occurred Saturday morning, removes one of the most prominent personages in the Anglicau Church, and transfers
to the pages of history a career which

Complexion,

Consignments solicited.

imperfections in the above Blankets are hardly
or perfect goods of the same
sold for $8, $9 and $10 per pair.

are

Washington—Stephen S Bartlett.
ltockla <i—Q G. Holland, John S. Case.
Vinalhaven—Levi W. Smith.
Warren—Edwin S. Bucklin.
Camden —Hosea B Eaton.
Cushing—F. C. Hat home.
Ihomasion—«/. E. Moore,

e. W. ALLMM

lhe

China—Elij

h D. Jepson.
Litchfield—James E. Chase.
Hallowell—A. M. Spear.
V* ayue—Alfred F Johnson.

BAIUT,

noticeable and the regular

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Ellsworth—James T. Cushman.
Eastbrook—John D. Crimmin.

Snlwmat 18 Exchange Si.
W. O.

White Blankets,

Italic.

SLIGHTLY

roostook. 3

of

*

SUMMARY.

Androscoggin.

20th,

CoTi

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

m.

Fusienists in

Roman;

d-w

Regular sale of Furniture end General Merciandine every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.

Lyman—Winfield 8. Small.
Saco—George A. Emery.
Cornlsh-Georoe H. MiltUen.
6 Alfreu—John Hall.
in

Auctioneers,

F« O. BAILEY *

SEPT,

pairs

200

Waterboro—Isaac N Deerlna.
Kittery—J. H. Rowell.
Berwick—Moses Wentworth,
i ork and Wells—In
dispute.
Lebanon—Charles D. Fall.

Mr. W. E. Lowell of North Parish, Angus'
ta, caught a monster turtle in Mud Pond recently. The reptile is three feet long, and can
easily carry a man weighing 160 pounds on his
back.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
Jay—George W. Stone.
Farmington—J. J. Linscott. •
Phillips -Daniel U. Leavitt.
Lhesterville—David Allen.
New Vineyard—Edward R. Luce.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

Mournful Scene.
To the Editor of the Press:
That was a rich scene at the Democratic
headquarters at 10 o’clock Monday night. Ed
and Ben and a long chap full of tanglefoot
who mistook the crowd for the police station
A

Harmon.

Kennebunkport—Charles E. Perkins.
South Berwick—
George F. Goodie in.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Yarmouth L. L. "haw.
Windham—John M, White,
Harpswell—Albert T, Trufant.
New Gloucester -C. P. Ha>ketl.
Standish—Orville S. S »nborn.
Raymond—Henry J Lane.
Falmoutti—F. W. Talbot.
Westbrook—Joseph Dunnell.
Casco—Wm. M. Cook.

Augusta—J M.
yiinton—W. H.

WEDNESDAY,

Newfleld—Isaac M. Tra'ton.
p.

JUA11jJ£V Ac CJO.,

John B. JDgno-

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

COUNTY.

A.
Brookiln—John G. Reed
Mt. Desert—Serenus J. Redick.
CatJine—A. E. Ives.
Denham—Pasc J P. Gilmore.
Hancock—Elliot L. Stratton.
Deer luie—C/mrles A Spojford.

Bkldeford—Charles H. Prescott,

STATE NEWS.

Grand isle—Alexis Cyr.

seen

Fast Time.
The special train which carried President
Jackson and Superintendent Tucker of the
Maine Central, and Superintendent Cram of
the E & N. A. Railway from Bangor to
trip.

Representatives.

ip. 0»
sel4

We shall offer

van.

Hollis—Cyril

Terms easy.

day of sale.

YORK COUITTY.

Republicans

Little.

&

Uoodenow.

FUSION

YORK COUNTY.
Ernest M. Goodall, ^ an ford
Barak Maxwell, Wells.

Bucksport—Parker

At and near Sagadahock.20
At E. side Sagada’k to Merrym*'Cting31
From Cape JNewageii to Pemaquid. ..15
Farmers.
*t Pemaquid.
15
At New liarbor.10
At bt. Georges, W. side M. Foxwell I 1)
At Pemaquid Point, 60 y<s. agone.. j
St. George
Un N.K. side of Quisquamego
1
84
Families.
Philip bwadt-n, besides fishermen, 60
or 7u years
...84

L^lais—L. 0.

Princeton—E. F. Holbrook.

SENATORS—ALL REPUBLICAN.
Smith 4th, Biddeford.
Ernest M. Good all, Sanford.
Barak Maxwell, Wells.

Voranus S. Cofflo.
Seward B. U ume.

CUMBERLAND

Millett

Columbia—Steph n S. L- ighton.
Cutler—James T. Matthews.
Jone-boro—ch-tries L Smith.

Joseph

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

ANDROSCOGGIN

East viachiae—John C. Talbot.

REPUBLICAN REPRESENTATIVES.
Cyril P Harmon, Buxton and Hollis.
Moses Wentworth, Berwick and North Berwick.
Charles H. Prescott, Biddeford.
James H. Ro*ell, Kitterv.
Isaac N. Deeri g, Limerick and Waterboro.
John llall, Alfred and Keunebunk.
Wiutield s. Small, Lyman and
Liinington.
Geo. A. Emery, Saeo.
Isaac M. Traftou Newfleld, Shapleigh aad Acton.
Charles B. Fall, Sanford aud Lebanon.

Foxcroix
v

Eastport—B. F. Kilby.

Dennysville—Daniel J. Phher.
Kobbinston—John M. Smith.
Cherry field William reeman.

York county delegation will stand 10 Republicans and 4 Fusiouists and one doubtful.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
a.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Shapleigh, Newfield and Acton. Lyman and
Limiugton, Waterboro and Limerick, and In
Buxton and Hollis, and lose none, so that the

Clark, An- over.
Eckley T. Stearns, Lovell.

James W.

Valuable Real Estate by A**ti*u.
WEDNESDAY Sept. 20th.
p. m. the valuable property
situated on the
corner of Pine and Brackeasterly
ett Streets,
consisting of a two story Brick and
w*111 eli aud lot
adjoining house, bae
3 tiiiished rooms,
Sebago water, never failing spring
in cellar, g&s, go«xl/uru ice
Ac., is In gooo repair
throughout- LOtSSftJn.43k6fe««, to V) fe.t ou
Brackett and o4 ou Pine St., the unoccupied lot
would be very raluable a. store property. The location is convenient for Church'* aud schools and
and is one of the inos desirable neighborhoods in
the city. House can be examined after 1 o’clock en
E SHALL sell on
\V
at 3 o’clock
a

BLANKETS.

Pierce.

Lincolnvllie- George IF. Young.

National Greeubackers. This year the Republicans gain 1 seats in the following class towns:

Sebastian S. Marble, Waldoboro.

narrative of his

Vancebnro, last "Friday, made

Win. Smith.

York County in the Legislature.
(Biddefo d Journal.)
York county in the State Senate and Legislature of 1880 was represented by a delegation
made up of 7 Republicans, 3 Democrats aud 5

COUNTY.

Turner— H. W.

quick

re-

COMPLETE LIST OF MEMBERS ELECT.

however, in an account of Weymouth’s voyage,
written probably in 1618, (Maine Historical Society’s Collections, vol. 3, p. 284), says Weymouth discovered “many coovenyent places
upon the m *yne, and isles and rivers, together
one

the

THE LEGISLATURE.

Republicans, 28. Opposition, 3.

with that little

to

_

voyage. Rosier, who accompanied Weymouth,
did keep and publish a narrative of the events
of the expedition, bat he makes no mention
of “the little river of Pemaquid.” Strachey,

It will bo

Personal.
Mrs. T. Hall of Montreal—nee Miss Kva
Oaksini'.h—is in the city.
Mrs. Coroner Gould aud Mrs. Doctor Lamb
have just returned from a very pleasant trip to
Mouireal aud the White Mountains.
Mrs. Dr. Edson, oue of Garfield’s physicians
aud nurses, left Washington yesterday for an

Notes.
The Eastern Railroad has contracted with
the Central Iron Foundry of Salem for the
It will emcastings for 250 new freight cars.
ploy the foundry until June next.
Work will commence on the grading of the
Kemiebunk and Rennebunkport Railroad
early the present autnmn, and it is the intention of the directors to have it completed »nd
ready for busineis by the first of June next.

John H.

rect.”

through

both directions, will hereafter have
cars by the Niagara Falls route.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

THE WORLD.

tives whom he had

L T. Winan’s Victor Stuck Farm, |Vassalboro,
Me., 2 stallions.
C. P. Mattocks, Sebago, 1 stallion.
V. C. Hall, Windham 1 stallion.
E N. Perry, Gape Elizabeth, 1 bay geldiDg.
S. P. Getchell, Portland, 1 pair matched horses.
T. H WeBtoa, Portland, 1 pair matched horses.
J. P. Shattuck, Deer.ng, 1 pair matched horses.
H. E. Jose, Portland, 1 pair
Black *ood” colts,

companies,

latter now bavine control of the Great WestThe
ern and joining hands with the Erie.
morning and evening trains of the Erie, in

a

could more space have been allotted him.
Dennison has a fine display of horse rakes and

progressive farmer should fail to see. Among
these are ensilage cutters, and the Monarch
grain drill and the Farmer’s Friend corn
planter, all of them, we are informed, for the

wi.l be run between New York and
Chicago via Niagara Falls and the Great Western Railroad in connection with the Chicago
and Grand Trunk Railroad between Port Huron and Chicago. This has been accomplished
through the recent amalgamation of the Great
the
Western and Grand Trunk

marshal, who is

_

Tasker.
Palermo—.John S. Ayer.

Railway Company announces that
arrangements have been completed, taking effect yesterday, whereby a daily line of Pull-

fee and then

BARRETT.

The sale of seats for Barrett’s performance
of Shylock and David Garrick at Portland
Theatre tonight has been very large, but -still
there is a number of good Beats left.
The following lad es and gentlemen support Mr. Barrett: Messrs. Louis James, Otis Skinner, Ben
Rogers, Chas. Pluukett, F C. Mosley, Fred P.
Barton, Percy Winter, Erroli Don bar, Chas
Rolfe, Riddle, Cope, Davidson, Misses Marie
Waiuwrigbt, Miuuie Monk, Josie Batchelder,
and Addie Plunkett.

night: “Alvin Joslin,”

Stockton

SALES.

AUCTION

ADVERTISEMENTS

___

—

Jackson—Ephraim D.

Erie.

man cars

preme Court.

NEW

MOTTUl-ArroJl: A. Hatch.
Belfast—Nathan F. Houston.
Liberty Alonto A. Brown.

Frankfort—Hayward

Opposed to
“Cheap” Opinions of the Su-

of Jane P. Thurston,

HALL.

some

Superior Court.
TERM, A. D. 1882—BEFORE JUDGE

disa reed.

CITY

anything
tempted by the Society. The arrivals of neat
stock have already been
large, comprising

BONNEY.

and the

AT

A visit to Presumpscot Park
yesterday
showed arrangements in
progress for an exhibition far ahead of
heretofore at-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Great Sala of Underwear—Geo. A. Gay & Ce.
Blankets—Millet! & Little.
Gems’ Braces—Owen, Moore St Co.
Cumberland 0 unty Fair Week—E H. Sise & Co.
First National Bank—William E. Gould.
Wanted—A Girl.
Portland Grocers and Flour Dealers Association

WALDO COUNTY*

TO COME.

ing citizens.

ADVERTISEMENT'S TO-DAY

Wan ten—studley.
Packer Wanted—John W. Perkins &
For Sale—Jolin C. Proctor.
Wanted Immediately —L. C. Young.
Notice of Co partnership.

HARRIS M PLAISTED DECLARED GOVERNOR FOR TWO YEARS

“Constitutional’’ Law
Yesterday the managers of the fair were
hard at work, and entries were fast coming in
at the park. Mr. F. 0.
Woodbury of this eity
will be marshal.

AT THE PARK.

CITY AND VICINITY.

RAILROAD NOTES.

The Erie

sewing machines and art exhibit.

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervilie, J. M. Wall.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

NEW

The Exhibition at Park and Hall to
Open To-day.

SHE HATH SAID IT.

books

Made to Order by

LORING, SHORT & IURiHOIV.
auglU

474 ••NGRESS ST.

dl»

O&O Hhds. Choice Barbadrm Molageea from cargo
o»
of Hark "Favorite," also all gladet Cienfueand Porto Ktco for sale low by

goe

SMITH,
selS

CAGE &

■ itOdi ISiM oiiimm’lal

CO,
St.
d3w

SHOPPING BAOS
in

Lorluif,
auglv

eather and

Short

Pl«*k at

A.Harmoa’t

*«w fUrt

AGRICULTURAL._
Talk With Hon. Fred Atwood.

IMPORTANCE

THE

AN

AS

OF

AGRICULTURE—MAINE

AGRICULTURAL

STATE—OTHER

ELEMENTS OF PROSPERITY.

-».
The Journal is a firm believer in Agriculture and in Maine as an agricultural State,
and it is always glad to chronicle the increasing prosperity and improved methods of
our farmers.
Thinking that a rnau whose
business brings him not only into contact
with Main* farmers but with those of other
New England states, must possess a fund of
information concerning the condition and
prospects of the tillers of the soil, a Journal
representative recently prevailed upon Hon.
Fred Atwood of Winterport to submit to the
process known as interviewing. The first
question put might be called a leading one,
as it related to the importance of agriculture
generally. Mr. Atwood replied as follows:
Undoubtedly agriculture is the foundation

In this city, Sept. 18, Mrs. Charlotte N. Sargent
aged 84 years 4 months.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2,30 o’clock
the residence of her sou, Capt. Joseph
No. 87 Atlantic street.
In West Baldwin. Sept 14, Mrs.
Abigail,
Benjamin Sanborn, aged 84 years 5 months

*2

^a1ldwin: g«Pt.

WHY^TOU

relict of

18, Millie K., wife

copy.]

farming

scientific. Newspapers devoted to agriculture are much improved, and are more
in demand. In fact, all the papers are compelled to devote space to the agricultural interest, necessarily increasing that space yearly. village and city readers are interested;
the merchant, r ired of his slave life, reads
with pleasure, and many are building their
home on the farm, as a more certain investment for themselves and family. It is evident that no calling i? progressing with more
strides than that of agricultural pursuits.
Agricultural Colleges, Boards of Agriculture, scientific works are to day supported
and valued to a higher degree than ever
before, Maine is favorably situated as an
agricultural State. Railroads are being extended. Water
communications hold in
check railroad transportation charges. Its
nearness to water affords opportunity to take
advantage of a sudden advauce, and the increased production gives Maiue a voice.
The soil producing crops are unequaled
in quality by any Western state. Horses
grown on Maiue soil are sought for their well
known endurauce. Beef and mutton, fowl
and eggs, grown in Maine command a market
and price unknown outside of New England.
Maine fruits are preferred to those of
Massachusetts for flavor and keeping qualities. No State can produce milk of a sweeter
and more nutritious quality, and with the
education which is being rapidly developed
our butter is being sought for.
Maine now
furnishes many hotels and families in Boston
with gik-edge butter. Our dairy products
are rapidly improving in quality as well as
quantity. In fact, Maine has a market at
her door. The large annual increase of
summer visitors is another element of prosperity. rurra uouses are sougut oy tnese
visitors, thus making a market on the farm.
Maine now makes large shipments of ice
to other sections, as well as supplying summer resorts.
The increased facilities of the
railroad and steamers are not sufficient to
accommodate the travel. Our rivers and
bays are alive with steam and sail yachts.
The hotels are crowded.
Many find it
impossible to give the entertainment our
summer visitors are ready to liberally pay
for. Maine has a future that no other
state has.
Her water powers are unequaled
in convenience and capacity, and these are
being utilized. The Penobscot above Bangor will soon furnish power to support a
population of 100,000. Our mineral resources are being developed, with an assurance
of success. Our growth is not of the mushroom order of the West, but a sure, steady
growth. And to those of our people who
engage in agricultural pursuits there is a
certain assurance of success to all who exert
the same care, intelligence, and push required in other pursuits. —Belfast Journal.
more

FROM
FOB
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool’.. .Sept 19
A nt.il las.New York.. Porto Rico...
Sept 19
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ....Sept 20
Parthia.New York. Liverpool. ..Sept 20
City of Montreal. ..New York..Liverpool ...Sept 21
Orinoo.New York. .Bermuda
Sept 21
City of Para.New York. .Aspinwall. .Sept 21
City of Merida.New York. .Havana
Sept 21
Alene.New York..Kingston... .Segt 22
Newport.New York.. Havana
Sept 23
Foscolia.New York..Rio Janeiro..Sept 23
Circassia.New York.. Glasgow
Sept 28
Britanic.New York Liverpool ...Sept 23
Arizona.New York..I iverpool... -Sept 26
France.New York. .Havre
Sept 27
Gallia.New York..Liverpool....Sept 27
Alvo.New York..Kingston
Sept 26
British Empire
New York..Havana.Sedt 28
Andes.New York. .Port Prince..Sept 29
Cyphrenes.New York. .Rio Janeiro.Sept 30
8ept 30
Saratoga.New York. .Havana
Samaria..Boston.Liverpool... .Sept 30

Wit and Wisdom.
Women are not allowed to he out on the
streets of Chicago after ten o’clock at night
After that boor the men want the whole
street to themselves aad they take it.—Oil
City Derrick.

Lovely, toney, glove-fitting
worn

boots can be
by all who use German Corn Remover.

26c.
_

There are now about 2400 different diseases'
and every year the strain on a single patent
medicine becomes harder and harder, yet the
medicine stands op manfully and promises to
cure them all—New Orleans Pica) uue.
Mischief Lurks
In nndrained pools and poorly planned drains
at many a fashionable summer resort. Visitors
are often prostrated
by malarious influences
when they least expect it.
At soch a time it
is a happy thing to have Perry Davis’s Pain
Killer on hand for instant use.
Captain
Hodgden of the “Golcher,” writes that when
attacked with cholera morbus in the terribly
malarious climate of the Panama Isthmus, he
was restored in three hours
by the use of It.
His wife and the sailors on hoard his vessel
were attacked in like manner and found the
“Pain Killer the relief which
speedily restored them.
“What does

‘in

memorisin' mean, pa?’
asked Billy. “Oh,” said pa behind his newspaper, “it’s nothing. It’s something you write
a man
on the tombstone of
you are going to
forget in a week.”—Burlington Hawkeye.
She had just lauded from Ireland, and was
at once engaged in a Philadelphia family.
She opened a watermelon the other day for
the first time in her life. Two minutes afterwards she was seen dusting the inside with
roach poison.—Philadelphia News.

Congress Yeast Powder oontains no alum,
ammonia, terra alba, or any other injurious
but is made from absolutely pure
Cream Tartar. It has the largest sale of any
baking powd in Portland.

ingredient,

HARRIAfSES.

In Gorham, Sept. 16, by Rev. J. Colby, Frank A.
Tliorne of atandish and Miss Alice T. Shaw of Gorham.
in Ellsworth. Sept. 9. Arthur T. Richardson and
Miss Ida M. Ash, both of Bar Harbor.

this oPy. Sept. 18. Mrs. Abigail, wife of John
Brooks, aged 64 y ars 6 mouths.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
269 Fork street. Relatives and friends are invited
to attend.
In

POPULAR COMPANY, having galDed
IT IS
au established character for liberality by many
fair
of
dealing with its policy-holders.
years
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT Of the highest insurance authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all oyer the country and
for all these reasons Is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share ot the profits. Mutual companies never fall.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIES In foroe, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by
epidemics.
IS
A
IT
COLHPANV.

POWDER
Absolutely

ISTEWS.

Sch Mattie holmes, Warren, from Elizabethport
for Boston, put into Vineyard-Haven 16th with boat
and sails damaged.
Sch Carrie H Spfford.of Deer Isle, was run into by
schr Mott-Haveu at Hart’s Island, 11th. and had
mainboom broken, mainsail split, and other damage
done. The Mott-Haven lost jibboom.
Sch Jas R Drury, from Kennebec, before reported
ashore near Island City, NJ, was hauled ol 16th
without apparent Injury and arrived at Philadel-

INCONTESTIBLE

Purer

powder never vanes. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltitude of low test, short weight,
altm or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking PowderCo.,
New York
febl8d&wlyu.Q
This

GOOD

A

INVESTMENT.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES,

FORT V TEAK

GOLD

B O 1ST T>IS
OF

THE

TOPEKA, SAUNA &
WESTERN
RAILROAD
OF

CO.

Company

This

will

PRINCIPAL

days—and without rebate of interest,'
JOH* K. DB WITT,
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,

issue six per cent, forty-year

AND

INTEREST

PAYABLE

IN

gold, in the City of Boston, at the rate of $20,000
per mile, ana will issue it® stock at the rate of
$25,000 per mile; these said securities to be delivered to to the contractor on the completion of the
road in sections of ten miles each; said completion,
according to specified requirements, to be certified
to by the Chief Engineer of the Company before the

This
will he advanced from time to t* me as
the building of the road progresses, or within the
discretion of the contractor.
Full particulars will be cheerfully given to those
who may call at the office, or any inquiry by mail
will be promptly answered.

J. F.

barque Edw Cushing,

C.G.

Bickford Rockland.
Ar 14th, sch Agnes I Grace, Small, Boston.
KING’S FERRY—In port 11th, sch Dora Matthews Brown, for New York, ready.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 13th, sch B F Farnham,
Cook, New York.
Cld 13th. sch Charlie Bucki. for New York.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 14th, brig Havana, Le-

PATTERSON,

PiiimCIPAL

new

railroad from Moudav, Sept.

18th,

to Monday,
gelo_

Sept.

25th.
dlw

Autumn Excursions!
INTERNATIONAL S. S. CO.

offer to the public euring the
mouth of

Septomlaor
low

FERRIS,

Eastport

Portland

to

(latuopbello

l.land and

return, (JO day.).$4.75
Portl «nd to Eastport und return (JO
day.. 4.50
Portland to St. Andrew, anti return
(JO day.).. 5.J5

tickets are not transferable.
Iiow Rite* for Hoard are offered by the various Hotels.
For further information and Tickets apply at the
Company’s Office, 40 Exchauge Nireet
gelUdlw
T. C. HEKSEY, President.

October

9th.

aug29

d

CHENEY,

Herbert G.

Briggs,

Drawing Room Oars
FOR

ROCHESTER,
NASHUA,

—

®3T*-A11 business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed
jnl2tf

10

Policies not marked off

January, 1881.. 1,587,534 47

STEPHEN

$5,627,021 57

ffiook) Job

$13,165,466.40.

and

(ga/ud $P'um(eht

EOWABD G. POSTON,

fiAGRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW,
NOTARV PI BUC
dkc.,

Belleville,

Losses

PORTLAND:

aul7

Days

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

J. W.

Ontario,

Fab.

Canada.

cures

the worst

In il* Primary,

Secondary
n

or

Tertiary

ge.

Removes all traces of Mercury from the system
Cures Scrofula, Old Sores, Rheumatism, Eczema
Catarrh, or any Blood Diseav^e.

4. 1882.

i. his elegant dressing
is preferred by those
whohave used it, to any
Lsimilar article, on acIcount of its superior
■cleanliness and purity,
fit contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair

Better th

We have

Malvern. Ark., May 2,1881.
our town who lived
at Hot

in

cases

Springs and

were

finally

cured with S. S. S.
McCammon & Murry.

Memphis, Tenn., May 12,1881.
ft
We have said 1,296 bottles of S. S S. in a year.

It has

g'veu universal satisfaction. Fair minded
physicians now recommend it as a positive specific.
S.

Mansfield & Co.

Louisville, Ky., May 13,1881.

S. S. S. has given better satisfaction than any
medicine I have ever sold.
J. A. Flexner.

Denver,-Col., Mav2,1*81.

Every purchaser speaks in the highest terms

S. S.

L.

of

Conroy. Georgetown.
PROVIDENCE- Ar 16th, schs Clara Fletcher,
Sargent, Baltimore; S M Tyler, Hart. Hoboken.
COWESKT, RI— Ar 16th, sch Sarah E Jones,
Reed. Hoboken.

York.

NEWPORT-Ar 16th, sch Mail, Campbell, New
York for Boston, (and sailed 10th.)
V1NEYARDVEN-HA—Ar 16th, brig Chas Dennis/from Baltimore for Bath; schs Messenger, from
Philadelphia for Buston; Mattie Hotmes, Elizabethport for Boston; Mott Haven, fm New York for do;
Fred W Chase, Newport News for Portland; Edw
Waite, and Eagle Rock, Philadelphia for do; Bangor, Rondout for Salem; J D Robiuson, Philadelphia fof do; Carrie E Woodbury, do for Bangor;
Julia S Bailey, do for Gardiner; Olive, Apple River
for New York; Ulrica R Smith, Joggins for do; F T
Drinko, Bluehill for do.
Sid 16th, sebs Seth M Todd, Alma, M J
LauJJhton
Ulrica R Smith, and Mossenger.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 16th, schs Jennie M Carter,
from Windsor, NS, for New York; Fair
Wind, New

If you doubt,

to see us, and we will CURB
ITOIJ, or charge nothing ! ! Write for particulars
and a copy of a little book ‘'Message to the Unfortunate Suffering.”
Ask any prominent Druggist as to our
standing.
come

®3F*$H'©0 BfJWA.RD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find an analysis of 100 bottles of
8. 8. N. one
particle of Mercury, ‘iodide of Potassium,, or any Mineral substance.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Props.,
[PER BOTTLE]
Atlanta, Ga.
Price of Small Size, -ri t
$1.00

York for Camden.

BOSTON—Ar 16th. barque Josephine, Brown,

Havana.
Ar 17th,

Large,

barque Hattie G McFarland, Gilchricst,
Baltimore; brig L F Munson, Smith. Baltimore;
sch Lucinda G Potter, Potter, Philadelphia.
Ar 18tb, barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, Cardenas. (at quarantine with yellow fever on board);
AntOniO Saia, McDounld, kagufti brig shannon Dow
Baltimore; schs Poet Boy, Gott, French Cay; ’Hudson, Coleman, and Bleetwing, Johnson, Calais; Har-

1.75

SOLD B¥ ALL DRUGGISTS.

Jyll_

TT&Seomly

premium pays about 3%

a

terest.

per cent. In-

Better than the Savings Bank,
which gives

insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may witburaw^your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.
no

Better thau Tontine Poli
cies in other

S.

WARREN, RL—Sid 16th, sch Freddie Eaton,

Four per cent.

as

Companies

shown by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.

On and after Monday, June 19,
1 NS 4, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.30 a. m.,
and
1B"I.05 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning loave
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p.

"f**?

B.^"v^Porilaud

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
cent,

reserve

is

over a

4 per

$3,022,612.

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LITE AGENTS WANTED.
The above Endowment Policies
i'or sale at

45

EXCHANGE

ST.,

Portland, Maine.

riet.

Rich, and Willis Putnam, Cook, Calais, Inez,
Leighton, and Presto Colbeth, Madias; Laurel,
Bennett, and H il Havey, Pettengill. Sullivan; For
ester. Young, and Copy, Curtis, Ellsworth; California, Keller, Waldoboro; M C Spronl, Sproal. Bristol
J P Wallace, Bryant, and W H DeWitt, Huey, from
Portsrn uth; M L Varney, Weeks, Bath; Oregon,
Bailey, Gardiner.
SALEM—Ar 16th, sch Avon. Park, Bangor for
Rondout, (and fid 16th).
Sailed, schs Eiiza B Coffin, from Two Rivers,
NS for Philadelphia; ♦ T Townsend. Wiudsor, NS.
for New York; L C Patten, and Adriana, New York
tor Saco; Presto, do for Boston; Geo B Somes, Sullivan for New York; Franconia, Bangor for Westport; City of Ellsworth, Rockland for New York;
Daniel Pierson. Wiscasset for Philadelphia; Katie
Mitchell, Augusta for New York; Robie L Foster,
do for do; W O Snow, Kennebec for Washin ton;
Mary J Ceok, do for Philadelphia; Franconia, fm
Portland fur do; Bramhall, and E G Willard, do for
New York.

astoriA

I>. YV.

children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Y-

“Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious.'’
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.
*

Iprescribe

it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. H. A. Archer, 82 Portland Av., Brooklyn.

Castoria is not narcotic.

Mothers, Nurses
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stoxnach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher’s
Castoria, By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and nat-

DANVERS—Ar 15th.sobs Douglass Haynes,Dunton, and Yreka, Falkingbam, Philadelphia.
LYNN—Ar 15th, sch Francis Coffiu, Rondout.
MILLBR1DGE—Ar 14th, sch Mabel, Strout, from

Portland.

MACHIAS-Ar 13th, sch C V Mlnott, Hathaway,
Portland.

Portland..
—AND—

SPECIAL

Gorham.

June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Bp-

The Great Healing Remedy.
An Infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatlca. Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
stiff Joints, jpavin, and Lameness from
any cause.

^HpherW*alt*

IVT. Bara urn, the great Showman, says
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, braised, or wounded. My Surgeons and Yeterinaries all say, that for casualities to men and animals, nothing is bo
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.’*
438 Fifth Av., New York, May
9th, 1875.

Aug 3-i.)
Tbomb9. Fort Townsend.
12, barque Annie Lewis Lewis for
iquique, to load for Hampton
1
Gray
Plummer, unc.
Sid tip Callao Aug 22, barque St
Mary, Hallowell 1
Salavery.
A r at Cardenas 8th inst, brig Belle Prescott Doull
New York.
Sid lliti, sch Lizzie Dewey, Peters, for Delaware
Broadwater.
Sid fm Matanzas 3 2th inst, brig Josefa, Goodwin *

Roldz; Ida

fsb4

Aug 28, brig Carrie Purington,
Smith, Miragoaue.
Ar at
Sydney, CB, 15th, brig O B Stillman, Race,

dTuT&Seow&wcowly

The Undersigned Photogra hers
of Portland,
the indulgence of their patrons, have

Portland.

ASKING
agreed to elose their places of business
anil A
ha of J
of
the

Alva, Barton, from

durthe present
uly
ing
ugust
of each week at t elve o’clock M
year
to remain closed for the remainder of that day.
M. F. KING.
0. B. CONANT.
J. H. LAMSOIf.
«. W. HJCAKN.
nion
on Monday

Sawyer, Dobbin, New York.

SPOKEN

McIntyre,

(

July 15,1882.

lylSdtf

SWEDISH REMEDIES!
Swedish

Swedish,

Lung

Botanic

Balsam

Compound

dis^Cures all
of the

An Altera- I
tive Tonic &'
Blood Purifier. It purifies the blood

eases

Lungs.

Swedish
Pepsin
Pills
Cures Con-

strength e n s

the system
and acts like

stipation.

a cnarra on me

oigesuvc

SWEDISH REMEDIES.

Proprietor.
I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the bast
Blood Purifier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Mass.
Lynn,

Mass.

lady writes:

A

“After years of

AUG. P. FULLER,

au22dtf

TO

Portland, Me.

let!

No. 23BVs Middle St., 2d story, over stores occupied by Merril 1 & Kel h,
and A.
These chambers have been occuhatter.
L. Merry,
Tailor for many
pied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant
of business, spacious well
years; ar. In the centre
located and have all modern improvements. InW.
W.
of
."HOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
quire
Commercial St.
augBdtf

CHAMBERS

TO LET.
Nos. 117-119 Middle st.

Now occupied
STORE
Wholesale Hrugby C. A. Parsons & Co.,
Inquire of MRS. H. E. THOMPSON, No.
04 Brackett st.jyl4dt£
fists.

To L*t or Lease.
Ocean st., Wooatord’s, a u.oe, large, two story
House and stable, with from one to eight acres
of land. For particulars inquire at the next house,
C. H. ALLJSN,
or address
JunZSdtf
Standish, Maine.

Variety, at
LORINO, SHORT &; HARMON’S
474 CONGRESS STREET.
dim
augl9
in Great

suffering

me.

SWEDISH
For Sale

by

CATARRH.

REMEDIES.
all

Druggists, eod&wly®

Elys’ Cream Balm
•Effectually
die nasal
Jatarrhal

cleanses
passages ol

virus, causing healthy secret ions,
allays inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
sense
of taste and
smell ;beneficial results
are realized by a few
applloattons. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
colds in the head
Agreeable to use. Ap-

m/CD ply by the little finger
Is AT r C ft la ■ Into the nostrils. On
of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
receipt
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CKEAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
d&wly48
u AV

___

NEK VOLTS

Cure

A

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Db. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Lose
oi Memory. Spermatorrhoea, 1mpotency, Involunta
ry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by over
ertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leadtto misery, decay and death.
One box will cure
recent cases Each box
ntains one month’s treatOne dollar a box
for five doleik boxe
sent
mail prep via on receipt of price. The
John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the pro
printers will send the purchaser their written guar*
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
at
Junction
Middle and Free Sts.
Vfe.,
uov 1
d&wly48
ment.

lars;

by

rprietors,

And Medicated Cotton

ON

SUMMER READING

severe

from female complaints, nervousness and dyspepsia
yeur.Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely curtd

TO LEI.

Houseis situated in close proximity to the
landings of the European, New York and Boston Steamers and opposite the Grand Trunk repot.
Easy connection with other pans of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout and
will be leased Y responsible parties 1 urnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of

_

When taken together according to directions,
have times and Umes again cured consumption
iru4fce first and second stages. Thousands of
testimonials of its wonderful cures. Write for
pamphlets and circulars—Sent Free.
F. W. A. Bergbngren, M. D.,

Agent.
jne23eodtf

as

New York.
Sid fm Bermuda

|

Jan24TT&S&w

State

HO'I EL TO LEASE.
International Hotel. Portland. Me

Ayer

ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p* m.
For Manchester, Coaco-d and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Watcrboroand Saco River.7-30 a. m., 1.05
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
oave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a.
mu ll.lo
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
(mixed) 9.40 a.
For Oorham,
Igpcarnppa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 0.40 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Aye''June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
t ItWest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
iMpringflcld, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
ti
Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
oath and with Boston Sc Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Janelion with through trains of Me. Central K. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Parlor Cars on 1.05 p. m. train from Portland
and 8.00 a. m. train from Worcester.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Depot omces and at Kollms A Adams* No. 22 Ex-

Returning

I».

8hia,

change Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford*®.

J. W. PETERS, Supt.
je!7dtf

Eastern Railroad.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Sunday, Jane 18,1882.

9

a. m.

and 1.30 p.

Semi-Weekly

INDIA NT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. Nl. Louis, Omaha, Naginaw, Nt. Paul, Nalt Lake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,
aud all points iu the

Boston & Maine Railroad,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

On aud after Mouday, Sept. 4th, 1882,
PASSENGER TKA INN WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BONTAN
815. 8 45 a. m„ 12.65, B OO p. m„

___

"arriving

dly

Maine Steamship Company

ARRIVALS.

Boston at 10.45 a. m.,
p. in. RONTON
FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. in.. 12.30, 3.30
7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, 8.00,
OLD ORCHARD BEACH
11.00 p. rn.
FOR MAINTAIN at 6 40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.66,
MAINTAIN
FAIR
6.29 p. m.
OLD
41KCHARD BE At H at 8.00, 9.00 a. in., 12.30,
3.30, 7.00 p. m. PORTL AND Ft* R NA’A RRAIRAI REACH AND PINE POINT at
6.15, 8.4o, 10.26 a. m., 12.36, 4.55, 6.00, p.
m.
(See note.) FAIR OLD ORCHARD
BEACH at 6.15. 8.45, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12 65,
m.
FOR
HAVO
AND
p.
4.65, 6.00,
BIDDEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m.,
12
m.
FOR
55,
4.55, 6.00, p.
12.36,
KENNKBUNK at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.55,
4.66, 6.00, p. m. FOR WELLN at 6.15, 8.45
а. m., 6.00 j>. m
(See note) FOR NORTH
B1 KWI4K, NALillO* FALLN, ORE %T
FALLS DAI1FH, fc.YETER, H«VKR.
HILL. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12 66, 6.0«- p. m.
FAIR NEW MARKET at 6.16,8.45a.m.
FOR R0A:D ENTER
FA K.VIIN A*TON,
N H., AND ALTO* B A V at6.16, 8.46 a. in.,
12.55 p.m. FOR WOLFBORO at 8.45 a. m.,
12.55p.m. FOR CENTRE HARHOB at
8.45’ a. m.
FOR MANCIIEHTr R AND
CONCORD N. II., (vU New Market Jet.)at
б. 15 a. m., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a,
in.. 12.65 p. in.
THE .HAIRNINA* TRAIN
LEAVEN KENNEBUNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
NOTE-The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland Wilt
Not Ntop at Near *»oro Beach or Pine Point
and will Ntop at Well* Only to Take Passon
all
engers For Boston. Parlor Cars
through trains. Parlor-car seats secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
1 he 12.65 p. m., train from Portland connects with Nouud Line Nteamers for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. m., train with all Kail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
a1

—“-“-1.15,4.55,10.00

Llue to New fork.

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Frunhlin WharfV
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
t. M., and leave Pier 87, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are titled up with fine accommnd*tlons for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 86; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.
Ticket# and State Rooms can t»e obtained At Si
Excnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no paadec6dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

SAVANNAH

AND

BOSTON

STEAIKISHIPJCOMPANY.
DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH,

connecting at Savannah with all rail lines to points
in the South and South-West, and with rail and
steamer lines to all points In Florida.

Magnificent passenger accommodations. New
Steamers—Fastest time and lowest rates.
The elegant new iron steamers of 2200 tons each,
GATE CITY and CITY OF COLUMBUS, will sail
regularly every Thursday from Boston and Savannah.

These steamers are considered the finest on the coast

freight

For

or

passage

apply

to

W. H.

KING, 18 T wharf, Boston, or A. DxW
SAMPSON, 201 Washington St., Boston.
eod3m
aog2'j_

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert
and Macliias Steamboat Co.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The Steamer LEWISTON,
1127 tOD a, Capt. Charlea Leer-

ing, which leaves Railroad Wharf,

Portland, ever, Tuesday and
F iday e?«n iag.ai II I I o’clock, or on tbs
arrival of Express train from Boston, fa. Mockland, 1’a.liur, Dee. I.le, and Sed|wick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of
each Steamer)
Weal and Bar Barbara,
miltbeidge, Jone-port Bad mnebiasport.
ICeiurninji, leaves Maebiasport every monday and Thursday Hornings, ai 4.30o’eloek.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Train
and early morning train, for Raaion.
The New Steamer OU’Y OF RICHMOND, 1000
tons, Capt. WM. E, DF.NNI-ON wUl leave
same wharf every mouday,
Wednesday and
Saturday evenings, at 11.13 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Ex ress trains from Boston lot
mount Desert (South West and Bar Harbors)
tom hing at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about Iti.OO A. M. next day. Connect
with Steamei for Mnllivan from Bar Harbor.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
.Vleuday Wednesday and Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Kockland, arriving In
Portland about 6.00 P. M.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

CONNECTIONS.

Portland For Boston and Way stations at
1.00 and 5.30 p. m. Boston For Portland at
8.30 a. m., and 6.00 p. m.

Going East. At RecUlaad with B A B. S. 8
Co, Steamers each trip tor Relfast, Hangar, and
River Landings, also with Steamers for Green’s
I.ending, Ulue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastporc, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence «nd B< aton
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of fl. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T.T UK BEK, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
sep2

Harbor with Steamers for Lnmoiae and Nullirau.
At Sedgwick with Stage for Bine Hill.
Tickets sold to all points as above.

CONING WEST.
At Rockland Mondays and
Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings tor Portland.
The City of Richmond will stop at Deer I.le
each trip going East, to land
passengers.
GEORGE L.

DAT,

Treasurer and General Ticket Agent.
*
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland, June 14,1S82.
dtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

iudwlck

Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 19.55 p. m. (or Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
8.45

a. m.

4
Medicated Cotton, wet in
y Obtuuder, placed in an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and give
Cotpermanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated
ton and Instrument, all complete, for 25 cts.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Patent
Medicines, and by the Manufacturer,
_

O. P. MacalaSTER, D. D. 8., Lynn, Mass,
d&w

LIMITED.)

for

at 4.56 p. m. connecting with Sound and Ran
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At 6 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saoo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10
P. jm. connecting with all Rail Lines for New

York.

Sunday, at 9 p. m. for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 6.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Rail

l.landa. New Zealand aad
Australia.
Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
3oth of each month,
carrying passengers for San
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers sail from San Frai.cisco
regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealand

na.

is train for Boston.
&m.

At

Lines for New York.

Trains leave

Boston.

At 7.30 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 11.66 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.65 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. in.
Pullman Parlor Cars*

YARJIOI
One

and Australia.
For Freight,

Passage, sailing
information, apply to or address

,1.8.

tern

H. P. C. llerscy, Agt.,
ltail Road Wharf

ma23

dtf

§..00

a.m9.57 a. m., 2.55 p.m., tll.00 p.m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.15 p. m.,
til.20 p. m. Bath, 6.55 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
11.55 p.
m.
(Saturdays only)
runswick. 7.25 a. m., 11.16 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.16 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.26 a. m., (Mondays only.
Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 11.16 a m., 4.16 p.m.
Phillips, 6.55 a. m. Farmington. 8.20 a. ra.:
Winthrop 10.18 a. m. being due In Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and

tm.,

Bath,

The

Phi]

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Philadelphia.

STATION IN m KOBKiMiSMM.
Stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading R. R.
.BEEN HTKEETM,
NINTH AND
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Double Track Stone Baiias
Trains. tickets
Express
Be
railroad
buy
(at
steam
sure to

BOUND

any

cr

England) via
BROOK ROUTE.

boat office In New

PARE,

<*■» York and PMIad.lpM.

{’loS

NEW ENGLAND AUENCT,

ill

Washington Street, Boston.

mUSdt

Gen’

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. B. B. ol N. J.

adelphla.

Connecting there with Ulvde Steam
Charleston, S. C., Washing!—
K- l

Water

no

Lines

Lines to
e.. and

THE HEW REMEDY.

leave b RANK LIN

HOPSlMALT

WHARF,

Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).

Passengers by

curer a

this line

are

reminded that

they

BITTERS.
iNot

se-

comfortable night’s rest and avoid the exinconvenience of arriving in Boston late

pense and
at sight.

150^Tickets

and

Fermented.)

THE GREAT

Staterooms for sale at D. H.

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York,

via
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
«I. B. iOYLIi, Jr., C*eneral

apr6

Liver & Kidney Remedy

the various

AND

dy is compounded
q curatives, such as
Sagrada
(Sacred Bark), *uchu, Dandelion and
Sarsaparilla, combined with an agreeable Aromatic Elixir.
These Remedies act upon the Liver.
They act upon the Kidneys.
They Regulate the Bow 's.
They Quiet the Nervo* System.
They Promote Digea' ,n
They Nourish, Stre %then. Invigorate.
They give Tone, Health and Energy.

dtf

IKTERXATIOXAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Hie., Calais, Hie., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S„
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
FAEE AKKANGEH1EXTS.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
ON AND
of

the ORIGINAL and ONLY BITTERS containing Malt Extract.
Ask your Druegist for them, aud be sure
that the label has on it the four words
are

Leave Railroad Wharf.
of State street, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 6 p. m., for Eastport and 8t.
John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston. 8t.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock Grand
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis. Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Picton, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhonsie, Charlottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any inFreight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes,
Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HERSEY, President, and Manager
foot

*ny25__

HO^S AND MALT SITTERS
in large red letters.
^^“Take no ether, ae*
At Who^sale a..d Retail by all dealers.
ROCHESTER MEDICINE CO.,
Rochester, N. T.

MWOT&wly

r

dtf

—AFD—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

Saturday

Mo

Wednesday

To
py to

and

Whailage.
From
m.

Lone Wharf, d.iston, S p
From Pine 8,r.et Wbart

Philadelphia,

at If a.

'Bailing vessel.
the West by the Penn. R.R., and Sontll

--—.—

Freight for

CoiiMimptireM.—.TVany have been hap
give their testimony in favor of the use of
Wilbor*s Pure Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.** Experience has proved it to be a valuable
remedy for Con

sumption. Asthma, Diphtheria, and all riiseaaes o
the Throat and Lungs. Manufactured only by A
B. Wildob, Chemest, Boston.
Sold by all drug-

gists._sepldST&Th&wlw
IMPORTED

m

Insurance on»-half the rate of

hv

connecting lines.forwarded free of commission.
Tea Dollar.. Round
Trip (|g
Meals and Room inoluded.
For Freight or Passage apply to
*• **• tiWPAON, Ageal,
....
I ong W'k.rl, Rum

gl>STt_»Q

General Ocean Steamer

WIJVES &
•f all

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, n itb choice of the

fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs
viz: the White Star, Anchor Cunard, State, National, American, Ked Star, Hamburg American
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines to
and from all ports in Ireland, Sootland, England
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany Norway’
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, *50 to *100
Second Cabin, *40 to *1.0, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage *26 to *32. according to
b
steamer and port. Return tickets very low
Nirrling and Conlinrnlul
ln
eachawge
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris
and
American Express for packages and
freigt.io all
Also
for the
Acidia Coal by the
cargo. Apply to

J.

mchl6

Europe*
celebrated

—ton SALK BY—

R. STANLEY
■ 93

Agent,
Exchange Strove

&S0N, Importers,

FORE *T., POBTI.AND, ME.
Also, General Managers for New England,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit Mineral

Spring Water,

from hakrimon, mauve.
dtf

•

noglO

_______

FOR SALE.
RARE chance for

a young man that is
willing
0»'e of the oldest and best known
cream and candy establishice
catering, fancy cake,
ments in the State. Orders are received from all
parts o the couutry, also a large local business. As
the proprietor is abont to leave the State he will
all needed instruction about the business. Ad-

A

to work.

Sivo

ress.

■wplddlw*A. B. C., Press office.

Water

Closet Paper,

Vory Low, Full Siie, Full Count.

L.FARMEU,
N«.

LIQUORS

kiada, la tke
ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.

agetft

^

WHBOKS COMPOUND OF

PTTBE COD LIVES
Loil and lime..

Boston

Leaves each Port Every

t. Cascara

HOPS AND MALT BITTERS

AFTER NON.
IMhfteamthin Linr will

»AT,»KPT.
ere

BLO^D PURIFIER.

This n v Re
fror* *he best km
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In onnection with
COLONY RAILROAD,
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
BIVKR. there connecting with the Clyde M teasers, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to
OC»

favorite Stearmers Forest City and John

Brooksiwill alternately

John Sundav morning
Limited Tickets tlrst and second class for
St.John and Halifax on sale at reduced

PAYSON TUCKER, SupH.
Portland, June 19, 1882.Jel7tf

STEAMSHIP LINE

FROM

FARE $1.00.

trains
and connecting roads
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
m.
The afternoon trains from Waterville,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.42
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

t Sleeping Cars attached, runs daily, Sundays Included, between Boston and Bangor.
jRuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Docs
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St

—

'Steamers!

a. m.

a. m.

AND

IMnHMI

Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations

8.35

—

NEW ENGLAND

Through Kates and Bills Lading given from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Kates and Information
apply to
». D. C. DINK, Agent.
**
State House, Boston, Mass

15p.m.

Farmington via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON*
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m.. 6.00 p. m.; St.
John, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 d. m.; Honlton, 10.16
St. Stephen, 10.45 a. m.; Bucksport,
a. m.;
6.00 a. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 6.45, 7.45 a. m.
t8.0Cp.m. Dexter, 6.30 a.m,4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Skowhegan, 7.55 a. m.,
2.66 p. m.: Waterville, 9.20a.m. 210., flO.Oo
m.; aud 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,

CLYDE’S

al'

D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
ju!7dtf

Sheu,

lists sad fall
the General Eas-

PHILADELPHIA

going

Sleeping

On and after Monday* Jane 19th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St* John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
1.20, and tU*16| P m.; St. Andrews, St. SteFredericton, Aroostook County,
loosehead Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis B. R., 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20 p.
mM noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 1.15 p.m., 1.20 p. m.,til.
Bangor und Dexter, 6.15 p. m. (Saturdays
only). Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.16 p. m,, 1.20
p. m., 111.16 p. m. and 5.16 p. m. Saturdays ouly,
Augusta, Hallowell. Gardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.20 p.
Tn., 6.15 p. m„ til.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1.20 p. m., 5.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Rnox A
Lincoln
R.
R., 7.00 a. m.,
1.20 p.
m.;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Aubnrn
and Lewiston, 8.15 a. m., 1.15
p.
m.,
6,05 p.m. Lew ton via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., 111.16 p.m.;
Farmington, Phillips
and Rangeley Lake an 3 Id p. m., Monmouth, Winthrop, Readfleld, West Waterville and kNortb Anson, 1.15 p. m., aud

Agents,

C. L. BARTLETT Sc CC
U3 Stale Street, cat. Broad Sr., Boston.
or to W. D. LITT LE *
GO.,
teBBdtf_St ktshtng. St.. Per,land.

Trip per Week.

On and after FRIDAY. Jnne
2d. the favorite and superior seasteamer New Branawick, will leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, w'here connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o’clock, and positively none taken after that time.

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. m.,
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por land,
8.46 a. m., 12.55 and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pullman
Cars on trains leaving Boston a
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
tickets
to all points West
and
Through
■tontb may be had of J, M. French, TicketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
LUCIUS TUTTLE.
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

Instant Belief for Toothache.
A few applications of

gepfl

may23

m.

From LewiHton and Auburn, 8.86 a. m.
12.45, and 5.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.35, a. in., 12.35, 6.00 ard
5.30 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 and 5.80 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saoo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special Sleeping Car will be
ready for oocnpancy in Portland station, at 9.00
(Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
a.

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

AGEATS,

THIS

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Yokohama 2d inst, ship Phineas Pendleton,
Laflin, New York.
At Cebu
.July 2j barque Evie Reed, Rairden, fm
ar 16th, for United States.
aid fm Hong
Kong 29th, ship Melrose, French,
San Franclseo.
At Iloilo .July
31, barque Haydn Brown, Havener,
from Singapore, ar
13th, for United States; Henry
from Hong Kong ; barque
from Shanghai, ar 8th; H G
Johnson, Cot by, for United States.
Ola at Valparaiso
July 30th, barque A C Bean,
\ouog. New Vork, (and sailed

Its rich and lasting fragrance has made this I
I delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There I
I is nothing like it. Insist upon having Flores* I
for signature of
ton

T. r. MERRY,

The

Ashford, from

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

au!6

LEWIS McLELLAN

ural sleep.

from

Fessenden,
BootliHy,

V. Holt

Old Dr. Pitcher’s
remedy for
Children's Complaints.

“Especially adapted to

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or house*
hold duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take
intoxicatingstimuIants,butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If
you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumafsm, KidneyComplaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves, Parker’s Gtnghr
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
up from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
you
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
CAUTION!—Refuse all substitutes. Parker’* Ginger Tonic la
composed of the best remedial agents in the world, and is entirely
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
HUcox A Co., N. Y. 50c. A SI sixes, at dealers in drugs.

has paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 63/8per cent, compound interest.

Jtlib.

run a*

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and JLewtRton, 7.10 and 9.00
a. m., 1.16 and 5.10 p. m.
For Gorham, 9.00 a. m., 1. 30,3.30 and 5.10
p. ui.
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 9.00

Trains leave Portland

Restores the Youthfu! Color to Grey or Faded Hair I
Parker’s Hair Balsam is f.r.r.'y perfumed and is I
warranted to prevent foiling of the hair and to re- I
move dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co., N.Y. I
50c. and (I sizes, at dealers In drugs and medicines.

| CoLOGN^m^Jook

Clinton.

At

THE NORTHWESTERN

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the most productive and solid securities of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses ami taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

and

at low rates

JAPAN, CHINA,

GINGERTONIC

Government Bond,
Which at

Meisseter.

S. S. R. cured me of Scalp Sores, Sores in Nostrils and Ears, after everything known to the medical profession had failed.
Three mouths have
passed since I quit taking S. S. S.; there is no symptom of the disease remaining; I am permanentiv
cured. It stands unrivalled for Blood Diseases.
Jno. S. Taggart, Salamanca, N. Y

na

after

MONDAY, JUNE
ON 1SS‘J, train* will
follow*:

$40, Steerage

Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T
P. McGOWAN, 422 Oongrees St., or LIVE *
ALDKN, General Ageaie, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mans.. IS State St.; Philade
pkta. Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Cbentnut Stn.

STEAMERS.

and always

eb4dlmteodllm&w6w6

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

Cares When Hot Springs Fail!

lotn. schs Silas McLoon, New
York for Rockland; Win Flint, and T H
Livingston,
do for Boston; Fannie & Edith, do for do; D H Ingraham. do for Poi tland; Monticello. Hoboken for
Plymouth"; Sami Nash, Amboy for Boston; Sedona,
do for Beverly.
Passed the ate 17th, schs John S Case, from New
York for Boston; War Steed, fm Port Johnson for
Augusta; A Hammond, do for do.
PERTH AMBOY—Cld 16th, ecbs C H Foster,
Coombs. Galveston; War Steed, cooking, Augusta;
Sedona. Holbrook, Beverly; Geo E Prescott, Faruuiu, Boston.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 11th, sch Almeda Willey,Willey, Pensacola.
Ar 16th. sch Belle Hooper, Gdkey, Pensacola,
FALL RIVER—Ar 16th, sch Elliott B Church,

Aug 16, lftt 17 N, Ion 27 W, ship P G Blanchard,
from Cardiff for Bahia.
Aug 21, lat 38 N, ion 41 W, ship Henrietta,
Blanchard, from New York for Sydney, NSW.aUte

I

MONGER,

Mutual

BLOOD DISEASE

I'asseu cne cate

sch

HAIR BALSAM.

PARKER’S

Richmond; Northern Light, Harper, do; Rival,
Oliver, Gardiner.
Ar 17th, barques Freada A
Willey, Willey, Clarabelle, Fla; Au Sable, Andrews, Baltimore; brig
Kaluna, Ray, Bath; sens Victor. Coleman, Port de
Paix; Millford, Look, Jacksonville; Acara, Cummings, Shulee, NS; Lexington, Field, Two Rivers.
NS; Speedwell, Whittier. Rockland.
Ar 18th, brig Geo Buruham,
Rogers, Porto Rico;
sch Helen Mara, Look, Nuevitas.
Cld 16th, barque Augustine Kobbe, Ford, Valencia; brig F I Merriman, Nickerson, Buenos Ayres;
schs Jos Wilde. Brauscomb, Para; James R Talbot,
Crocker, Martinique; St John, Gilmore, Jacksonvil'e; A O Gross. Greenlaw. Boothbay.
Sid 16th, ship Florence, for San Francisco; bark
Norena, for Matanzas.

fn
m.rf Aug
a
In port

■

-IN THE-

Minnie Smith, Arey,

Forest,

PARKER’S

166 FORE ST.

ENDOWMENT HUM

e<xl6w

Wade,

BOOTHBAY—Ar 15th, sch Fa:ry
Portland, on the railway.
SACO—Ar 15th, sch Nellie Eaton,
New York.

1

dtillOctl

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

WBtKKKKKKttKKKKKBKBt ViTVHaBIWIIM

CORRESPONDENT.

BOSTON.ittAHS.

Portland.

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

MPA

Portland and Worcester Line.

of

m 'Mw—iwi mi

attached to trains leaving

PORTLI

Collections made on reasonable terms in all parts
Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7d6m

40 PER CENT.

Intermediate

Railway of Canada.

West and Nouthwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J, SPICEIt, Superintendent.
jun29dtf

.("‘Steamer

BERkY,

No. 37 Plum Straafc.

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881.

Grand Trunk

North west,

AYER and

are now

Vf-ltV ATIIROtV
Shortest
Ocean.
Voyage—Only
FIVE DAYS from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from O I, A 'ROW.
pool. Qurrn.iowa, l.spdonderrt, and €.■!way to BOSTON direct.
The steamer. «re unsurpassed for safety and si>eed
CABIN, 670 and 6*0.

-AND-

For

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
OF

ni.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

m.

1st

Six Per Cen Interest on Oatstanding
Scrip Paid in and After Feb. 7, 1882.

jun24dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

American &

ASSETS,

Superintendent.

18

WORCESTER,

Foreign Patents,
AGAINST MARINE
No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
RISKS ONLY.

Total Marine Premiums.

Portland, June 23d,

1yl3

—

January 1881, to 31st December,
1881.$4,039,487
on

t
J. H AM ILTOIV,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Street,

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

1st

antfw*1

.30 p.

TIKCGT OFFICES

open

Premiums

arrive m Portland :
8.40 a. m., from Bartlett and intermediate Stations.
12.60 p. in. from all White Mountain points.
8
fr°m Montreal» Ogdensburg, Syracuse
Trains

and

in.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

PORTLAND, ME.
Orders by mail promptly attended to. sepl 3dlm

OF NEW YORK.

Marine Risks from

train.

m.

a.

St. Andrews.

dtf

Mutual Insurance Co.

on

p.

and

Canton,

Leave Lewi*ton at 9.40 a. ni. and 2.26 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlzfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West snmner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD. Snpt.
Portland, June 20,
88
je26dtf

and

KATES OE FARE

ATLANTIC

Premiums

After July let
Parlor Car for Crawfords’. Fabyans’, St. Johnsbury, Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.26
a. m. train—arriving without change-at Montreal at 8.40 p. m.
Parlor Cara for Crawfords’ and Fabyans’ on 1.06

Canton for Portland

Leave

_

4.30 and 9.60 a. m.
|.i!?“?^.'??SLeffi8tOD.
at 9.00
Leave Portland for

Campobello Island,

Piano Forte anil Organ Tuner,
258 middle

INSURE

Jolinsbury,

steamships.
allan une
to LIVERPOOL

ft QUEBEC

Montreal.

will be closed

eo

1882.

Pn eager Train* leare Portland :
For all stations running through to
St‘15 A. (Tlo
St.
S wanton, Burlington, Vt., and
Ogdensburg, N. Y., connecting at St. Johnsbury
for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
1*0') P. UK*—For all White Mountain Resorts,
Fabyan’s, Crawford’s, Protile House, Glen House,
Summit Mt. Washington, Bethelem, &c.
This
train runs through express and will not stop at
White
Hiram
or
W. BaldFlag Stations,
Rock,
win.
5.ISO P. M.—To Bartlett and intermediate stations.

excursion rates to tlie resorts of

J. D.

MILK STREET,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16th, barque Pala Alto,
Nickerson, Pascagoula; brig Castalia, Jackson, fm
Kt Duebcc; sebs Lizzie S Haynes, Gauiage do; J W
Drury Studley, do; Annie P Chase, Poole, Bangor;
A R Weeks, Littlefield. Gardiner.
Cld ir>th, barque Hannah McLoon, Keen, Barba*
d es via Norfolk; Laurens. Snow,
Hamburg; sch
Bowdoin, Randall, Portland.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater loth, ship Levi C

E M

Tickets will be sold at Bangor
for Katahdin Iron Works and return, good for excursion over the

STEAMERS.

ARBANOEMEN’r,

Commencing Monday, June 2(i,

—

Katalidiu Ironworks

Manager for Maine and New Hampshire
Until
JAMES A. ANDERSON, Special Ajrt.,

New York Mutual Life Building,

BALTIMORE—Cld 16th. barque Alex Campbell,
Bunker. Norfoik, (and sailnd); sch Ida C Bullard,

for San Francisco.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th. schs

CONTRACTOR.

OFFICE:

land, Philadelphia.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 14th, sch Ida L, Hull, from
Ucurdiru»r.

16th, sch

TO

SintiMEK

price

Boston.

Cld

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld

Or. Kenison’s Office

NICHOLAS DeQROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

sate.

—

John, NB, 15tk,

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R,

Preddeat.

dec3

being

bonds,

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims promptly upon their approval by the less
committee, without waiting the customary ninety

KANSAS.

Tlie undersigned has within a few days returned
from an extended examination of the line, facilities
and prosi ects of th* T peka, Saliua & Western
Railroad Company. This examination was made by
the solicitation of the Directors of that Company,
with the hope of making a contract for the construction of its line of road. Many days and much qareful thought were given to each point involved, and
the result is that a oontr ct for construction was
entered into n the 31st ultimo between the above
company and the undersigned.
This Company was organized for the purpose of
giving railroad facilities to the people of Shawnee.
Wabunsee, Morris, Dickinson,'aline, Lincoln and
Os borne Counties, and is to run from Topeka, southwesterly and westerly, as above indicated, to Delm,
near the eastern line of Osborne County, a distance
of 181 miles
The line of this railroad passes through the very
chociest districts of the State, including that remarkable territory known as the “Great Wheat Belt of
Kansas.” This particular territory has been, and
now is, without adequate railroad
conveniences,
there
from 15 to 30 miles on each side of this
proposed line unencumbered by anv railroad, notwithstanding the population of the eight counties
through which the road passes numbered In 1881
one hundred and twenty-five thousand souls, and
every acre of land susceptible of the highest cultiTowns of considerable importance are
vation.
aleady on the line, and au insurance of ihe completion of the road will develop many more at an

early day.

POLICIES!
All nolices
Issued after Nov. 10, 1881, are incontestible after
three years from the date of the policies for
any
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
oontinuance, ana is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
Whenever
the reserve upon the
policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endowment.

6 pel* cent.

ten miles.
The work of construction has already commenced
in the city of Topeka, and will be vigorously pushed
westward.
Subscriptions to these bonds may he made at
the office or the con ractor on the following terms:
For $800, twelve shares of stock (par value $60
each) and a $1000 bond will be given, the latter
bearing interest at six per cent, from the date of

DOMESTIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO
Ar 16tb, barque Proteus,
Beattie Iquique.
GALVESTON—Ar 10th, brig Rocky Glen, Bray,

Rockland.

Grand Excursion

HOME

delivery of the bonds and stock for such

phia same day.
tS^See other columns.

Ar at St
DEATUS

estab-

A

stove

Motz, New

having been

IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC slnoe its organisation, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.

—

Richards,

RAILROADS.

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

OF

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY,
ished over thirty years.

....

PENSACOLA—Ar 12th,

INSURE

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

OFHTEAiTlsUirk.

iMARINE

RAILROADS.

UNION MUTUAL

of general prosperity.
Agricultural communities are as a rule sucessful and
prosperous. No other avocation is so sure of a
good
comfortable Jiviug and a surplus for old age.
No other pursuit is so beneficial to the
MINIATURE ALlMAN AC... SEPTEMBER 19.
I High water, (P m).. 3.51
development of true manhood, inteilectuall/ Sun rlfK:3.5.44
Stiu sots.6.04 I Moon sets. 10.01
and physically ; nor can it be shown that the
pursuit of agriculture, prudently and intelligently conducted, has been a failure. Yet
97 merchants out of every 100 fail. No
o„her iudustry can show so good results with
PORT OF PORTLAND.
the same amount of capital and ability
invested. A sharp axe and a stout heart can
in a few years produce a farm in the AroosMONDAY, Sept. 18.
took timber lands that will lead to a compeArrived.
tence. It has been done, it is now
being done
Steamer New York, Hali, Boston for Eastport
and it can be done by any one who will. give and St John, NB.
the necessary energy and push. True it deBarque A O Dickerman, Cook, Baltimore—coal
to Maine Cent RK.
mands work, but no more than the mecnanBrig Havillah, Coo bs, New York for Bangor.
ical pursuits, uor does it require so large an
Sch Jennie Lippett, Crowell, Philadelphia—coal
outlay for tools and outfit to start a farm as to Eastern RR.
does any mechanical pursuit.
Sch Edw Waite, York, Philadelphia—coal to Boston &
aine HR.
io-aay the whole world is waiting for
Sch Eagle Rock, Hammond, Philadelphia—coal to
the result' of crops—cotton, corn, wheat,
Randall & McAllister.
beef, and pork. These are of more importSch Maud. Robinson, Philadelphia—coal to Ran& McAlllsier.
ance in determining the general
prosperity dall
Sch Kit Carson, Hardy, New York—coal to Sami
than all other productions. The surplus to
Rounds.
go abroad indicates the amount of balance
Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Boston.
that will come to us. It determines what
Sch Tiger, Douglas,
oil to J Oouley & Son
Sch E L Warren. Babbidgc, Boston—molasses to
our importations can be, and provides for
W H Robinson, Jr.
the expenses of the nation, and for reducing
Sch Mary Wiley, ^ illiams, Boston.
our
Sch Hope, Harvey, Boston.
public debt. Every manufacturing
Sch Adelade,
interest, whether of cotton or wool fabrics,
Crowley. Boston.
Sch Mary Willey, Williams. Portsmouthof iron or steel, wood or other material, is
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—lime
directly dependent upon the results of agri- to C A B Morse & Co.
culture. Telegraphic appliances, telephones,
Sch May Snowman, Oliver, Bath.
Sch Ellen Morrison, Lowoll, Bangor for Philadelfast mail trains, the finest intellect of exphia.
perts, aided by astronomical observations,
Sch Sea Qne^n, Bunker, Franklin for Boston.
are used, and hourly in use, to determine
Schs Oasis, Mills, off shore, with 200 bhls mackthe probable results of crops. Wall street of
erel; Tookolitta, Pieice, do, 100,
New York, as well as all the money centres
Cleared.
are moved by crop prospects.
The ability of
Sch Exchange, Buckmaster, Boston—E G Willard.
Sch Chalcedony, Bryant, Machias—N Blake.
a country to develop its resources is depenSch Orient, Gilman, Bangor—S W Thaxter.
dent upon thesucessof agriculture. WithSch Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor—Kensell &
out bread the wheels of all industries must
Tabor.
Decreased
stop.
productions, increased
I FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE. 1
value, causing increased cost of living,
Ar at Antwerp 19th inst, ship Wachusett, McGilwhich later enhances the price of labor, this
San
Francisco.
very,
increases the cost of the productions of labor
Sid fm London 16th inst, ship Success, Hichborn,
and of necessity reaches the consnmer at
'Tybee.
last, thus showing conclusively that prosperbv Danl Brewer, east side
ity depends upon agricultural success, that ofThe schooner building
Muujoy Hill, for G H Chase and oapt Asa Littleagriculture is the rock on which national john.
is to be launched 26th inst.
Mr Brewer has
prosperity is built.
contracted to build a barque of 700 tons for J S
JoubnAl—What of agriculture in Maine?
Winslow & Co. and others of Portland, to be commanded by Capt Harding Tucker, late of barque
Mb. Atwood—Maine without quesiion
Payson Tucker.
has many claims as an agricultural Slate,
and especially for mixed husbandry. The
MEMORANDA
West has its level jn-airie, which is capable
Sch Tahmira, of Bucksport, put into St John, NB
of being handled in large tracts and producloth for a harbor and went ashore on Sand Point,
tilled with water. She was hauled off next full
ing large crops, but as a wh de the average and
tide and will be placed on the blocks for examinawill not equal Maine.
The cost of cultivation. Extent of damage not ascertained.
tion per acre may be less in the West, but
Sch Helen G King, from Calais, was run into at
the value of the product is equally so, if not
Providence 18th. by tug Ant, and sustained some
damage. The tug carried away funnel and
light
The
same
amount of capital
and
greater.
burst steam pipe.
ability in Maine will produce quite as much
Sch Mary Hawes, of Camden, from Rock port for
profil. Few Maine farmers have the capital New York, with 760 eesks lime, struck on Nantucket Bar morning of the 17th and remains. Pronecessary to show her best results. The
bably a total loss.
time has been when
was not looked
upon here with much resuect as a calling.
The smart boys must seek a Professorship,
as farming did not require brains.
Time has
changed this in a large degree and the change
is now more rapidly going on. Famers are
belter read, study more and are becoming

SHOULD
IN THE-

—

of John
C. Butterfield .aged 32 years.
In steep Kalis
standisb, Sept. 16, Col. Luke Rich,
71
years
8
aged
mouths.
In Biddeford, Sept.
11, Thomas J. Chick, aged 72
years 4 mouths. I Boston paper
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